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... His (K. Ramakrishnaiya's) work on

T/kkana Is inspired by a noble and really

original conception... I am sure these

aspects of his work will last for all time

to his credit and entitle him to the gratitude

of all lovers of the Telugu Mahabharata.'

Dr. Burra Seshagiri Rao
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Foreword

Sri Korada Ramakrishnaiya was one of the stalwarts of this century in the Telugu literar

field. His unique contribution to the fundamental researches in Dravidian Philology and literar

criticism is a rich legacy to posterity.

To commemorate his memory in a manner befitting his stature, a centenary committe*

was formed in June 1991 with eminent personalities in Arts and letters like Dr. Bezawad

Gopala Reddi, Dr. M.R. Appa Rao, Sri P.V.R.K. Prasad IAS-, Dr. C. Narayana Reddi an'

Dr VI. Subramoniam as its Advisors.

Susarla International Trust Academy (SITA), Visakhapatnam and Sonty Renaissanc

International (SRI) Foundation, Illinois, U.SA have jointly sponsered the centenary celebrations

During the centenary year 1991-92 meetings and seminars were held on the life an
works of Korada Ramakrishnaiya at different educational centers with the active cooperate
of the centenary committee, as follows:

Date and Place

1. 4-10-1991
VISAKHAPATNAM

2 22-10-1991
HYDERABAD

3. 28-10-1991
VIJAYAWADA

29-10-1991
TANUKU

30-10-1991
ELURU

6. 31-10-1991
AMALAPURAM

Institution

Telugu Dept.

Andhra University

Telugu University

Sarada College

Nannaya Bhattaraka

Peetham

The Federation of

Science, Philosophy
and Arts

'Kala Triveni'

Chairperson

DrM Gopalakrishna Reddi

Vice-Chancellor

Dr.C. Narayana Reddi

Vice-Chancellor

DrMR. Appa Rao
Ex-Vice-Chancellor

Andhra University

Sri Mallina

Ramachandra Rao

Managing Director,

Gowtami Solvent

Oils, Tanuku

Sri S. Gopala Sastri

Convenor

K.R.centenary

Committee

Prof. Betavolu Ramabrahmam
Director, Sahitya Peetham,

Telugu University,

Rajahmundry



7. 1-11-1991

MUNGANDA

8. 21-11-1991

ANANTAPUR

9. 25,26-1-1992
MADRAS

10. 28-1-1992
ANANTAPUR

11. 6-3-1992
BANGALORE

12. 25-3-1992
VARANASI

13. 22-10-1992
HYDERABAD

Jagannatha

Panditaraya Peethann

Sai Baba National

Junior College

Telugu Department
Madras University

Andhra Bharati,

Sri Krishnadevaraya

University

Department of

Telugu Studies,

Bangalore University

Department of Telugu,

Benares Hindu University

Sri Krishnadevaraya
Andhra Bhasha Nilayarn

Dr.Khandavitli

Subba Rao, MBBS

Sri Meda Subramanyann

Correspondent
SSBN Junior College

Dr. V. Ramachandra
Professor of Telugu

Dr. Sardesai Tirumala Rao

Sri Sakala Narasimhulu Chetty

Prof. LK. Tripathi, Dean,

Faculty of Arts, B.H.U.

Sri M.V. Narayana Rao I.P.S.

Besides, a few meetings in Commemoration of Ramakrishnaiya were also held in Chicago
and some other educational centres in U.SA

At the first meeting held in the Andhra University, Visakhapatnam in October 1991, Sri

P.V.R.K. Pfasad, Dr. M. Gopalakrishna Reddi and Sri Vasanta Rao Venkata Rao paid rich

tributes to the memory of Korada Ramakrishnaiya and emphasised the need to publish his

complete works and make them available for Research scholars. Sri Bezawada Gopala Reddi

described him as the 'mother-root
1

of linguistic Studies in South India.

Dr. C. Narayana Reddi presiding over the meeting held under the auspices of the Telugu

University, Hyderabad stressed the importance of the original researches of Ramakrishnaiya
on 'Desi' metres and the common features of prosody of the four South Indian languages.

Dr. M.R. Appa Rao who presided over the meeting held in the Sarada College, Vijayawada
underscored the value of Korada's contributions to Modernism in Telugu and expressed
the hope that his memory will be perpetuated by bringing a new edition of his works.

The Telugu Department of the University of Madras conducted a National Seminar on

Telugu Research -
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

1

on the 25th and 26th January 1992
as a mark of respect to the memory of Ramakrishnaiya who was the first Professor of

Telugu in that University. And one of the sessions of the seminar on the forenoon of 26th
was entirely devoted to a review of the original contributions of Ramakrishnaiah to Comparative
Studies.



Andhra Bharati, Sri Knshnadevaraya University conducted a seminar in which staff members
of the Telugu Department presented an in-depth study of various aspects of Ramakrishnaiah's

Contributions.

The Seminar on 'Evolution of comparative studies in Telugu
- Korada Ramakrishnaiya's

contribution
1

held at the Banaras Hindu University, an illuminating one, was attended by
members of the Hindi and other language departments too.

We are happy to state that the Central Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi has made a grant

of Rs.20,000/- for conducting a seminar on the life and works of Ramaknshnaiah. The
seminar will be held under the auspices of the Hyderabad University in February, 1993.

The Centenary Committee felt it will be a fitting finale to the centenary year to publish

a centenary Festschrift with scholarly articles contributed by eminent scholars

We are grateful to all the contributors for readily cooperating with us in this stupendous

project

We are profoundly thankful to the Hon'ble Prime Minister, Sri PV Narasimha Rao for

having kindly agreed to release the volume on the 30th November, 1992.

We will be failing in our duty if we do not place on record our gratitude to the members
of the centenary committee for their valuable guidance and help, and especially to the

Philanthropists for generously contributing to the centenary fund and making this project

a success. We cannot adequately thank Sri Alapati Ravindranath, Proprietor of the Kala Jyothi

Process Ltd. F for his kind cooperation in Printing the Centenary Festschrift in record time.

S. Gopala Sastri



The one way to make wisdom and

health go hand In hand, Is by exercising

your body and brain simultaneously In

your youth, and thereby preparing that

store of energy which will be called

upon for use in later life.

Alaka Narayana Gajapathi

Yuvarajah of Vizfanagaram,

Maharajah's College Magazine-1921.
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[Telugu
-
pp.459, Price.2/- By Korada Rama

Krishnaiya, MA Senior Lecturer in Telugu,

Oriental Research Institute, Madras University,

Published in the Andhra Grandha Mala in the

Andhra Patrika Office, Madras]

it has long since been expected that Mr.C.R.

Reddi would fulfil his promise of giving the

Telugu public a rigid critical revaluation of

Mahabharata in general and the Telugu version

which he along with many of his countrymen,
believes to be an original creation in particular.

We hope the critique on Mahabharata will yet

see the light of day. Meanwhile we cannot

be too grateful to the younger men, especially

of the attainments of Mr. K. Ramakrishnaiya,

who are taking up the task of paying a pious

tribute to the memory of the Telugu poets

of the Mahabharata....

Mr. Ramakrishnaiya herein deals with only

a portion of the work of the poet

Tikkana-Virataparvamu. He has done well in

thus restricting his sphere of work, for to judge
the work of a poet of the eminence and

loneliness of Tikkana much can be gained

by focussing light upon single spots more than

by surveying a poet's achievment of such wide

range and complexity. The work is scholarly

without being pedantic and Interesting

without being too 'popular*. The pre-Nannaya

period in Telugu Literature is traced with great

skill and Nannay's love for Vedte tradition and

Tikkana's Advaita are brought out by decisive

internal evidence. The comparison of Tikkana's

work with the original Sanskrit of Vyasa is

very illuminating. The author has chosen the

right passages and his method of treatment

is extremely interesting. There is much force

in his contention that Tikkana planned and

executed the Virataparvamu as a model type

of Prabandha and its great and continued

influence on subsquent writers who

unquestionably borrowed many points of

beauty and techincal form, although they could

not equal him in the stately march of his verse

which charges with the tramp and impetus
of cavalry, is profusely illustrated from later

poets. The enumeration of the artistic

qualities of Tikkana's verse shows rare

insight and critical acumen In the author,

and there is no doubt that he would have

driven home much better the uniqueness of

Tikkana's method by drawing a comparison
in style and attitude towards life between him

and his great predecessor Nannaya. There are

not occasions lacking even in Virataparvamu,

if only Tikkana had the mind, to undertake

natural description, but he is always

preoccupied with the poignant drama of conflict

in human nature and portrays nature only as

a dim and passive ground against which he

paints the luminous figures of the Epic.

Nannaya, on the contrary, is always fascinated

with the trees, the forest breezes and the

mountains and can hold communion with

nature untrod by human feet.

Apart from these major considerations, there

are in the book many passages of absorbing
interest to the admirers of Tikkana. We
anxiously await further studies from the pen
of this gifted author and hope he would take

us at some early date to the very end of this

great work which belongs to the ages.

RARA



The Journal of the Andhra Historical

Research Society

(Volume VI - October 1931 - Part 2).

It is the result of the author's work as the

Madras University Reader in Telugu in 1928.

It is a good attempt at a critical and historical

study of the Telugu Language and its Literature

as found in Andhra Bharatam. The author has

compared the Telugu Virata Pan/am with the

Sanskrit Original with a view to assess the

real worth of Tikkana's poetic beauties, and

has given us several extracts from the same.

At the outset in the first part, he traces

the several stages in the evolution of Telugu

script and language with the help of certain

Old Telugu inscriptions of the Eastern

Chalukyas and Eastern Gangas. He then

describes the style and cornpostion of

Bharatam. In the second part he describes

the religious history of the Dekkan and South

India under the Andhras, the Pallavas and the

Chalukyas and narrates the reasons that lead

to the Edition of Telugu Bharatam. The author

then quotes several passages from both the

Sanskrit original and the Telugu transaction

to show the differences in subject-matter, style,

etc. The author thus describes the descriptive

skill of Nannaya.

In the third and fourth parts, he describes

the several beauties of Tikkana Somay* i's

Telugu translations and descriptions by qu ng

several passages from Virataparvam whch

ought to be read by every one. As the author

rightly describes, there is a systematic

arrangement of ideas with a motive to produce

dramatic effect and as for poetic skill and

style, it is inimitable.

We heartily congratulate the author on the

excellent work he has produced and we think

literary criticism should flow hereafter on

the lines suggested by him.

R.S.R

Opinions of Contemporaries

I

Sri Tekumalla Achyuta Rao Pantuki Garu,

MA, L.T., Head Master, Training School,

Rajahmundry, dated 24-1-1932

I thank you very much for having sent me
a copy of your excellent criticism of the Andhra

Maha Bharatam written by you under the title

Andhra Bharata Kavita Vimarsanamu. I was

much pleased to go through the book and

find such excellent criticism at your hands on

the best portion of the Telugu Bharatam,

namely, the Virata Pan/am. Your criticism, I

think, is the first of its kind which I have had

the pleasure of perusing during recent years.

Several Telugu scholars and poets have had

their say about the merits and defects of our

greatest national poem namely the Andhra

Maha Bharatam written by our poetic Trinity.

But I have no hesitation in saying that I found

your crttclsm to be by far the best yet

available on the subject. You have made your

criticism modem in the best acceptance of

the term without calling yourself off from the

time-honoured traditons of our ancient Literary

Critics, namely, the Rhetoricians. You have

brought into your book an unprejudiced mind

full of appreciation of the author and at the

same time alive to the deficiencies judged by

the ideal standards of criticism. Your estimate

of Tikkana as the national poet who has

fashioned the life and literature of the Andhra

country is entirely agreeable to me. An

ill-natured critic of your work may pick out

a flaw here or a flaw there, or a discrepancy

here or a discrepancy there but such ill-natured

criticism apart, every real scholar in Andhra

Desa should, I think, be grateful to you for

your performances on such a large scale. The

zeal and enthusiasm with which you have

evidently approached the subject make me

hope that you will not give up the subjects

after this first attempt but will continue it in



some more volumes until you complete your

studies in the Andhra Bharata. I wish to suggest

to you for your consideration the following

comprehensive scheme of criticism,

1. First three parvams (Nannaya and

Yerrapragada). 2. Udyoga Pan/am. S.Yuddha

Panchakam. 4.Santi Panchakarn. and 5The

last three parvams.

If you complete these things you will be giving

quite an insight to every Andhra to understand

and appreciate the full value of this, the greatest

Andhra poem.

n

Chllukurl Narayana Rao, MA, Ph.D.,

Lecturer In Sanskrit, Telugu, & Kannada,

C.D. College, Anantapur.

The above book is a scholarly study of the

Telugu Mahabharata and is the first extensive

appreciation of that great work. Beyond stray

articles in the press, there has not appeared
so far any study in a book form carried on

in a systematic manner. The author is to be

congratulated on the excellent exposition of

the subject which Is new in the field of

Telugu literary criticism. The first chapter of

this book deals with the methods of literary

criticism and divides Telugu Literature into

various ages based on well defined

characteristics and acquaints us with the

earliest extant remains of the Telugu Language.
The second chapter deals with the religious

and social conditions at the time of the writing
of the Telugu Mahabharata and institutes a

comparison between the points of vietf of

approach
to the subject by Nannaya and

Tikkana. Nannaya had the vaidiki and religious

outlook whereas Tikkana was a poet par
excellence. The third chapter makes an
elaborate study of the Virataparva translated

by Tikkana and is well worth reading by Telugu
scholars. The fourth chapter continues the

study of the same, deals with the poetic qualities

of Tikkana and ends with the linguistic

peculiarities of the poet. We hope that the author

will continue his studies in this direction and

enrich Telugu Literature by his writings.

ffl

Dr. B. Seshaglri Rao Pantulu Garu, MA, Ph.D.,

D.Hist., ETlitt. (WIES) Professor of English and

Comparative Literature, M.R. College,

Vizianagaram.

I have read with great interst the Critical

Essays on Bharata by M.R.Ry. Korada

Ramakrishnaiya Garu MA, of the Oriental

Research Institute of the University of Madras,

His work on Tikkana which bulks mosl

largely in these Essays is inspired by a noble

and really original conception and so far as

it goes is quite valid. What Tikkana suggested
in calling his Parvams a "Prabhandha -

Mandali" has been amply and justly sustained

by this critique.

Apart from all critical controversies on side

issues raised by his publication. I am sure these

aspects of his work will last for all time

to his credit and entitle him to the gratitude

of all lovers of the Telugu Mahabharata.
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Foreword

by

Sunitl Kumar Chatterji

Emeritus Professor of Comparative Philology,

University of Calcutta;

Ex-Chairman, West Bengal Legislative Council;

National Professor of India in Humanities,

President, Sahitya Akademi

The present monograph unquestionably

forms an important contibution to our serious

study of Telugu linguistics in particular and

of Dravidian in general. In order to arrive at

a full and authentic study of the evolution

of the Dravidian speech in India, there must

be, as a basic preliminary, a series of detailed

descriptive studies of all the Dravidian

languages and dialects - or at least of the more

important among them, important lingusitcally.

Then after that there should be another series

of historical grammars of these languages, the

diachronistic treatment going parallelly with the

synchronistic. The Indian scholars who speak
the various Dravidian languages have now
become quite alive to the importance of

Dravidian studies. For a long number of

decades, after his pioneer work of Robert

Caldwell on the Comparative Grammar of

Dravidian Languages of South India first

appeared in 1854, Indian scholars were not

so very much interested in Dravidian

Linguistics particularity, although there were

very erudite scholars of their mother-tongues

among Tamilian, Keralan, Kannadiga and

Andhra people. An eminent scholar of Sanskrit

and Tamil like V. Swaminatha Aiyar virtually

brought about a revolution in Dravidian Studies

by giving through his critical editions nearly

the entire mass of the oldest literature in any
Dravidian language -the Sangam literature of

Tamil, and that was over half a century ago.
One by one Dravidian scholars began to make

their appearance and take up seriously the

histories of their mother-tongues. We have for

example K.V. Subbayya, whose first essays on

the historical grammar of Dravidian appeared
in the Indian Antiquary in 1 909. There were

here and there isolated scholars like KAmritha

Rao, and there were scholars of the old type

like K.Narasirnhacharya for Kannada, LV.

Ramaswami Aiyar of Ernakulam had to his

credit a great deal of very important work,

but his career was cut short very early. We
should also mention that veteran scholar of

Sanskrit and Tamil Dr. P.S. Subrahmanya Sastri,

whose valuable contributions on Tamil

grammar are well - known.

But particularly after our Independence a

tremendous amount of interest was felt in Indian

languages, and a veritable Renaissance of

Indian Linguistics made its appearance. Young
scholars of Dravidian now came forward and

some very important results were arrived at.

There are a good number of brilliant scholars

for Tamil, Malayalam and Kannada, and for

Telugu we have to mention in the first instance

Prof. Bh. Krishnamurti. The writer of the present

monograph Prof. Dr. K. Mahadeva Sastri is an

old pupil of mine, and he studied in Calcutta

after taking his degrees in Madras University.

I was privileged to know him during his student

days with us. His father the late Professor K.

Ramakrishnayya was also an erudite scholar

of Dravidian Philology, and his very useful book

on "Dravidian Cognates" is well-known. Dr.

Mahadeva Sastri knows also Hindi and other

South Indian languages, and of course Sanskrit,

and Telugu is his mother-tongue in which he
has done quite a good deal of serious linguistic

work. There are two very fine studies of

Kannada inscriptions, discussed with regard
to their linguistic developments-one on Old

Kannada and the other on Middle Kannada
Prof. Mahadeva Sastri has given us a

comprehensive study of all Old Telugu and
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Middle Telugu Inscriptions beginning with the

oldest inscriptions dating from the 6th century

A.D. The inscriptions from 6th century to the

10th century number near about 100. He

has taken up the story of the development
of Telugu, as in these old inscriptions right

down to modern Telugu times.

This is a careful bit of work, and it is quite

well documented; and while the literary

language was having its own line of

development as a cultivated speech coming

tremendously under the influence of Sanskrit

and benefiting as well as suffering from the

Sanskrit scholarship of the poets and other

writers, the inscriptions give, as contemporary

documents, more or less a precise picture

of the language as it was used for the

understanding of the common masses.

Naturally there are colloquialisms and

unorthodox developments which are always

condemned by the orthodox scholars. But

these have their very great importance in

understaning the development of the actual

living language as it is used by the people

in their daily avocations

One can easily judge the value of such a

work, and I am sure specialists in Telugu and

in Dravidian also will find Prof. Mahadeva

Sastri's work exceedingly helpful. I wish him

greater and greater success in the line of work

in which he is specialising, and I trust he will

have his own important place in the history

of Dravidian studies.

Calcutta

August 11, 1969 (Sd.)SUNITI KUMAR CHATTERJI

T. BURROW

Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the

University of Oxford

The literary history of the Telugu language

begins in the eleventh century A D. with the

work of Nannaya, who not only inaugurated

a period of rich productivity in the native

medium, but also standardised the literary

language in a form that was to last until modern
times. It cannot be known for certain whether

before this period Telugu was used for literary

purposes, but if it was all trace of such

productions has disappeared. On the other

hand written Telugu had been used for some
four centuries before Nannaya for the purpose
of engraving inscriptions and during the course

of the present century an increasing number
of these have come to be known, as a result

of which a new chapter in the history of the

Telugu language can now be written. This forms

the main theme of Mr. Mahadeva Sastri's though
he has added to it an outline of the major

developments of the language in its later

periods.

Of the hundred inscriptions which are here

presented the earliest date from the last quarter

of the sixth century A.D. Before this only Prakrit

or Sanskrit inscriptions are available Prakrit

was the language used by the Andhra dynasty

and partly by its successors, though these latter

turned increasingly to Sanskrit These were

northern invaders of the Telugu country, even

language, and they were able to maintain their

own Aryan language for some time. By the

end of the sixth century, however, it had been

ousted as a spoken language by the native

Telugu, and it is at this period that inscriptions

in the latter language begin to be engraved.

At the same time we are not entirely without

information about the Telugu of the preceding

period, because in Sanskrit and Prakrit

inscriptions which are available from the

preceding half millennium in this area, there

occur names of places and names of persons

containing Telugu linguistic elements. Though
small in quantity this material is valuable, since

it shows that back as far as the beginning

of the Christian era the Telugu language existed

with its own individuality, and distinct from the

neighbouring Dravidian languages. When

exactly Telugu became characterised as an

indepedent speech is not easy to say, but it
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will certainly not be later than the sixth century

B.C. which has been tentatively* suggested.

(p.4)

The early Telugu inscriptions are of great

linguistic interest since certain phonetic

changes which characterise literary Telugu had

not yet taken place. These are the change

of -o- and -I- to -n- and -|-, the change

of -nr- to -nd- and the change of -1- to -d-.

In all these cases the early inscriptions preserve

the primitive Dravidian sounds, and the gradual

emergence of the standard Telugu forms can

be traced in the later pre-Nannaya inscriptions.

These differences are of sufficient importance

to establish a distinct earlier stage of the

language, Old Telugu, represented in the early

inscriptions, as opposed to the standard literary

dialect, which by contrast has to be known

as Middle Telugu. Thus one whole stage of

the language is represented only by

inscriptions.

Since the phonetic changes referred to

above have resulted in the confusion of certain

phonemes originally distinct (namely -tj- and

-n-
f

-I- and -I, -nr- and -nd-) the evidence

of the inscriptions, where available, is obviously

of great value for etymological purposes, since

the inscriptions directly attest the original

sound. Thus in DED Supplement 1093
attention was drawn to the fact that the OTe.

forms of the verb kalugu sometimes show

forms with -I- Although this may be a case

of reverse spelling the possibility that the form

is genuine has to be taken into account.

Conversely the etymology given in DED 1517
for Te. kolucu assumed that in this work -I-

was for earlier -I- This is not borne out by
the inscriptions, which show invariably -I-, and

their evidence should probably be regarded
as conclusive on this point An interesting case

is presented by the form elucunriin inscription

1 4,9. One way of explaining it is to assume

that it is a reverse spelling, but this presents

difficulty in such an early inscription.

Alternatively it can be treated as genuine, and

in that case the Te. verb undu would have

to be connected with the items in DED 623,

and not as at present with those in DED 599.

Inscriptions are valuable in as much as they

often give a better picture of linguistic

development than literary texts which follow

a strict norm. As a result of this the main

lines of the development of the Telugu language
between 600 and 1000 A.D. can be

adequately followed in spite of the paucity of

the material. It can be shown that by the end

of this period the language had reached the

state which was established as the standard

by Nannaya. After this period there was a

successful attempt to preserve this standard.

As a result such- developments as were taking

place are not normally reflected in the literature,

but some idea can be formed about them from

the later inscriptions, from statements of the

grammarians as to what forms should be

avoided as vulgar, and to some extent frorr

certain authors who were less strict in the

observance of classical usage. All this materia

is examined and evaluated by the author, anc

he has shown how an essentially modern forrr

of Telugu had evolved as the spoken language

by the beginning of the seventeenth century

even though it had to wait till modern time;

before being generally adopted for literan

purposes In the course of his work Dr

Mahadeva Sastri has provided a survey of the

entire historical development of the Telugi

language from the earliest times to the presen

day, based on a wide selection of the availabli

material. Students of Comparative Dravidian a
well as students of Telugu will be indebtet

to him.

Oxford

August 8, 1969. T. Burrow
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SUKUMARSEN

Retired Khaira Professorand Head ofthe Department
of Comparative Philology, Calcutta University

Dr. K.Mahadeva Sastri's Historical Grammar

of Old Telugu is one of the most significant

of Linguistics works published in recent times

in India. It will no doubt be immensely helpful

to the workers in the field, but the serious

students of Indo- Aryan Linguistics also will

receive much benefit I note here my personal

gratification in the fact that Dr. Sastri's grammar
is the first systematic contribution to Dravidian

Linguistics by a student of the Department

of Comparative Philology at the Univeristy of

^Calcutta. The author's equipment as an Indian

Linguistician is well balanced: he is equally

at home in the two main branches of linguistic

study in India-Dravidian and Indo-Aryan. The

work bears the stamp of mature scholarship.

I congratulate Dr. Sastri for producing such

a neat work.

Calcutta

July 30, 1969. Sukumar Sen

Descnptive grammar and

Hand Book of Modern Telugu

(1976-78)

Subject: Oriental. Already Published.

Descriptive Grammar and Handbook of

Modern Telugu,

with key (and Glossary).

By: Korada Mahadeva Sastri,

Edited by: Klaus LJanert in collaboration with

M. Srimannarayana Murti and P.V.Rani Gandhi.

1985 (Koeln Sarasvati Series, No. 7) DM 84,

ISBN 3-515-034444-7.

About this book:

The book, Descriptive Grammar and

Handbook of Modern Telugu with Key (and

Glossary), opens with a practical and detailed

presentation of the special script and

pronunciation as well as the Sandhi

phenomenon.

This is followed by t e Descriptive Grammar
of modern Telugu Lan uage from the Dravidian

South India (around million peopte speak
the language). It conforms to the traditional

and familiar, systematic progression

(declension, pronouns, positive and negative

conjugations, participles, verb categories,

compounds, syntactical sturcture, etc. The

seventy four chapters (called lessons) covering
the above mentioned topics contain an

adequate number of examples (exercises) in

Telugu Script (at the beginning also with the

transcriptions).

They are accompanied by translations in

English (Key) as the book is written in English.

The access to the Telugu language is real!
'

made practical and certainly suitable for sef

study. In order to smoother) this path, a li

of basic vocabulary is prepared and its divisions

correspond to seventy four chapters and which
is absolutely necessary for this study. This

Telugu-English glossary is alphabetically

arranged, followed by a Grammatical Index

which is the concluding part of the book.

The author whose mother tongue is Telugu

and father language Sanskrit is an



acknowledged Dravidologist and linguist. He
was Professor for Telugu, in Andhra Pradesh

and lives now in Madras. 3d &a<\& #3v &>3w e$o

The Readers:

Orientalists, especially Indologists,

Dravidologists, Linguists, Institutes and
Libraries.

(Publisher's Note Translated from German)

Franz Steiner Verlog Wiesbaden GMBH
Postfach 347, D-7006, Stuttgart,
GERMANY.
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Having realised the true freedom of Atma, a person

does not think of anything else more profitable to

achieve. A person in that state of realisation, is least

bothered by even the greatest of what appear as

calamities. That state of perfection which is cutting

away from attachment of sorrow is known as the

term 'Yoga'. This Yoga has to be practised with a

determination of purpose and a steady mind.
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*
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25.

(to roU)

Prothetic vowels

:> -

(cf es

tf. g. S)

(to rub)

KT'tf (S^aaoA-. Sooted ^^fcaaySfcp aCdfc&fcJJ^a (&. So. 6

47).

(Head-man) 3-^o50 >

too aojdfiofisso!S
"a^tfoso esosa qay* 0-23-0
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= pan

dog, ^roco, cf-s^-s^S = crow.

Bo&otS

"The supreme being is all-pervasive, therefore, He
is the innate Good in all."

"To be truly united in knowledge, love and service

with all beings, and thus to realise one's self in the

all-pervading God, is the essence of Goodness, and
this is the key note of the Upanishads."

"Life is Immense'
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(cf

CDJ' ^Q<>. (Milk to form, to come with the breast, to

be filled with milk) &*6K> = to flow down (jJ^r^

SibJ esS d5bgS. ^Sb, iT5, &, &>5 = to gush

out -*

so.
.

ttSMS*
abSS^ao, (^^reSS ijoirri^ GO d5S<S * J

. 4.
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; 3eoo>

6a

53 35J*jSb

. -S-e

coo*

A-d5b-

"to pull CXJt, to pluck up"

i>d5b6"'
*) CSa^j

5.

SSodSSo

, 1

>, 4,

oxr

(to tread upon, to trample)
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&*s K**a/* a** a*s to*
a*> a***, s*

*"** ' **>

*&****
BAgb.
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SSdJb

2>g3j-
dfcfc as3fc3 Jtofcg aotootf&x (3*3-0(0

S^*3"*^ tto/ta-&33 fTcr33 SxiWBij-pSaas
SSdio

fio^crc&ftg asa^tt, (3*s ^nzSidb K&z^- "*^
Kjjto s-a asj-pa

fto^cccSSb Jjgaco s'Syficy, -& s-gdcs36^ c&o ^ 2 oSS/7>(dS S'tSiSS"" (Sx>. 5-70).

geoKSifcVSx s-3

**
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'The central piece of

a neck - ornament solemnly tied by the bridegroom

cr. 'aro^aw
1 e>3b around the bride's neck as a marriage

-
badge/

1

etfc&o, S^jcx* sa^dS SXSootM^S
" A small round

plate of gold worn as a marriage-badge."

"Dfecshaped

ett.
- " >

t-s

SG ' c^a esei^oes-O
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. ABft *&&# tcr $*&&*

<r

3 ^

)d5c)6"cy<&
1
^OS": (A small kind of tali) '$*&' B to ^^ ^o^e^.

eo|f5

(a.S. 3-93)
S5co KeoteSa 3i^e^. 5^ 1^5"

Aaa -^
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10, 12

Sooc^

tfJ

5*^5* fidfig
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tr-o^So

1S7

9-342)

3.
'"

hen Poetry first arose among the Kuravar the bards

n -rallysang aboutthepre-nuptia! loves of hill chieftai

a their presenting their mistresses with leaf garme

(ta ai udai) and the teeth of the tigers which the hill chi

killed in the chase, these teeth were strung together a

worn hangingfromthe neck and called 'Pulippanralffro ,

which in later times was evolved the "Gold tali'.

'Culture of the Tamils' by PT Sreenivasa lyengar

4. wroSwa 'K^aCptftoSpe n*eo:sj. :"> TPt

5.

libea 4x>t5S e^tbfiJ S^o

*5tf$
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^ k"
*"

^ .

^^ J "

KO*.

cfo<3b ^c resSDo^o Sbdb^r Kodfco

,

^
^ ^^^

air

4A

a-

SoA,

cfiboi!
4

tsoSo

^ ^^Ctf^rtJ^^
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tfdft

&5dfco

âfcwwa ^wv ^^s t

atsa

CDJ-

1 65

^^.^
SJj



This is an article on textual criticism of Nannaya's Bharata based on the readings

offered by the various manuscripts and printed editions of the work available. Nannaya's

Bharata is considered the earliest work in Telugu Literature, and it is admitted on all

hands that its text has been tampered with in various ways by copyists, grammarians,

editors etc. in course oftime The available manuscripts give various readings and unless

Nannaya's text is fixed or restored, its value for the history of Telugu Language is so

far lessened. An attempt is therefore made here to show by means of a few illustrations,

how the text has been tampered with even long before the time of Appakavi ( 1 650

A.D.) and how the original readings can be sifted out, with the help of internal and

contemporary inscription^ evidence, from the mass of readings offered by the various

manuscripts, thus indicating the necessity for a more careful edition of Nannaya's text.

^
^^ ^
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o^Scrr

?To^SS&i>&)

(1-1
So

25-13-1 3o^to ^Sd^*So rtScaefcCfc^G. 5

^roc^/r^^S iS^5^ ra^ CP
3(^^)c (p

(11-15-2)
"

. ^. 244

i. tfj^ea, Zrotfr'g* y&S&ooS* (South

Inscriptions vd. IV Na 970) s*$$ 3Q^fco^>^ 97Q
e^adSa

1021
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i, e>3dS1019

So. yJSSSiiS "sjotfjo

* X-SX^C -rf, -^^.
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\. "

CuooodS^C^o. ^?a S5r5^bi>5r5}

I, IV fr&

tfo-j*

2-131
1-3

(Stfboff*

'^88'

2-gS5'
1

p!ro33Cfcy5b.

Sc/V

& s
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2-83
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dfcd

SOS"
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sp(ffcc5;S>$5 Coo^

cS5ooo

South Indian Inscriptions, Vol. VI, No. 117.

'#3 So. 1040

Mljcficj

rftjcfiofic esSto 305"

efi
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1-217 __ _ _ ..
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SSod^beo (pOtf tig&fo '35"'

', *ty,

SJS^dfib
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Si

6 c&S^Si cocr 3& Si

i.<. 5, 6

Sbtf ^e3^Sld5o^oe3 S$)oJ* creyo So^-J
Si

Si Otfs'er'j&rttf^jS Sld5bBic^)dSDS S^^oi^rt tg^o-eSa A*S foQex S). e^co, sro, eo ear-

o. j.<. 4, 5

rot55iSJftj '^Ij^^' Si^6

d _ .^^'
1

Si ^ ^
1 a?

Si

^
a*** a-Wrta ^^^^
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60^6 SSb^oagi eS^SJjO) ^>SgS Sbfi tf^os
5)3^^ sra.(ajer7?,

to
,

- *
BB>

Si

SS

It is only through a process of discipline that the

mind can be cleansed of all impurities and
trained to be steady and to develop the capacity
of single-pointed concentration. That every
person through proper education and discipline
attain the state of 'Yoga' before the soul departs
from the body is indicated by kalidasa in his

Raghuvamsa. We must be able to die with a smile

on our lips. For if we die without weeping we
will not have to weep after we die ; i.e. we will

have no re-birth thereafter.



zrd o3%- sjatffi'i dJb^^j^o. o^) c&od

ceo*

(Life achievements)
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My>oSJ
,

aaa
BSteaj8

t5

as
QXT

A formula very often meditated upon by vedantic

students, through which you can feel the nearness

of God.
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$CedfcoSD

"It is not that thou lovest thy son, because thou
desirest him, but thou lovest thy son, because
thou desirest thine own self.

1 '

"
Whomsoever we love, in him we find our own

soul in the highest sense. The final truth of our
existence lies in this. Paramatman, the supreme
soul is in me, as well as myson, and my joy in

my son is the realisation of this truth."

Tagore's SADHANA.
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(Board of Admiralty)
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ooto epotfdi OB&od

'incongruity is the soul of humour
1

3d5b<^" esS. tf&jSj ^o^v^
6

^^J
'humour

1

(Humour

is thinking in fun while feeling in earnest, a o*32e3 ^>^"s
^^oS-e))r^>*r

>s SBA,

feeling and presentation of the ludicrous). 635* ass,

ironyf sarcasm, satire e>

Saooto&j*

6

'humour
1

d 6A-
^ s-i

5) ^5d5S , A.

^45 s-M satires
3

"

.

do
Presentation of the ludicrous * ,^6e

.

J)o-e
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1. ?5^rcrC> 1b^6ed (Collection of material)

2. eg 5tf*S (Writing of meaning)

3. ^So^r^^o (Editing)

4. Zx>\&&$d &<ttr& (Preparation of Press Copy)
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. "The improvised lyrical song, communal

or individual, popular or artistic, is probably the

simplest and most spontanious form of lyrical

expression. The true song is primarily the instinctive

out burst of thought in language

by aptness of word and rythm echoes or suggests

the underlying emotion and by melody of line and

harmony of stanza is adapted to such modulations

of the singing voice as naturally distinguish emotional

utterance The song is, therefore, 'more than any

other lyrical kind a musical cry" 36
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With tempting hues the lilies blow upon the

lake of life;

But all below unseen they grow,

The weeds of sin and strife,
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"A thing of beauty

is a Joy for ever"

-&*

tfSootfo

. 23^*31

SAKUNTALA ITS INNER MEANING

"
Would'st thou the young year's blossoms and the

fruits of its decline,

And all by which the soul is charmed,

Enraptured, feasted, fed.

Would'st thou the Earth and Heaven itself

Dine?

I name thee, O Sakuntala! and all at

Once is said, (Goethe)

OSj

. &*vo ^ MOn &*

e*o -daao55

'Goethe' the master poet of Europe, has summed

up his criticism of Sakuntala in a single quatrain; he

has not taken the poem to pieces. This seems to be

a small thing like the flame of a candle, but it lights

up the whole drama in an Instant, and reveals its inner

nature.

In Goethe's words, Sakuntala blends together the

Young years blossoms and the fruits of maturity; it

combines heaven and earth in one

We are apt ogy lightly as mere

poetical out burst We are apt to consider that it only

means in effect that Goethe regarded Sakuntala as

fine poetry. But it is not really so Hisstanza breathes

not the exaggeration or rapture but the deliberate

judgment of a true cntic. There is a special point in

his words. Goethe says expressly that Sakuntala

contains the history of a development- the

development of flower into fruit, of earth into heaven,

of matter into spirit...
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In truth there are two unions in Sakuntala and the zrSoS&cb. ^3&o ' '

TT^'
' SS^SS "IsSo

motif ofthe play is the progress from the earlierunion,

of the first Act, with its earthly unstable beauty and

romance, to the higher union in the heavenly

hermitage of eternal bliss described in the last Act

This drama was meant not for dealing with a

particular passion, not for developing a particular

character, but for transmitting the whole subject from

one world to another-- to elevate love fromthesphere

of physical beauty to the eternal heaven of moral ^&3&r3&30|#cS: *&>otfo^toSSA ' '

fTo5

beauty..

This is a proof of the simplicity of Sakuntala.

Dushyanta's conquest of Sakuntala has been very 3utft3d&ofo*S zroxs*zr<&>&v SooaS

naturally drawn With equal ease has the poetshown

thedeeperpurityofhercharactBrinspiteofherfall-her

unimpaired innate chastity. This is other proof of her

simplicity.

The flower of the forest needs no servant to brush

the dust off her petals. She stands bare, dust settles

on her, but inspite of it, she easily retains ^her own

beautiful cleanliness. Dust did settle on Sakuntala. But

she was not
'

'

it like the simple wild

deer; like the mountain spring, she stood forth pure

inspite of mud." ^^ ^x*^^*^ ^^

SSdSTSSS
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(PLAY)

(GAMES) rr

, 7to%

Folklore and Folk life S*

'As long as there is no competitive

interaction the pastime can be called non-game or

for convenience here, recreation Games, however

differ from other play activities in that they involve

competiton between at least two persons'.

RS. Boggs
/A^
(Action

, (Groups)

Richard M. Dorson

and Games)

Custom)

(Recreations

(Social Folk

(Verbal Arts), vg
^56 SSco (Non-verbal Arts), JS^^C ^^

2ft|jfcfc
S

(Mixed Arts)

>.**
,
fttifi* S^ttrtSo

1.

2. ). 3.
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12

eorr 3 goerCo.

1- Sr

different stages in life)

to age) (a) cr^go:

(pre-childhood)

(post child)

(b) dSTSSo: (15

(C) T'Sirtfo: (25

W) s-ft*

2.

erc
gc5< (5

i (According to

eo|5 (According

15

(youth)

(According to sex)

c35ooS^oex>, e(a) J^OD (females) -

(b) ^)do^eo (Males) -

e^SS) (c) ,J^3)So3peo (both females and males)

3.

(ordinary days 383-j

(with reference to feasts and festivals)

4. (Indoor games)/e?do

(Outdoor games)

5 3d "3^^ (During day time), o^a^C* (Dunng

(rural)

(According to the

night time)

6.

7.

number of participants)

(a)

(b)

(i)

group games).

(u) "SodSo es

8.

equipment used).

esS esoew (Combined

bi5jd wS esoeo (Team games).

^ (According to the type of

(a)

inanimate objects)

(b) &$Bo*Wg)o
animate objects).

(with the help of

S3 (with the help of

(c) b

help of any equipment)
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Selections from *Korada'

Telugu Language and

Paisachi Prakrit

I.s Telugu a form of Paisachi Prakrit?

"So it is" answer some modern scholars of

Andhra Desa, who are interested in tracing

the history and development of the Telugu

Language on modern lines of investigation.

This idea finds support also in the writings

of some grammarians of the Telugu Language.

These grammarians declare that the Telugu

Language is a derivative, i.e., a vikriti of Sanskrit

and even of Prakrit, and particularly deal in

their grammars, as to how Telugu words are

derived either from Sanskrit or from various

kinds of Prakrits. Andhra Sabda Chintamani,

a grammar of the Telugu Language written

in Sanskrit, and attributed to Nannayabhatta,

the first calssical poet in the language

introduced this idea and others generally

followed its lead. Ketana, the first grammarian

to write Telugu grammar in Telugu says that

Sanskrit is the mother of all languages in India,

but at the same time admits that a part of

this language is self-existent and the whole

came to be known as Telugu. But in making

such a declaration, the grammarians do not

seem to be aware of an inconsistent position

they are committing themselves to, for in the

same breath, while dividing the language into

four parts, of which Tatsama and Tadbhava

are traced to Sanskrit or Prakrit they say that

the other two-Desya and Gramya-are to be

learnt only from local usage or Desa

Vyavahara.
2 Even from the treatment of the

Desya element in their grammars, we can

understand that they felt that this portion of

the language is quite independent of Sanskrit

since they make no attempt to derive from

Sanskrit or Prakrit either the grammatical forms,

inflexional terminations, pronominal forms or

numerals or any of those parts that go to make

up the core of the language. They have not

realised the importance of this Desya element

in the language, when they chose to declare

it as a vikriti of Sanskrit or Prakrit. It is perhaps

their high regard for Sanskrit as Devabhasha

that frced them to make such an enthusiastic

declaration; or most probably it is the lead

of the Prakrit grammarians, which they seem

to have followed, particularly in making the

division into 'tatsarna; tatbhava, and desya,' that

landed them in such a plight. Prakrit

grammarians could easily trace the vocabulary

as well as the grammatical forms and

terminations to Sanskirt and they had to deal

only with some phonetic changes which these

forms had undergone in the process of

disintegration. As for the 'Desi' since it is a

foreign element in vocabulary, which came into

the language, they could easily set it apart

by making a list of such words. But by trying

to follow the method of the Prakrit grammarians

blindly the Telugu grammarians seem to have

placed themselves in a very awkward position.

They dealt with the Telugu vocabulary under

the three heads, Tatsama, Tadbhava, Desya

but took no notice at all of the grammatical

forms in the language. As a matter of fact

they couid not find any similarity in grammatical

forms, nor it was possible for them to trace
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them to Sanskrit sources They satisfied

themselves by closely applying the

grammatical method of Panini to these

languages, and analysing them according to

that method. Now, it has fallen to the lot of

some modern scholars in the Telugu country,

to endeavour to do wtat the oW grammarians
of- the language have left undone These, in

their endeavour to trace the history of the

Telugu language, try to derive even the

grammatical forms, terminations, roots,

pronouns, etc., what is conceived as Desi by
the grammarians, from the Aryan sources and

thus seek to substantiate the theory started

by the grammarians a,nd to pJace on a more

firm footing the theory of the Aryan origin

of the Telu u Language-not only of the Telugu

language, t also of other cognate languages

spoken in outh India. It is in thj$ connection

that they had to seek the aid of the Prakrit;

and_ a study of the development of Prakrits

has been considered a great help to them

Telugu is a disintegrated form of Sanskrit and

Prakrit, it is argued, like any of the modem
vernacular languages of Northern Ingia, which

developed from the Prakrits through an

Apabhrairoa stage. Of aH the Prakrits, paisachi

fe one which is somehow Qr otbjer connected
with the Andhras, at any pate, witft the-

Satayahana Andhra rulers Qf the, Telugu

country, in the early centuries of the Christian

era, of cpurse through Gunadhya and his

Brihatkatha said to have been written in

Paisachi The language ;of the Inscriptions Qf

these early Andhra rulers found' at Amaravati,

Jaggayapeta, Bhattiprolu, etc. is equated with

Paisachi or Pali, and naturajly it is argued
that the Telugu Language of the present day
inhabitants of the country must have beeji;

a development of the Raisachi, Prakrit or %
further disintegrated form, Qf it. Thus TeJugu,

along with other South- Indian Languages with

which it is connected and grouped, is said
to be a language developed from Paisachi
and so of Aryan origin

Now, you see the point in the question raised

under the title of this paper. It is a question
connected with the history and development
of the whole group of South Indian Languages
and their relation with ''the* Aryan in various

stages of its growth...Sanskritic, Prakritic and,

of later vernaculars. It is a question, whether

these stages in ths Aryan language, were due
to natural disintegration or to any influence

of a foreign or non-Aryan element that

gradually infiltrated into it. Dr. Caldwell and
Sir George Grierson discussed about the

non-Aryan- etement found in Northern

Vernaculars, and the latter has also expressed
his opinion that the South Indian Languages
form an, independent group by themselves.

Yet the History of the Telugu Language by
Dr. C Narayana Rao published by the ftndtora

University in two Volumes, 1937, has,

re-opened the question, and tried to show that

these languages of South India are disintegrated

forms of Prakrits just like the Aryan vernaculars

of North India and- so are of Aryan orig\ What
15 consider^ as non-Aryan element or

tendencies in the Aryan vernaculars oft North

India, ane explained away, as tendencies

commonly got and- shared by languages
norttrerft and southern, and are either inherited

fcom thfe Prakrits or due to natural'

cHsintegratioa

Dr. CaJdwetl ira his. Comparative Grammar
has dealt with the.se languages particularly from

th point of view of, Tamil, either becatise he
was better acquainted with it or he considered

it more ancient than others, as having,preserved
more ancient literature, and he even suggested
that these- languages should be studied from,

the point of view of each individual' language.

So, Dr. Narayana Rao, proposed a study of

the History of these languages from the Telugu

language point of vjew, and as Telugu or,

Andhra ta got a. particular connection

somehow with* the, Paisaohi Prakrit, among all;

others, he argues/ttettother languages of South,
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India in so far as they are connected with

Telugu must also have been derived from the

same source, and so all of them belong to

the Aryan family. They may probably be
identified with various dialects of Paisachi

which some later Prakrit grammarians have
mentioned.

ft is in this connection that the question of

the Paisachi languages, their nature, origin,

and their home, etc., becomes a prominent
one in the discussion. Paisachi seems to

occupy a peculiar position among Prakrits,

and that is why perhaps it has become a

subject of controversy even among scholars.

It is a dialect which appears to be very
old among Prakrits, so hat it sometimes is

equated with Pali and if George Grierson

once suggested that the aisachi dialects were

only local varieties of Pali, in certain respects
like the retention of intervocalic consonants

etc., it shows signs of closer relationship with

Sanskrit and Pali than other Prakrits. Yet as

regards the characteristic features of the

Paisachi, we have no definite information since

the grammarians themselves seem to differ

in their description of its characteristics.

According to Sir George Grierson, these Prakrit

grammarians can be divided into two schools,

Western and Eastern, the former being the

followers of Valmiki and the latter of Vararuchi,

and these two schools differ from each other

in many respects and are said' to be mutually

inconsistent.

Valmiki sutras describe a Paisachi in which

the only so nt nruite that is universally

hardened is d. ccording to the Eastern school

all Sonant mu s are' harde "ed. The Valmiki

school do&s also describe' V^rarucftT Paisachi,

but does so in another name ulika Paisachika,

thus, treating the Vararucrir Paisachi' as an

insignificant variety. Vararuchi school'mentions

seven different dialects of Paisachi, none of

which agrees with the one described by the

Westerners.
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Yet by a comparison of the points mentioned

by various Prakrit grammarians we can pitch

upon the following as the features common
to all. In Paisachi Ian uages soft consonants
found in Sanskrit are .afderied. The place of

three sibilants in Sanscrit is taken place only

by one S; Cerebral n s changed to n dental

d according to some I takes the place of

. Combination of jn, ny, change into nn and
t and sn get separated into syllables.

Even the number of these dialects of Paisachi

seem to grow gradually in course of time While

Vararuchi mentioned only one variety,

Hemachandra of the i 2th century adds Chulika

Paisachi... perhaps an inferior variety of

Paisachi. Purushottama mentions three more
dialects, Kaikaya, Saurasena and Panchala,
while Rama Sarma Tarka V eesa adds eight
more varieties to these three, auda, Magadha,
Vracada, Sukshma, Bheda, B ,aspa F Visuddha,
Ardha Suddha, Catushpada Nisudda, and
Asuddha.

It is to be noted that originally Paisachi was
considered as a Prakrit like Sauraseni, Magadhi,

Panchali, etc., i.e, as a language spoken in

a particular place; but later on dialects of

Sauraseni and Panchali came to be calted after

Paisachi as Sauraseni Paisachi and Panchala

Paisachi. This shows that while Sauraseni,

Panchali, ete., are confned to places that go
by the name of Sura na, Panchala etc., the

Paisachi Was not com ed to onfe place, but

4 sort of lower dialect formed- even in th6sfe

areas and Seems to be an aTl
pervading^ one

and encroaching upon other areas also. From

Kekaya of the North west corne of India, it

seems to ha
*

spread gradually Suras na,

Panchala and agadha, Gauda, 6
., accor ing

Rama T- . a Vageesa; and cordin to

arkandbya^ list tb portions of India from the

. orth* Western' corner of Kekaya to the

southernmost comer of Pandya. He mentions

eleven regions where Paisachi dialects are

spoken.
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KanchTde&iya

Pandye ca Panchalam Gauda Magadham
Vrachadam Dakshinatyam ca

Saurasenan ca Kaikayam
Sabaram Dravidam caiva

ekadasa Pisacah.

, Of these, those that belong to Kaikaya,

Saurasena, and Panchala only are said to be

Nagara-perhaps cultivated or the standard

forms, while others are to be known from

the people who spoke these languages
-

"apare lokatah", says he.

Another list of countries where Paisacha

languages were spoken supplied by

Lakshmidhra, covers some more places not

given under previous accounts --

"Pisacha desi stu vriddhair uktah:--

"Pandya Kekaya BahlTka

Simha Nepala Kuntalah

Sudeshna Bhoja Gandhara

Haiva Kannojanah tadha

Ete Pisaca Desasyuh

taddesyah tadguno bhavet"

In the above statements made by the Prakrit

grammarians of the 17th century, regarding

the Prakrita prevailing in Southern India it is

really peculiar that no reference is made to

the particular dialect spoken at the time in

the Andhra Desa or Telugu country, and

th;ough the languages spoken still further south

were referred to by various terms as

Dakshinatya, Dravida, Kanchi Desiya, and

Pandya, we do not know, by about the 1 7th

century, or even earlier, that the language of

the Dravida country was ever divided into so

many dialects as to be pertinently signified

by the names mentioned above. We cannot

guess what they meant By Dakshinatya or

Kanchidesya, if Tamil language or Dravida is

not meant by it and the language of Pandya
and Kanchi at the time could not have been

so different as to be signified by two different

terms. Perhaps the Prakrit grammarians
mistook the indigenous languages of the

country to be different forms of Paisachi,

because of some common characters which

are quite apparent between Paisachi of the

older grammarians and the languages spoken
in South India.

As a matter of fact most of what are called

the special features of the Paisachi can be

equated with those of the Dravidian, and these

peculiarities that distinguished Paisachi from

Sanskrit also serve to distinguish the Dravidian

Languages from Sanskrit: The change of soft

consonants to hard ones. The Tamil alphabet,

perhaps the earliest of the alphabets of South

India, does not possess the soft consoants at

all, and it is perhaps only in later times that

hard consonants between two vowels (in the

middle of words) came to be pronounced as

soft ones. A soft consonant cannot stand as

an initial sound in Tamil words. Other Dravidian

Languages began to adopt them in later stages

owing to contact with Sanskrit, Sanskrit words

like danta, bhagya, brahmana are pronounced
in Tamil as 'tanta' (now tandam), 'pakkiyam

1

,

'piramina', etc. Here we also see the breaking

up of compound letters into separate syllables,

one of the characteristics of Paisachi as also

of all other Prakrits: Skt. bharya, Tamil bhariya;

Skt. snanam, Tarn, cinanam. In Paisachi 's
1

takes

the place of three sibilants of Sanskrit Tamil

alphabet has no sibilant at all. But it has a

palatal 'c' pronounced as 's
1

,
which generally

takes the place of sibilants in borrowed words.

But other Dravidian languages, perhaps owing
to the overpowering influence of Sanskrit have

taken to some sibilants like s. Telugu adopts

's' in place of S in Sanskrit words, like Paisachi.

Skt. sana; Tel.sana, pisaca
-

pisali; sankha -

sanku; asa (wish) -
asa, vesa-vesa. These are

all tadbhava words in Telugu where we find

's' taking place of 's
1

;
but in Desya words we

do not find the sibilant at all. Owing to the

over-powering influence of Sanskrit and Prakrit,

Telugu and Kannada of middle India have

undergone more changes and deviated more

from the proto-Dravidian than Tamil of the
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extreme south. That is why some

characteristically Dravidian features are not

sometimes so evident in Telugu as in Tamil.

As an instance we may take the absence of

r, I, v, at the beginning of Tamil words. When
Sanskrit words with initial r, I, are borrowed,
a prothetic i, or u developed in Tamil. Sanskrit

rajan, Tamil arasan; Sanskrit, lokam, Tamil,

ulagam. But in Telugu, we have Desya words
like rencfo=two; re/c/ca^wing, etc., and even

compound letters vre (vrelu = finger) mro

(mrogu = to make sound) etc., not found in

Tamil (cf. viral, murangu, etc.), due to the

operation of the phonetic principle of

displacement of sounds in Telugu.

From Tamil: iru -
irandu, Telugu

-
rendu;

Tamil - Irakkai (root-irangu); Telugu: rekka =

wing

Tamil: ul = inside; // =
nfl[

Telugu
- lotu = depth; ledu = it is not; and

mranu is from Tamil, Kanarese: maram; Among
the characteristics peculiar to Paisachi, Telugu
shares with it one feature which is not generally

found in other Dravidian Languages viz., the

change of cerebral n to dental n. I have already

quoted one example:-- sana -
Telugu: sana;

guna -Telugu: gonamu; Cf. Sanskrit

"gunaganayuktah" becomes "gunaganayu'to

in Paisachi.

Perhaps this is a feature especially

developed by Telugu even among the

Dravidian, for, in many cases where Tamil and

Kanarese have n, Telugu has n. Kan>Kanu
to see: man mannu = earth; kol-/con>/conu,

Kolu; Pan pan^work; man manu=to cease;

Pun punu=lo undertake. Another Paisachs

feature in Telugu is the change of 'Jna' and

'nya' to nna- "vignana" becomes "vinnana";

"kanya" becomes "kanne".

Punyam> punnenu, in Telugu as in Paisachi.

It is because in some of the inscriptions at

Amaravati in Andhra Desa the word

"dhanyakataka" appears as "Dhannakadaka",

that Dr. Sten Konow tried to identity the

language of these inscriptions and also the
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language of the region with pali or Paisachi.

While dealing with the language of the

inscriptions he says, "the language of the old

inscriptions is on the whole identical with the

Pali of the Buddhist Literature. Dhamnakataka

is the regular Pali from corresponding to

Dhanyakataka, and the other form

Dhamnakadaka, with the weakening of t to

d, probably represents the vernacular name

of the Krishna District in the 3rd century B.C.,

but since the change of t to d already occurs

In Asoka Edicts, it does not teach anything

about the affiliation of the Aryan dialect spoken

in the Kistna District in those early days." The

form Dhannakataka, well
'

agrees with this,

because the change of ny to nn, does not

belong to other Prakrit dialects than Magadhi

and Paisachi, with which forms of speech Pali

agrees in this and in several other features."

Rama Prasad Chanda also seems to be of

the same opinion. "The Prakrit", he says, "in

these and other inscriptions of Amaravati

betrays affinity with the Paisachi Prakrit of the

grammarian. For we have k for g in Nakaya,
t for d in vetika (for vedika). n for n in 'unisa,'

'samanasa'; 'bhariya' invariably used for

'bharya'. The Kashmirian tradition about

Gunadhya indicates a belief that the Paisachi

Prakrit was cultivated in the Andhra kingdom
under the Andhra Bhritya King and the

language of the Amaravati inscriptions seems
to support this tradition."

It is on the strength of this tradition that

Dr. C. Narayana Rao and others of his

persuasion base their theory of the Paisachi

origin of Telugu and of other Dravidian

Languages! They seek additional support to

this in the theory of the migration of the Dardic

or Paisachi speaking hordes from the original

home of Kekaya or the North Western frontier

of India towards the South via Sindh and Tulu

country, started by Sir George Grierson in order

to affect a compromise between two schools

of thought that arose regarding the original
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home of Paisachi, one pointing to Kekaya,

and the other to the Vindhya region. This theory

of migration of the Dardic people was stretched

further so as to include the whole of South

India, on the strength of the reports of later

Prakrit grammarians, in order to establish the

theory of the Paisachi origin of the whole South

Indian group of Languages.

In this connection attempts have also been

made to trace some phonetic tendencies, some

root forms, and a few pronominal numeral

and other forms to Sanskrit sources, but the

grammatical methods, the verbal and nominal

forms, most of the pronouns and numerals

etc., methods of sentence construction, all

these that represent the very genius of a

language were left alone and could not be

traced to Sanskrit or Prakrit sources, in spite

of the fact that these languages are declared

to have been directly derived from them.

Moreover, it is argued that these South Indian

Languages were very late in origin, because

of the late appearance of standard classical

literature in some of them, and that they have

developed merely by a process of natural

disintegration, just like the modern Aryan
vernaculars of the North which have developed
from the Prakrits through the stage of

Apabrahmsa. The non-Aryan element which

is inherent to the South Indian Languages,
has been equated with that of the Northern

vernaculars and explained away as having
been due to a process of further disintegration.

As a matter of fact at least two of these south

Indian languages began to develop literature

before the 6th century A.D. while the modern

Aryan vernaculars date from about the 1 0th

century A D.

This method of argument is nothing short

of placing the cart before the horse. None
of the scholars like Sten Konow, Grierson, etc.,

who discussed about the origin and spread
of Paisachi and other Prakrits, or even the

Prakrit grammarians who made reports of the

spread of the Paisachi dialect in Southern India,

ever seem to have doubted the existence of

a non-Aryan group of languages in South India

They even seem to attribute some peculiar

characteristics of these Prakritic dialects to the

influence of the local languges. "taddesyas tad

guno bhavet" Says Lakshmidhara. As the

Dravidran languages are considered to have
been spoken in a country far away from the

North, the influence of these languages, in the

development of the various stages of the Aryan

languages of the North has not been properly

estimated and the development of Prakrits, as

well as of later North Indian Vernaculars, was
considered by some as having been due to

a process of natural disintegration. Dr. Suniti

Kumar Chatterji, in his History of the Bengali

Language, has clearly shown what amount of

influence the non-Aryan Dravidian languages
have exerted not only upon the history and

development of the Bengali Language but also

on all the other North Indian vernaculars and
Prakrits.

Though Southern India has been the

stronghold of the Dravidian Languages, it

cannot be denied that before the incoming of

the Aryans the whole of India from the North

Western corner to the Vindhya regbn and even
south of it, was at one time inhabited by
Non-Aryan races of which Dravidian-

language-speaking people must have also

formed a part. Being subjected to the Aryan
domination, these people must have greatly

influenced the language and culture of that

superior race while trying to speak their

language and adopt their culture. This brought
about the introduction of non-Aryan tendencies

into the Aryan Languages and in consequence
the development of Prakrits. As their influence

in society grew in course of time, not only
their speech habits but even the grammatical
methods of their languages began to have more
marked influence on the language of the

Aryans. This gradually resulted in the

development of modem vernaculars.
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We have seen that the few peculiar phonetic
characteristics of Paisachi can safely be

equated With those of Telugu and other

Dravidian Languages of the South. That the

Dravidian of the South should have influenced

the Aryan language of the North West corner

of India, may appear to be strange, but it does

not appear to be quite so, when we take into

consideration the existence of the Brahui

language even to this day in that remote corner

of India, a language which is admitted to be

not only Non-Aryan in origin, but to bear a

close family relationship with the Dravidian

group of the South. The survival of a Dravidian

Brahui language in the North West corner of

India though hemmed in an all sides by foreign

tongues, is something like a miracle and it

speaks perhaps high of the tenacity of the

grammatical system of the Dravidian tongue.

Its kinship with the remote Dravidian languages
of the South is of much signal interest.

Though it has freely absorbed foreign

elements from Persian, Baluchi and other

neighbouring languages its gramatical system

has preserved a sturdy existence. Though we
cannot perhaps argue direct from the kinship

of languages to the kinship in race and say

that the pres'ent Brahui of the Baluchistan are

related to the Dravidians of the far off South

India, the very existence of the survival of

a language in the North West corner of India,

so closely related to a big group of languages

spoken in the south cannot but be taken as

a indication of the existence even at some

remote time of a people who spoke some

Dravidian Language in that remote corner of

India, Since some at least of the peculiar

characteristics of this Dravidian element seems

to pervade through all the Prakrffic languages

of India, though in the early Prakrita it was

not as strong or so deep as in the later

vernaculars, we have to presume that there

was an under current of non-Aryan Dravidian

speaking people, spreading throughout the

whole length and breadth of India from the

North West corner to the southern extremity.

The existence or the survival of a Dravidian

Brahui in the North West corner, and of Khond,

Malto, Rajmahal, etc., in the Central India, the

progressive Influence which the undercurrent

of the Dravidian languages held on the

development of Prakrits in the early period

and on Apabrahmsas, and modern vernaculars

in the later period, and the gradual dwindling
of the influence of Aryan languages on the

Dravidian as we go further and further to th ?

South, all these go a long way to account

for the linguistic features now obtainable in

various parts of India

What is said above regarding the relationship

of Brahui and the Dravidian, cannot be applied

in the case of the Paisachi and Telugu or other

Dravidian languages, in spite of the fact that

some phonetic tendencies of the Paisachi are

traced in the Dravidian. For, as regards the

grammatical relationship, Paisachi and

Dravidian stand apart and there is not the least

agreement between them, nor is it possible

to derive one from the other. The instrumental,

ablative terminations in Sanskrit, tena and at

becomes nena and ate in Paisachi It is only

a slight phonetic change and cannot be

compared at all with the Telugu cheta or valana

or Tamil al, im, etc. Even in verbal forms the

Sanskrit 'bhavati' becomes 'bhoti', nayati-neti

bhavisyati- bhaveyya, or the Passive giyati

giyyate, palate pathiyyate in Paisachi and we
can see how different they are in construction

from the Dravidian forms- 'agucunnadi'

kagaladu, 'agumu', Tamil-agc/m; 'seygum',

'seyyappadum,' etc.

What was said of Brahui can be said of

the Telugu also which occupied a peculiar

position in the middle of India, a meeting ground
of the north and the south. In spite of the

fact that owing to the overpowering influence

of the Andhra rule at the beginning of the

Christian era, and the predominance of Prakrit

language during the period of their sovereignty

in the Telugu country, the Telugu language

has absorbed freely, the foreign element from

Sanskrit and Prakrit, it must be admitted that

its grammatical system has preserved asturday

existence.



Selections from 'Korada*

Telugu T 't t e outside the

Telugu Country

King Rajarajanarendra, *f the eleventh

century the first patron of Telugu letters, though

belonging to the eastern branch of the

Chalukya family, was already connected with

the Chola kingdom of the south for two

generations. He was the son of Vimaladitya

by a Chola Princess, the daughter of

Rajarajachola, and married Ammangadevi the

daughter of Rajendrachola, son of

Rajarajachola. On account of this connection

Rajendra, son of Rajarajanarendra, who again

married Madhurantaka, the daughter of his

maternal uncle, became the successor of

Rajendra Chola and ruled the Chola kingdom
with the title of 'Kulottunga Choladeva.' After

Rajarajanarendra, his brother became the ruler

of the Telugu . country for a time, but later

Kulottunga sent his sons to rule over this

country as his representatives. Though, during

this time, some Telugu people might have

migrated to the Choja country or some Dravida

families came and settled in the Godavary

district, there seems to be no literary activity

in Telugu under the patronage of these kings

either at the Telugu capital Rajahmundry, or

at the court of the Chola king in the south,

It was during the period of the Vijayanagara

Empire that the Chola and Pahdya Kingdoms
of the South were brought under imperial rule,

by Kumara Kampana, son of Bukkadevaraya

who was sent on a mission of conquest of

the South in order to stem the tide of

Mohommedan aggression in that country.

Kumara Kampana and his son Virupaksha

ruled over these countries for some time as
representatives of the sovereign but later on
they passed into the hands of the Naiks who
having been first appointed as governors
subsequently became independent rulers of

these provinces. Many of those who served
as commanders under those kings or occupied
important positions in the state, were given
free grants of land in those days, and they
are enjoyed by their descendants there even
to this 3ay Encouraged by the patronage of

these Telugu rulers many families from the

Telugu country went and settled in the Tamil
land during their regime. One peculiarity about
these settlers in the Chola and Pandya
kingdoms of the Tamil country, is that in spite
of the lapse of centuries they have"Tfot given

up their mother tongue Telugu, which they use
even today as their home language, though
all other transactions are naturally carried on
in the language of the soil. The total number
6f the Telugu settlers now living in the Tamil

country perhaps exceeds a lakh.

It is to these settlers of those days and their

rulers that we are indebted to-day, for a new
and interesting period in the history of Telugu
literature. After the fall of the Empire of

Vijayanagar the courts of the Naik Kings of

Tanjore and Madura became the chief centres

for the development of Telugu literature. But

those of Pudukkota, Mysore and Salern also

had their share in it. From the point of view

of the development of Telugu literature as a

whole, this may be said to be an 'Age of
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Transition' coming in between the age of borrowed from Sanskrit. Here the womenfolk

Prabandha which reached its high water mark seem to have asserted itself, and came forward

during the time of Krishna Devaraya, and the to display the treasures it has been the

modern age with all its new forms and types custodian of for a long time. Besides the

of Telugu composition, like the age of Dvipada type of composition, whose position

Sreenadha which formed an age of transition in the high class literature in Telugu has

between the Puranic and the Prabandha somehow been recognised owing to the

periods. endeavours of Palkuriki Somana and others,

. . other types of indigenous composition like,

The Naik kings in the South have carried
yakshagana( pada> daruvUi keertana, have been

the high traditions of the Prabandha period
revjved and developed during this age . For

with them from the court of Krisna Devaraya, ^ readjng and ^^5^^ prose has

and developed new features of their own while
perhaps [ieoom9 a necessity in tnis agei^

adapting themselves to the new condition that
the ru)ers and courtiers of ^4^ seem to

faced them during their career in a foreign have specia|jsed in this type of composition,

country and amidst people speaking a foreign Jhe keertanas of jyagaraja and the padas of

language. Prabandha as a type of Telugu
Kshetrayya are some Of the most noteworthy

poetry has already been evolved and perfected
compositi0ns of this age, that established the

by the poets of the previous age, but poets name and fame of the Telugu p^g and^
like 'Cemakura

1

of this age have shown what
|anguage in tr,e Tamil country. Besides music

further refinements it is still capable of in the
the art of dancjng has also been developed,

hands of a good artist. But the real glory of
and Rg^hunadha Naik of Tanjore besides being

this age lies in the fact that it has revived
a patron of musjc and dancjng Was himself

and encouraged the production and
an author of^ works on ^e subject,

development of the time-honoured Desi types

of composition of which we used to hear only Under the Naiks Tanjore

distant echoes in the works of Palkuriki Of the various kingdoms of the South rt was

Somanadha, Sreenadha and others. The poets Tanjore and its illustrious king Raghuna ha Nak

and patrons of the previous age were so much that led the way for the development of Telugu

attacted by the stately and digntfied march Irterature ,n the South during this ag* and

of Prabandha composition with all its colourful it is not until a century later that Madura

deserve element'and majestic gan borrowed developed itseK into a-^ ^
the field of Sanskrit Literature, that they in Telugu. Raghunatha Naik of Tan ore

olotrded the Desi types of combined in himself all the great queUea

and these have therefore fallen required for a successful sovere.gn, and he

iofterds and common peop.e in seems to have emu.ated the emperor Knshna

of life in a foreign country, and amria a peope
lu

subduing the rebellious

speaking a language
differerjtMjMnm

- '^^ hfe ^^
seem to have encouraged ourNa* Kings and new

minteter8hip of Govinda Dikshitt
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a great scholar and the author of many works

in Sanskrit. He was the teacher (Guru) of

Raghunadha Naik and was as faithful to him

throughout his life as Timmarasu to Krishna

Devaraya. This has afforded Raghunadha

ample opportunities to follow his literary and

artistic pursuits undisturbed during the later

part of his reign.

Like Krishnaraya he was not only a gallant

leader of forces, but a great scholar, a poet,

3 musician and a great patron of letters. His

Sangita Sudha and Bharata Sudha written in

Sanskrit attests not only to his scholarship

in Sanskrit, but also to he depth of his musical

lore. He was also the author of a new note

in music named after him as Raghunadhamela.
Even while he was very young he seems to

have composed extempore in a few hours

the poem Parijatapaharana in Telugu, at the

bidding of his Guru Govinda Dikshita, and was
honoured with Kanakabhisheka (a bath in gold

coins) by his father who was much pleased
at his composition. He seems to have written

a poem about the life of his father Atchyutappa
Naik, called Atchyutabhyudaya. Rarnayana

Sangraha, Valmiki Charitra, Sringara Savitri, are

his other works in Prabandha style. His

Nalacharitra is in Dvipada metre. The

Yakshagana type of literature, hitherto

relegated to the lower classes of sooiety, seems
to have attained a new and royal dignity, when
Raghunadha himself undertook its

composition. He is said to have been the author

of a Yakshagana, with the story of the marriage
of Rukmini and Krishna, as its theme* and
led the way for an abundance of this type
of literature at the court of Tanjore.

Raghunadha is not only an author but a

great patron of letters. Hife court which is called

Vijayabhavana sabharartga' named perhaps
in imitation of Krishna Devaraya's court called

'Bhuvanavijaya sabhSrafiga,' was the seat of

many poets and poetesses who were great
scholars irv Telugu as wett as Sanskrit
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Women poets of high and varied

accomplishments was a remarkable feature of

the courts of these Naik Kings. Though we
do not hear of Ashtadiggajas in Raghunadha's

court, it was adorned by poets and scholars

of no mean order. Govinda Dikshita who acted

as an able minister to the king was also a

great scholar, statesman, and a poet in one.

His sons Yagna'fiarayana Dikshita, and

Venkatamakhi were great sanskirit scholars and

poets. Among others Rajachudamani Dikshita,

the author of numerous works in Sanskrit, and

Kumara Tatacharya, the author of the Sanskrit

drama Parijatapaharana may be mentioned.

The famous Telugu poet of his court was
Chemakura Venkata Kavi, the author of two

prabandhas in Telugu, Vijayavilasa and

Sarangadhara Charitra, of which the former

has been dedicated to Raghunadha.' Another

Telugu poet that adorned the Court of

Raghunadha was Krishnadhvari, the author of

a slesha prabandha called Naishadha Parijaffya.

He was the author of five other works -also

dedicated to Raghunadha These two poets
seem to have carried on the traditions of the

previous age by their composition of a Praudha

prabandha and a Sleshakavya. Kavi

Chaudappa, the author of 'Chaudappa Sataka'

one of the few humorous poems in Telugu,
and of a small Telugu Nighantu also belongs
to the court of Raghunadha. Of the women
poets that adorned the tourt of Raghunadha
two require special mention, Ramabhadramba,
and Madhuravani, the former was the author
of a poem in Sanskrit called

Raghunadhabhyudaya in twelve cantos and
the latter is said to have translated into Sanskrit

the Ramayana Sangraha written by King
Raghunadha in Telugu. Thus after the reign
of Krishna Devaraya, Raghunadha Naik of

Tanjore proved to be the most illustrious king
and patron of letters and contributed greatly
to the development of Telugu literature in Sou*
India. He ruled over the kingdom of Tajore
for about twenty years from 1614-1633 A.D.,
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and was succeeded by his son Vijayaraghava

who reigned almost peacefully for about forty

years from 1633-1673 A.D. though in the

end he was overpowered by the machinations

of the neighbouring rulers, aided by a spirit

of foolish fatalism which developed in him

about the end of his life, and which cost him

his life as well as his kingdom.

Vijayaraghava Naik was a man of great

ability, valour and learning He was of a

charitable and devotional temperament, and

instituted many agraharas and opened
choultries for free feeding in the various parts

of the country, Purushottama Dikshita has even

produced a drama with the free feeding in

Tanjore as its main theme, viz., Tanjavuru

Annadanamahanataka, wherein he refers to

the valour as well as the generosity of

Vijayaraghava.
2 He was surrounded by a large

number of learned and accomplished women
in his court, and it may be said that there

were perhaps more poetesses in his court

than poets. Many of them were scholars in

Sanskrit and also masters in the art of Bharata.

Literary activity in Telugu, in the court of

Vijayaraghava, was greater than in the time

of Raghunadha. Interest in the Prabandha type

of composition seems to be on the wane,

Dvipada and other Desi types of composition

grew in number as well as in variety and

importance. Vijayaraghava himself was like his

father, a great poet and produced a good
number of Dramas-Yakshaganas, Dvipada

Kavyas, besides many other types of popular

musical ompositions like Daruvu, Ola, Keertana,

etc. His dramas like Kaliyamardana.

Putanaharana, Prahladanataka,

Rajagopalavilasa -number over a score, and

Raghunadhabhyudaya, has for its theme the

life story of his father Raghunadha Naik. These

dramas are classed as 'chatukavitva,'

according to his statement in Kaliyamardana.
3

In this drama and in the dvipada kavya of

the same name composed by him, he

introduced the old Prabandha device of a

dream, wherein, his parents were said to have

appeared before him and asked him to write

a work on their life history.

Tirumala Tatacharya his religious preceptor
and Guru encourages him in his attempt and

acquaints him with a brief history of the

important personages in the previous

generations of the royal family. Vijayaraghava
was a great scholar in Bharata Sastra and

many female musicians of his court, who were

accomplished in the ait of Bharata dancing,

seenn to have enacted on the stage many a

song composed by him.
4 He was the hero

of many a work composed by his court poets

and poetesses. Vtjayaraghavachandrikavilasa,

written by Kamarasu Venkatapati Somayaji, and

Vijayaraghavakalyananataka by Koneti

Dikshita, are of that type. Chengalva Kalayakavi,

was a great scholar and poet in Sanskrit and

Telugu.
5 He was the teacher of

Ramabhadramba and Krishnaji, celebrated

poetesses of the courts of Raghunadha and

Vijayaraghava respectively. He was the author

of 'Rajagopala Vilasa,' a Prabandha in ;five

chapters which was dedicated to the King

Vijayaraghava, and also of'another prabandha
called Parvatiparinaya. One of the most noted

poetesses of the Vijayaraghava's court was

Rangajamma, daughter of Pasupuleti

Venkanna. She was a very learned and

accomplished lady who could compose poems
in eight languages (ashtabhasha kavayitri), and

was the recipient of the unique honour of

'Kankabhisheka'aUhe hands of Vijayaraghava

'Mannarudasa Vilasa Nataka'and a Prabandha

of the same name, dealing with the story of

the marriage of Kantimati with the king a

dasa-or devotee of the Lord Mannarudeva;

Ushaparinaya, Ramayana Sangraha, Bharata

Sangraha, Bhagavata Sangraha- are some of

the important works produced by her. These

small compendiums of the repositories of Indian

culture, and the popular representation of the

puranic stories in the form of simple dramas

and songs and keertanas clearly indicate how
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the poets as well as the kings of those days

endeavoured to propagate the spirit of national

culture among the Telugu people living in a

strange land and amidst strange surroundings.

Besides Rangajamma there were many other

women of varied accomplishments at his court

of which one named Chendrarekha was a

recipient of high honours from the King Veera

Venkatapatiraya of Vijayanagar. Many of these

were proficient in the fine arts of music and

dancing and being encouraged by the Kings,

greatly contributed to revive the indigeneous

types of musical compositions like jola, suwala,

dhavala, gita, etc., by composing and giving

recital performances of those compositions on

the royal stage.

Kshetraya, the composer of the celebrated

'muwa gopala padas' in Telugu, who like

Tyagaraja of a later date, established his name

and fame in the musical world in Southern

India also belonged to the court of

Vijayaraghava Mannarudeva, the son of

Vijayaraghava was a chip of the old block.

He was also a great scholar and poet, the

author of two works in Telugu, namely

Vijayaraghavabhyudaya, and Hemabja Nayika

Stvayarwara-both of them dealing with the

stories of the love affairs of Vijayaraghava.

He was a very dutiful son and a man of high

accomplishments, but owing to the internecine

quarrels between Tanjore and Madura

Kingdom, and also on account of an intense

spirit of devotion which got better of his wisdom
in Vijayaraghava, especially in the latter part

of his life, both the father and son were defeated

and killed in a battle with the chieftain

Venkatakrishnappa Naik, who invaded Tanjore
at the command of the Chokkanadha the ruler

of Madura, who as the story goes, was enraged
on account of the refusal by Vijayaraghava
for a marriage alliance with him. Later on

Chokkanadha appointed Alagiri as his

representative to the Chola Kingdom, but

neither this representative nor Chengamaldas,
another claimant to the kingdom as the only

heir apparent of the Naik family of Tanjore,

were strong enough to retain the kingdom in

their hands, but became puppets in the hands

of self-interested wire-pullers. At last, Ekojee,

a step brother of Sivaji and commander of

forces under the Sultan of Bijapur, having been

invited to help one of the rival claimants,

occupied the kingdom of Tanjore and later

declared himself independent. Thus came to

an end the Naik rule at Tanjore, and the Chola

Kingdom passed into the hands of Mahrattas.

Under Mahratta Kings of Tanjore

Ekoji very soon consolidated his kingdom

by putting down all opposition to him, and

soon became very popular in the country by
his wise administration and benevolent

measures. It is very surprising that the Mahratta

rulers of Tanjore eagerly took to the Telugu

language, and tried to maintain the literary

traditions of the Naik rulers, not only by way
of patronising the Telugu poets and scholars,

but also by themselves becoming scholars and

poets in that language

Sahaji, the son of Ekoji who became the

ruler of Tanjore after his father ( 1 684- 1 7 1 0)

was a great scholar in Sanskrit and Telugu,

an expert musician and a great patron of letters.

He was the author of 'Chandrasekhara Vilasa'

in Sanskrit, and of

VishnupallakTsevaprabandha' and a good
number of other dramas in Telugu. Some of

them are the following: Draupadf Kalyana,

Gangaparvafisamvada, Parvatiparinaya,

Valfikalyanam, Vighneswara Kalyana, Sfta

Kalyana, Saraswati Vilasa, Kamsavadha,
Jalaknda, Pancaratna prabandha, Tyagaraja
vinoda citraprabandha Nataka. The last seems
to be a combination of Prabandha and Nataka,
wherein the characters speaking three different

languages Sanskrit, Maharashtra, and Telugu
are introduced. Like the King Sahaji, a poet
of his court by name Seshachalapati, seems
to have introduced no less than eight languages
in a drama composed by him called
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'Sahamaharaja vilasa', Among the poets of his

court there were eminent Sanskrit scholars

like Atiratra Yaji, the author of 'Kumudavatl

Parinaya', Gangadhara Pandita-the author of

Bhosalavamgavalj, Chokkanadha, the author of

Kanffmatiparioaya.

As regards Telugu literature, prabandha type

has fallen into background, and many of the

Desi types of compositions brought into vogue

in the courts of 'Naik Kings seem to be on

the increase. Though most of the works written

by the King Sahaji we re dramas, and there

are nearly more than a dozen of them, he

preferred to call some of them prabandhas

as "SankarapallakTseva prabandha,

VishnupallakTsevaprabandha, perhaps

of the abundance of descriptive

in them. Of the -Telugu poets that

his court, there Is. one Girirajakavi,

the of the celebrated musician

He composed many dramas and

like Vadavijaya,

Koravanji,

and dedicated them to the king,

has become the central figure of many

of the by his court poets, like

Sahajlya, Sahajidandaka; and since

most" of the works were written about his life

and in his praise, they seem to be more of

topical interest than of permanent value.

'LTIavati Kalyaoam' another work by the same

author, was dedicated to Sarabhoji the brother

of Ekoji, Vijayaraya Vasantakavi, a younger

brother of Girirajakavi was the author of a

work on Natya sastra called 'Abinayadarpana'

which was dedicated to Khandoji, a

commander-in-chief of the King Sahaji.

After Sahaji, Tulajaji who reigned about

1 730 was renowned as a great scholar and

patron of letters. He was a scholar in Sanskrit

and Telugu and an adept in music. He was

the author of a work on music in Sanskrit

called Sangm Saramrita, and of a drama called

Sivakama Sundan Parinaya in Telugu. Muddu

Palani, the author of Radhikasantvanamu in

Telugu was a concubine qf the King

Pratapasimha, who came to the throne of

Tanjore about 1750. Chakrapuri

Veeraraghavachari who was the teacher pf

Muddu Palani was the author of a Nalacharitra

in Dvipada metre. Aluri Kuppana Kavi, who

received the title of 'Andhra Kalidasa' from the

King Tulaja Maharaja, who ruled in the eighties

of the 18th century, composed Acharyavijaya

at the request of some Niyogi gentleman of

Madras6 and dedicated to God Nrisimha. He

was the author of many other works like

Panchanada purana, Indumaffparinaya,

Hahkathasudharasa and Ramayana and

Bhagavata Yakshaganaa

Kasturi Rangakavs, the author of 'Ananda

Rangarat chandas, a valuable work on Telugu

prosody, dedicated to Anandaranga Filial, -the

Dubashe and political adviser to the French

Governor Depleix at Pondicherry, was the guru

of ASuri Kuppana.
6(a5

Rangakavi was the author

of a Prabandha Krishnarjuna Samvada in five

aswasas, and a lexicon called Sambanighantu,

dedicated to the GDd Samba.

it was during the time of Sarabhoji II ( 1 800}

that Tyagaraja, the great saintly musician of

South India composed his famous keertanas,

that helped to establish the domination of the

Telugu language over the musical world in

South India even after the political power is

gone, and maintain its reputation as the best

of all vernaculars. He was the native of

Panchanada Kshetra otherwise called

Tiruvarur', and belongs to the Kakarla family.

Though very poor he would not accept

patronage from earthly monarchs, his sole

patron being Lord Sri Rama, and as the story

goes he seems to have actually refused the

invitations of Sarabhoji Maharaja, and of the

King of Mysore. He was the author of a beautiful

Yakshagana called Naukabhangam* and of

two more works in Telugu, namely Wanda

Charita, and Prahlada, Charita. His works are

a very valuable contribution to the Telugu

literature produced in South India and his songs

and their tehnique are better cultivated and
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preserved
in Tamil land than even in the Telugu

country.

Venkata Krishnayya the author of

Sivaparijata Nataka was a court poet of Sivaji

who ruled about 1835. Sivaji himself wrote

a drama in Telugu called Annapurnaparinaya.

Thus the Mahratta rulers of Tanjore developed

Telugu literature during their regime not only

by patronising Telugu poets and poetry, but

themselves being the authors of many works

in that language.

Under the (talk of

The kingdom of Madura is geographically

further south and therefore farther away from

the imperial capital of Vijayanagara than that

of Tanjore, and this coupled with frequent

disturbances due to want of harmonious

relations with the sovereigns of Vijayanagar,

perhaps created no congenial atmosphere for

the encouragement of literary activity at the

court of Madura until about the time of Tirumala

Naika. In spite of his many other engagements,

Tirumala devoted some time for the

constructive arts. He raised some beautiful and

grand constructions at Madura and also

patronised' poets and men of letters.

Kameswara Kavi, the author of RukminT

Parinaya and Satyabhamasantvana was at the

Court of Tirumala Naika and was the recipient

of high honours from him
7
though the

poet
dedicated his works to his son Muttalagiri. It

was from the time of Chokkanadha Naik, the

grandson of Tirumala Naik that there was

greater activity in literature. Kameswara Kavi

also known as Tirukama Kavi continued to

adorn the Court of Madura, even after Tirumala,

during the reigns of Chokkanadha

*
An excellent edition of the work has recently

been published by the Music Department of the University

of Madras.

and his brother Muddalagari, and began to

turn a new leaf in the histoy of the development

of Telugu literature, by producing his

Dhenumahatmya, which is one of the earliest

prose works in Telugu. This deals with the

holiness of the cow as revealed by Bhishma

to Dharmaraja, and is written in simple prose

as the author himself says in the colophon

of this work.
8 As the blessing of Srirangesa

wafe invoked for Chokkanadha by the poet at

the beginning, the work may be considered

as a dedication to the king. Velidendla

Venkatapati, author of

Sringararadhamadhavam was also at the Court

of Madura during the reign of Chokkanadha.

His Radhikasantvanam was dedicated to

Madagala Ramanamatya, ruler of Kaveripatam

in Tanjore District. Alaghari Kavi, author of

Sudantaparinaya, a court poet of Vijayaranga

Chokkanadha was a nephew of Venkatapati.

His son Tiru Vengalarya, a great musician and

Vainika was the author of Vyasatatparya

n/rnaya'

But it was during the time of Vijayaranga,

the grandson of Chokkanadha, that literary

activity at Madura was in its full swing. About

the close of the reign of Chokkanadha, the

country, already in a disturbed condition owing

to wars with neighbouring states, was plunged

into further difficulties owing to the famine and

pestilence which raged about the end of the

17th century. But these difficulties were

overcome by ceaseless efforts of relief effected

by Mangammal who acted as a regent during

the minority of Vijayarangachokkanada, and

a peaceful atmosphere was created, by the

time he came to the throne at the beginning

of the 18th century. Vijayaranga was a scholar

and a great patron of letters. His court was

full of poets and authors, and some of his

chieftains like Samukham Venkatakrishnappa

Naik have written many works in Telugu and

also gave encouragement to other poets.

Venkatakrishnappa Naik was the author of two

prabandhas, Ahalya Sankrandanam, and

Radhikasantvanam. TaraSaSankavijayam was

written by his friend Sesham Venkatapathi and

was dedicated to Vengala Seenamatya, one
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of the ministers of Vijayaranga Chokkanadha.

Vetagapuds Krishnayya *w.rote Malatf

Madhavlyam and Bhanumadvijayam, the

former being a rendering into the Prabandha

form the story of Bhavabhuti's drama of the

same name. He was the author of a prose

work called Vedantasarasangraha, and was

closely related to Sambayamatya, one of the

commanders of Vijayaranga Chokkanada, and

a contemporary of Nanjaraja of Mysore.

Another poet Velidendla Muddalagiri by name

wrote Sudantaparinaya at the request of

Vijayaranga and dedicated it to Sriranganadha.

Kundurti Venkatacheta Kavi .was the grandson

of the poet Govindamatya who seems to have

been honoured by Veera Venkatapatiraya of

Vijayanagar, with Kanakabhisheka, when he

dedicated Bharafiparinaya to him and himself

received many honours from the king at the

court of Vijayaranga Chokkanadha. He wrote

Mitravindaparinaya and KartJkamahatmya.

Peddapudi Yerraya wrote

Yuvajanahridayaranjana. Tirumala Kavi seems

to have gone out of the way of the Madura

poets and produced a drama called

Vhitrakutamahatmya' and dedicated it to

Sreranganadha. Though no doubt a few poets

have written some Prabandhas, at the court

of the Nasks of Madura, this may be said to

be mainly a centre for the development of

Telugu prose. The credit of having started a

new era of prose in Telugu literature must

go to the Naiks of Madura, though a few works

like Pratapacharitra and Rayavachaka, have

already 'been written before this period.

Vijayarangachokkanadha, perhaps found it

desirable to have this type of literature

developed during his age owing to the

circumstances of life of the Telugu people in

the South who required works for easy reading

and himself led the way- by writing two works

in Telugu Prose, namely Snrangamahatmya

and Maghamahatmya. His courtier and general

Sarnukham Venkata Krishnappa Naik, followed

his example by rendering JaiminJ Bharata and

Sarangadhara Charitra into Telugu prose. Other

works written during the time of Vijayaranga

are Ramayana vachana by Symarayakavi,

Halasyamahatmya by Sreepati Ramabhadra

Kavs, prose versions of Bhagavata and

Ramayana by Kundurti Venkatachela Kavi.

In Karnataka

Mysore has also been the centre for the

development of the Telugu literature for a time,

and the kings like Krishnabhupati, son of

Chamaraja, and their commanders like Kaluve

Veeraraja,* the commander-in-chief under

Chikkadevaraya of Mysore, have patronised

Telugu literature. Veeraraja has already set an

example for prose writing in Mysore, and

rendered Bharata into Telugu prose and

dedicated it to Sri Krishna. His son Nanjaraja

was the patron of Nrisimhakavi, the author of

'Nanjarajayasobhushana/ dedicated to

Nanjaraja. Nrisimhakavi had the title of

'Abhinava Kalidasa.' Nanjaraja himself was the

author of many works in Telugu like 'Halasya

mahatrnya,' 'Harabhaktavilasa'

'Vishnubhaktavilasa,' and

'Kaslmahimarthadarpana.' Tupakula

Anantabhupala, son of Krishnabhupala of

Chandragiri was also a great prose writer of

that day, and a close friend of Kaluve Veeraraja.

Vachana Vishnupurana, Santi, Anusasanika,

Sabha Pan/as of Mahabharata, Bhagavadgita,

and Ramayana Sundarakanda are some of his

works in Telugu prose. He is said to have

been addressed as 'Vachana rachana

vaicakshanya"The production of these prose

works of the Kaluve family of Mysore

synchronising almost with the period of the

development of Telugu prose in the Pandya

country, may be considered as the literary

monuments that represent the Andhra genius

as it flourished in the Karnataka country at

the end of the 17th century and the beginning

of the 18th.
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Thondaman Kings under Pudukkota

The Tondaman Kings of Pudukkota,

otherwise called Navasalapura in Sanskrit (T.

Padu=nava=new, T. were the

samantas of the Nalk Kings of Madura, and

were of a great asset to them in their wars

and administration. That Vijaya Raghunadha

Raya of Pudukkota was a contemporary of

Vijayaranga Chokkanadha of Madura

(1700-1734) and helped him in his wars,

is known from the statement of a poet

Seshayya in a Sataka-a century of verses

composed by him in praise of the Tondaman

kings.
9

Vijayaraghunadha's son is

Rayaraghunadha who is the patron of

Nudurupati Venkanarya one of the most

eminent Telugu poets in the court of the

Tondaman Kings and famous for his

Andhrabhasharnava, written at the request of

Tondaman and dedicated to

Venknarya also refers in his

to the help rendered by

Raghunatharaya to the ruiers of the Partdya

country.
10 He is the son of Sitaramacharya.

who is known by his title of 'Mahoddanda

Kavi.' Venkanarya is the author of many
he is well for his

He Is the of a on

to

the King and

are his works, the

a of the in

done at the of

a commander of

of some king in days and a

of Gandharvakota a town within twenty

of Pudukkota The one

is a Yakshagana to

the God Sundareswara.

himself is said to have been the author of

another Parvaffparinaya
- a Prabandha in six

aswasas, attributed to the

Raghunadha. Venkanan/a's son Sambasiva

Kavi was the author of a Bilhanlya a Prabhanda

dedicated to another Tondaman King

Rayaraghunadha, who is a grandson of the

uncle of the Rayaraghunadha, the pa* in of

Venkanarya. Sambasiva Kavi is also the author

of 'Jondamanvamsapratapamalika" -a work

describing the prowess-greatness-

*Xa|uve' seems to be a misreading of the Word

'Kalule' found in the original manuscript So he is really

Kalule Veeraraja. Kalule is the name of a village in Mysore,

about four miles from Nanjangud, over -which Veeraraja

and his family seem to have ruled. Hi father Doddaya

was the Dalavay or Commaridar-in-chief and minister of

ChSkkadevaraya, King of Mysore with his capital at

Sirangapatam during the last quarter of the 17th century.

Veeraraja and his son Nanjaraja served as Dalavays during

the reigns of Kanthirava Vodayar I! (1704-1714) and

Krishnaraja Vodayar respectively. Nanjaraja also became

'Sarvadhikari' later. These Dalavays were remarkable for

their bravery as for their learning and literary patronage.

Veeraraja was an author not only in Telugu but also

in Kannada. In his Sabhaparva Gadya he calls himself

"GTn/ai&ndhra Kamatakadfnanabhasha Kavyarachana

chatura". Strangely' there Is another gadya at the end

of this Sabhaparva, wherein Tupakula Anantabhupala also

claims authorship of the work. Most probably it is a work

of collaboration by these two persons who happened

to be close friends. Anantabhupala was then the king

of Chandragiri, and he must have fought by the side

of Dalavay Veeraraja against the enemies of tie King

of Mysore. Bhagavadgita in prose seems to have been

written by Veeraraja himself. While Veeraraja translated

into TeSugu prose his son Nanjaraja translated

it into Kannada prose, His Halasya mahatmya Is a prose

work of 72 adhyayas with some verses at the beginning

and at the end of each adhyaya, and it is written in

a simple running style.

of the to the

His patron

is said to the of the title

of His Excellency
119 from the He

to lived in latter part of the 18th

and the of the 1 9th century.

like -Srimannarayya,

and Kavi who

In of the Tondaman Kings

Raghunatharya are not

Kavi Seshayya was the author of

addressing the Kings

Tiramalarayachendra, and Rajagopalanripa. He

has .also produced a dandaka called 'Lilavati

Dandaka'. Lingareddi of Vengulam in the
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Trichinopoly District patronised Revuri

Anantarya, who dedicated his

Vriddhachalarnahatmya to him. Another work

of his called Srimushnamahatmya was

dedicated to Vengulam Krishna Reddi and his

Sivarahasyakhanda to Nandiswara in Turaiyur

Tirtha otherwise known as Ttrthapura Badhira

Krishnamanayaka, the Zamindar of Salem was

a patron of Telugu literature.

Gadheyopakhyanam by Anantarya was

dedicated to him.

An age of transition-some characteristic

features

Thus for two centuries after the fail of

Vijayanagar Telugu literature found patronage

and flourished in the Chola and Pandya

Kingdoms of the South under the Naik,

Mahratta and other rulers of those countries.

The literary traditions of the previous age of

Krishnadevaraya were no doubt carried on

into this period, but at the same time some

special features, have also been developed

which may be said to have become the

precursors of many a new branch of Telugu

literature in the modern period. The Prabandha

has taken a more polished form in

Venkatakavi's celebrated work of Vijayavilasa,

with stylish devices which blended harmony

with delicacy of sentiment The Slesha Kavya,

a new achievement of the learned scholar of

the previous age has, found its representative

in this age in the work of KrishnadhvarPs

Similarly the tradition of

casting Sanskrit dramas into the Prabandha

mould, has also been carried forward into this

age by Velagapuds Krjshnayya, who has taken

up the story of Bhavabhuti

for a Prabandha in Telugu. Lakshana grandhas

dealing with prosody, works on lexicography

dealing with pure Desya words in Telugu and

even a translation of purana, namely the

Lingapumna by Nanjaraja, of Mysore, are some

of; the other familiar branches of Telugu

literature that are represented in this age.

Revival of Dvipada and DesI Prose

The age of the Emperor Krishnadevaraya

is the golden age of Telugu literature, and

particularly an age of high class Prabandha,

which aimed more at the appreciation of the

learned scholar and the cultured courtier of

an emperor poet, than of the ordinary folk,

and naturally Dvipada poetry which from the

very beginning cared more for the popular

appeal, did not find favour with the poets of

this age. Palkuriki Somalia's pleading for the

use of Dvipada and also for what is called

'Janu Tenugu' in literature, on the ground that

they both contributed to the achievement of

wide-spread popularity and abiding charm, did

not appeal to them. But more propitious times

were in store for Cfe/ipada. The few Telugu

settlers in the Tamil country who followed the

Naik rulers to the South, and lived amidst strage

surroundings cannot be expected to maintain

the same level of scholarship and culture as

in their own country. Literature that will have

an appeal to them, in their level of

understanding became necessary, and

"naturally there was a recourse to the old

indigenous types of composition, which would

come within the easy reach of all kinds of

people. Thus Dvipada has again had its day

and prose also followed in its wake as a type

of literary composition that could command

respect from the learned scholar as well as

the ordinary lay man. The whole of Bharata,

perhaps for the first time, has been rendered

into Dvipada metre by poets Timmarta and

Somana, and into prose by Kaluve Veeraraja

of Mysore. We have two versions of Ramayana

in Dvipada one by Katta Varadarajaand another

by the Mahratta king Bhosala Ekoji.' Portions

of Bhagavata were rendered by Singanamatya

All these works have had their prose versions

in Telugu at the Court of Madura under

Vijayaranga Chokkanada We have already

noted that the King Vijayaraghava Naik was

the author of Raghunadhabhyudayaln Dvipada

metre. Sadananda Charitra, a Saivite work by
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Sankara Linga Kavi, and many other works

of Philosophical and general interest, like

Sreeranga Mahatmya by Mukunda Yogs,

Stvajnanamanjari, Sankaravijaya, Rukmangada

Charitra and stories about Vikramarka have

been written in Dvipada metre. Some of the

above works have also been rendered into

prose.

Women Poets -Music and Dancing

Besides being an independent type of literary

composition Dvipada entered into other types

of composition like Yakshagana, Katha, etc.,

and when set to music with slight necessary

changes, it was capable of being sung in

various ways. These and other indigenous

types of musical compositions revived in this

age, created great .--interest in music and

dancing or Bharata Natya, at the courts of

Tanjore and Madura. The great interest evinced

by the kings in these fine arts, and the

encouragement given to them, brought a good

number of women scholars and poets into

prominence which is to be considered as one

of the most remarkable features of this age.

Most of these women poets were courtesans

attached to the Courts of these kings and being

experts in music and dancing, were able to

enact on the stage the dramas and other

musical compositions poduced by the kings

and the poets of their courts, such as Pada,

Ba, Daruvu, Chaupada, Desi, Jakkini and

Yakshagana, the latter-the precursor of the

modern drama in Telugu-being the most

important of them. Kalaya Kavi described how

the various musical compositions produced

by the King Vijayaraghava have been enacted

on the stage by the various women experts

attached to his court. It is not infrequently

that the love-affairs of these kings, supplied

themes for various musical compositions and

dramas that were enacted before them; and

it is no wonder that in many of the works

produced in such an atmosphere, the sentiment

of Sringara should have crossed the usual

bounds of decency and decorum. However

it is the patronage and the impetus given by

these kings to music and other fine arts in

their times, that created an atmosphere which

could produce a Kshetrayya and a Tyagaraja

subsequently and helped to revive and elevate

the position of various kinds of indigenous

compositions, trodden down for some centuries

before the stately march ;of learned Prabandha.

Even though it is not possible to assign any

date for the origin of these compositions, we

may be sure that they have come down to

us even from the pre-Nannaya period.

Desl types mentioned by Pafkurikf

The prevalence of the Desi type of metrical

compositions, such as Dvipada, Taruvoja, SFsa,

Akkara, etc., in the inscriptions of the

pre-Nannaya period, clearly indicates the

possibility of the existence of a large amount

of popular literature in the language and metre

of the country in that age. That this has been

consigned to oblivion by the Sanskritic or

Tatsama style of composition adopted even

before and after Nannayajs well attested not

only by the pleading of Palkuriki Somana for

the restoration of Desi, but also by the

innumerable references which he has given

to the various types of compositions that were

prevalent in the lower strata of society in his

day. One striking point here is that for many
of the compositions which are said to have

been revived by the Naik Kings in South India,

we find references in the works of Somanadha,

especially in his Panditaradhyacharitra. His

elaborate description in this work of the vast

congregation that gathered on Srisaila on a

Sivarathri day, and of the various forms of

worship, and entertainments offered during the

holy day and the wakeful night, near the temple

of Sri Mallikharjuna, reveals to us the various

kinds of folk-literature, folk dances, folk songs

and different kinds of dramatic representations,

that were prevalent in his day. Of folk literature,

we have different kinds of 'gadya,' prose
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compositons-as Banagadya, Akshragadya,

and Panchagadya Sataka, Sivatatvasara,

DJpamaljka, Mahanataka, Udaharana;

Muktakavli etc. All these were read before the

God in the temple. Basavapurana was read

or sung in the form of an 'Efa'. The old stories

of 'Pramathas' - attendants of Siva were

enacted as dramas. Stories from Mahabharata

were enacted by means of shadow figures

projected on the screen. On one side we have

the pole-dance which looked like the play of

heavenly nymphs, and on the other side we

have the rope-dance which resembled the

dance of birds. Other kinds of dance like

'Chindu,' 'Kodangi,' 'Perani,' etc., have also

been described. Some entertained the

gathering with their songs and dances in the

forms of Yakshas, Gandharvas and

Vidyadharas.
12

Yakshagana and Desi

Here we have one of the earliest references

to songs by Yakshas and Gandhrvas, a type

of indigenous folk songs which later acquired

the names of Yakshgana and Gandharvagana

respectively. But I think we have to make a

distinction between the songs of Yakshas or

the Yakshagana referred to here by Palkuriki,

and its later developornent as a form of a

regular opera or musical drama which, going

by the same name, became one of the most

entertaining and prolific types of composition

during the South Indian period of Teiugu

Literature. Palkuriki's reference as we see,

seems to point to a kind of music and dance

staged by a single person assuming the form

of either a Yaksha or a Gandharva, but not

to a type of dramatic composition wherein

a number of persons are required to assume

various characters in order to enact a story

on the stage. This kind of representation when

accompanied by music, dancing, postures and

pantomimic action, as is invariably the case

with our later Yakshagana, it is called an opera.

That the Yakshagana of the days of Palkuriki

(if we can call by that name the songs referred

to by him) was only a type of musical recital

and had not yet developed into a type of literary

composition, can also be inferred from a

reference to it in Kridabhirama
13 a

Veedhinataka of a subsequent period. Here a

'Jakkula purandhri'-a woman of the Jakkula

tribe-so called perhaps because of the Yaksha

forms they put on when they give musical

performances-is introduced and is said to have

sung in praise of the love of Kamavalli

Mahalakshmt and Kaitabhari (the God Vishnu)

at the temple of the former, at Warangal, the

capital city of Kakatiya kings, to the

accompaniment of a drum, the anklets worn

by her keeping time to her varied notes sung

in loud tones. This is generally known as

'Jakkula Pata' in Teiugu, which is most probably

a Teiugu rendering of the Sanskrit term

'Yakshagana
1

. Appakavi abut the beginning of

the 1 7th century refers also to the Yakshagana,

in his chapter on Prosody. But his reference

does not make it clear whether this has already

been recognised as a type of literary

composition by his time. After describing the

various kinds of 'Ragada' a kind of metrical

stanza, he mentions that some of these Ragadas

with a few adjustments in order to meet the

requirements of 'tala
1

,
are used in "Yakshagana

prabandhas". This shows that even in his time

the musical aspect of Yakshagana carried more

importance, than the literary aspect. But the

fact that it has been mentioned by Appakavi

a 'Lakshanika' shows that it has grown in

importance even as a type of literary

composition. It was during the time of the Naik

and Mahratta rulers of Tanjore that this won

recognition as a type of literary composition

and was patronised. It appears to be a far

more refined type of dramatic representation,

than what we find in the time of Palkuriki

Somanadha, as described by him in his

Pandiiaradhya charita.

Though Yakshagana did not develop into

a form of regular drama by the time of
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Somanatiha, we learn from him, perhaps for

the first time, that other indigenous dramas

were being enacted even as early as the 1 2th

century A.D. He gives us a graphic description

of how they were enacted in those times. He

was a Saivite himself, and the occasion for

the entertainment was the Sivaratrf festival at

the temple of Mallikarjuna. on Srisaila and

naturally stories connected with the life and

txploits of Siva, "Hara/T/as"as they are called,

are said to have been enacted on the stage.

The costumes they wear, the way in which

they appear on the stage from behind a small

curtain, the antique gestures, the affected

parades, the elaborate dances and various

kinds of acrobatic feats they perform on the

stage, their frequent exclamations as 'aha' and

oho', while they enact the various incidents

connected with the life of Siva, like Puraharana,

Andhakasuravadha, Gajasuravadha,

Dakshayajna, remind us of the popular

entertainments "Vfdhi Natakas," which

are enacted even today in certain village parts

of the Telug'u country by troupes like those

of Kuchipudi Bhagavatulu. Even the shadow

play referred to by Paikuriki which is enacted

by means of leather figures whose shadows

are projected on a screen and hence called

'Tolubommalata' in Teiugu, has survived to

this day. Besides these there is yet another

type of dramatic representation called 'Katha/

some specimens of which are preserved to

us in the literature of the South. This 'katha
1

is not a mere story told in prose, but a kind

of musical composition enacted on the stage

most probably by one actor only, unlike the

'Yakshagana* wherein we have a number of

actors coming in, and taking part in the

enactment We have a' number of suh

compositions from the hand of a poet called

'Chengaivaraya
1

preserved in the Tanjpre

library, viz., Balinta katha, Golla katha, Yerukula

katha. Ramakatha and Satyabhama katha. I

think these are the literary copies of certain

kathas enacted even now in. villages during

marriage and other festivities, in the name of

Goollakalapam, Bhamakalapam or Bhama

Vesha, Yerukala Vesham, etc. It is a. pity that

owing to want of patronage, and to competition

with snore refined types of modern dramatic

entertainments, these indigenous types of

Drama, which may be said in a way the

precursors of modern drama in Telugu, are

fast disappearing even in the village parts of

the Telugu country. It is better that for the

preservation of the art, which has been ,

cultivated for centuries even perhaps from the

time of Nannaya, it is brought a little up-to-date

and patronised by the Telugu public like the

Kathakali of the Malabar.

This Vfdhinataka in Telugu may be said to

be oniy a counterpart of the Kathakali,

but with this difference, that while in the Teiugu

Vfdhinataka the actors and take to

singing the songs whose meaning they a!so

seek to interpret by means of gestures-he.,

by Abhinaya, the actors enact the

whole story merely by means of mute abhinaya

leaving speeches and songs entirely to the

troupe behind them, who supply the musical

and other accompaniments necessary for the

successful enactment of the drama The dress,

the make up, the method of performance, and

al! other paraphernalia required for the

enactment seems to point towards the identity

of their origin, though there may be some minor

differences due to later independent

developments. It is perhaps on account of the

currency of the various kinds of these popular

dramatic representations in the Teiugu country,

that the Telugu poets did not find it necessary

to translate the Sanskrit dramas in Telugu, and

merely cast them into Prabandha mould when

they found the story of the drama more

attractive than that of the Purana. Of all the

poets of the early period, it is only Paikuriki

Somana that has left for u a .literary record

of the full information regarding thp

characteristic features of the enactment of the

popular drama in Telugu in those days, and
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1 think it can be better enjoyed in his own

language than in any translations of it.
14

Though this kind of drama was very popular

among the masses all through these centuries,

it is a wonder that it did not attract the attention

of the learned and cultured classes of society

in the Telugu country, nor develop into a form

of literature, until it was taken up and

patronised by the Telugu rulers of the South,

Not only the drama, many other types of

popular Desi literature mentioned by Somana,

and Nannechoda had to go unnoticed, all these

centuries, as literature in Sanskrit or Tatsama

style, brought into vogue by the time of

Nannaya, has become the order of the day.

One can very easily imagine whattime would

be required for such a variety of dramatic

representations in a country to attain such

a high state of development as we find it

described in Somanadha's work, and n is no

wonder if we consider this popular form of

dramatic entertainment as a legacy even from

the Pre-Nannaya period. Even the Desi

Lturereferidto'may be traced back to

the Pre-Nannaya Period, since it is found

or nirai and when combined correspon to the

Surya and Indraganas of Telugu prosody.

Taruvoja seems to be only a later development

from Dvipada which consists of two lines of

four metrical feet, each foot made up of three

Indraganas and -one Suryagana, with Yati or

Caesura falling on the 1st letter of the 3rd

foot the two lines being bound together by

means of a 'prasa' i.e., the 2nd letter of each

line being of identical nature. There is no limit

tQ the number of such coup |ets t^t can go

jnto a Dvipada composition;
15 and a whole

wofk may be composed in that metre. But

Taruvoja -^ ^de up of only four of these

Dvipada couplets, one couplet of Dvipada

formjng one |jne Of it. When four of such lines

are put to gether and are bound by 'prasa It

becomes a Taruvoja stanza.
16

According to

Vinnakota Peddana, the songs sung by women

when pounding paddy in villages are m this

Taruvoja metre.- Most of the

^degenous
metrical composes may be sa.d to be

capable of being easHy set to music an .sung

like Taruvoja; perhaps it 1S more proper to

say that W they %
compositions with tala and laya, but later

types of metre.

We have a specimen of Taruvoja in

Panduranga's inscription, of an Akkara in

Yuddhamaila's Bezwada inscription and a Sisa

in an inscription of Gunagavijayaditya, all

belonging to the pre Nannaya
period;

these

forms of metrical composition like Taruvoja,

Akkara, Sisa, Dvipada, Gita, are not only some

of the 'earliest specimens of Telugu poetry,

but may also be taken as indigenous types

of metrical composition peculiar to the South

Indian languages. Ragada, Shatpadi and

Akkara are common to Telugu and Kannada

literature, while Dvipada and Sisa, et<x may

be said to be related to-the Ahava! type of

metrical compos in Tarn, This
Ahava^a

songg sung fcy QUr oid woman at home by

beggars jn the streets and by workers engaged

in tne fiejds, and in other avocations in country

parts-songs which are generally disregarded

as wortnless in companion with the high class

literature composed in Vrittams.-really present

to us the true form and nature of the olc

ind igenous metrical compositions still

prsserved in Telugu. The fact that some o,

these are identical in metrical composition with

those jn Tamij and Kannada, not only shows

their antiquity, but also point to the identity

of their orjgjn .

the Dvjpada ljne of four
V ru ^ ^^ formed a ,ne

9ana ^ wjth three more of such
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of Sanskrit Vrittams. 'Utsaha'may perhaps also

be said to have developed by such doubling

of an old four-footed line composed of four

Suryaganas. But for the sake of adjustment

in singing, a letter or a matra in the foot seems

to have been dropped away. It now therefore

contains seven Suryaganas and a single

'guru'-Iong letter as the last foot
18 A Tulasi'

19

song generally sung by old women may be

said to be a variety of this metre-wherein the

first line is make up of eight Suryaganas,

whereas in the 2nd line there are only six

Suryaganas and a final 'guru' or long letter

which can be sufficeintly lengthened to make

up the foot Anyhow it can be .said to be

a development from an original four-feet line.

Even our 'sisam' each line of which consists

of eight ganas (either of Surya of Indra) may

also be said to be due to a doubling of an

original four-feet line. Originally the four-feet

must have consisted of four Indra ganas, but

when doubled to form a line of Sisa, the last

two feet of the second half seem to have

been shortened into two Suryaganas, i.e.,

lessened by two matras. Thus the difference

between the 1st part of a Sisa line and that

of a line of Dvipada will be only one matra

in the last foot, Dvipada having less. When

these are set to music these differences are

easily made up. Therefore we may presume

that many of these indigenous types of musical

compositions that are found in Yakshaganas

and other works, were originally short metrical

lines with four feet only, and they may be

said to correspond to some form of the 'Ahaval'

stanza of the Tamil language.

The Suvvi song with eight Suryaganas for

the first line, though the second line differs

a little, may be said to be a variety of 'utsaha'

and this contains a four-feet line doubled.
20

As this kind of verse is made up of Suryaganas,

and as these can easily be converted into

the ner-nirai feet of the Tamil, we can easily

represent a line of utsaha, as a couplet of

the "Ahavalpa" in Tamil each line consisting

of four ner-ner feet or nirai-ner feet Similarly

songs like 'ela,' 'Jola/ 'Lali,' 'melkolupu,'

'Mangalam,' 'Bujamaubanti* many be brought

under this category.
21

Some kinds of Ragadas according to

Lakshanikas like Appa Kavi,
22

are formed by

this kind of doubling of four-feet single lines.

For instance a line of Turagavalgana Ragada

is said to be made up of two lines of

Hayaprachara Ragada, and a line or a pada

of Vijayamangala ragada is made up of two

lines of Turaga valgana. Vijayabhadra is formed

by doubling of the line of Dviradagati Ragada.

These Ragadas are of various kinds, and they

are said to be a kind of Vaitaliyas' by Appakavi,

by which musical compositions in praise of

somebody a God or a King are perhaps meant

He also mentions that some of these Ragadas

with slight alterations-such as the dropping of

certain syllables-can be adjusted to various

"talas" like 'triputa,' 'jampe,' 'ekatala,' 'ata tala,'

and 'arthachandrika' which are mostly used

in Yakshagana literature. As a matter of fact,

it is these musical compositions that are used

most profusely in Yakshaganas, though a few

Dvipadas, Gitas, and Sisas-all V indigenous

metrical compositions of Upajati type, are also

used, It is very rarely that Vrittams like Sardula,

Utpalamala and Champakamala enter into

Yakshagana compositions. Sugrivavijaya has

an 'Utpalamala at the very beginning,

Tyagaraja's 'Naukabhanga' has a few of these

Vrittams here and there, and others like

'Saharaja vilasa' by Seshachalapati; either at

the end or at the beginning.

We have seen that all the above types of

ragadas and musical compositions used in

Yakshagana literature are all four-footed lines,

doubled into single ones and can be easily

compared with the 'ahavalpa
1

of Tamil, In some

other indigenous metrical composition, each

line is due to the doubling of a three-footed

line like the 'Madhyakkara' in Telugu. A line
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of two Indra ganas and a Surya gana when

doubled becomes one pada of this

Madhyakkara.
23 Thus it appears that most of

the indigenous metres started with lines of $.

three or four feet or even perhaps of two

feet (Indraganas) as in the case of some

children's songs.
24 These when doubled and

bound by Yati in the single line and by prasa

with mainly used in the popular literature of

the masses, otherwise called the Desi literature

in Telugu. It was the literature in Sanskritic
&

of Tatsama style, which was brought into vogue

by the time of Nannaya and which persisted

after him, that was responsible for the neglect

Of this popular literature in the COUntry, and "^ ta^vBMWcNra
bhritulu, catura Chemapurt carat

r r
f .1 i

sachivatatulu.

for the creation of a strong orthodax opinion

which is held even now by Some people, that
6a-

Nannaya was the orignator of Telugu language

and literature. The credit of having revived ?.

this Desi literature and developed some new

branches of Telugu literature that have become 8 .

the most characteristic features of the modern

age in Telugu, goes to the Telugu kings that
9

ruled the kingdoms outside the Telugu country.

All glory to them!
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elections from 'Korada
5

A common Literary and
Prosodial tradition

in South Indian Languages

:\n attempt to trace the line of linguistic

ievelopment of the major languages of South

ndia, has taken us to a common source of

inguistic tradition, represented by what may
>e called the 'primitive Dravidan tongue

1

,

hereby bringing together these languages into

i common family group. Similarly we may
tope to arrive at a common literary or prosodiat

radition also forming the basis for the

ievelopment of literary forms in the various

anguages of this group, by comparing the

ines of literary growth in those languages.

Though the Dravidian group of languages is

said to have comprised of about a dozen

independent languages scattered throughout

India, according to Caldwell, only half a dozen

Df therf* are generally considered as cultivated,

of which again only four major languages of

South India, namely Tamil, Telugu, Kannada

and Malayalam possess independent scripts

and literatures of their own.

Though we do not know for certain of the

time when these major languages of South

India, have got separated from their mother

tongue, or what time they have taken for

individual development after they got separated

from the mother tongue or from each other,

we may feel sure that they must have taken

a considerable time before they developed as

independent languages fit to be used as

vehicles of literary expression by the people

who spoke them. Of all the languages of this

group Tamil claims to have possessed literature

of a very high antiquity, at least higher than

that in any other language of the group, and

which can easily be traced to the early centuries

of the Pre-Christian era. Even by that time it

seems to have evolved and developed metrical

forms, rhetorical devices, literary conventions

all on indigenous lines without the influence

of the Sanskrit model. The 'ner-nirai' scheme

as a basis for the formation of feet and the

development of metrical forms in the language,

the adoption of the methods or devices of

'monai' and 'edugai
1

,
as means of

embellishment for enhanching the beauty of

literary expression, the use of various 'pans'

for setting the literary forms to music of a

popular order, all these seem to be quite

indigenous and not things borrowed from

Sanskrit; and when traces of them are to be

found in other languages of the group, we

are naturally led to think of a common source

for all these.

When we think of literature in any language,

the very first thing that comes to our mind

is the metrical form of the song or poem, which

is used as a vehicle of the emotional thought

or feeling. Then the literary expression and

the rhetorical devices also will begin to attract

us. It is generally accepted that early beginnings

of literary expression in any language, will be

in the form of song; and song set to some

music or tune is the form of expression that
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is most attractive to children and to most of

the common people. Most of the early literature

in Tamil may be said to be of this type. Why,

as a matter of fact all the Desi or indigenous

literature in Telugu and Kannada also, come

under this type. While in Tamil country many

of these popular compositions were later

collected and preserved, in Telugu and

Kannada countries, owing to the political

"conditions, or perhaps due to the influence

of Sanskritists, those early popular songs or

^compositions, were left to themselves, either

to be preserved or lost in the oral tradition

of the common people of the country. A close

study and comparison of the characteristic

features of this type of literature found in these

major languages of South India, may lead us

to a common literary tradition, which may be

taken as forming its basis.

Here also in the literary field, as in the case

of language, we have to make a distinction

between what is indigenous and what is

borrowed- particularly from Sanskrit, since

these languages, specially Telugu and

Kannada have borrowed a lot from Sanskrit,

and tried to assimilate the borrowed element

in such a way, that we find it rather difficult

to discover the original itself. This original

element is called 'De&'-i.e., the element which

is indigenous and to a considerable extent

common to the languages of South India. The

borrowed element on the other hand go by

the name of 'Marga'. Early grammarians have

framed special rules regarding the method of

borrowing or adopting the Sanskrit- material

in these languages, Nripatunga in his

Kavirajamarga was perhaps the first to lay

down these rules, and Telugu poets and

grammarians also followed them. The same

method is adopted in the literary side also-s.e.,

in the matter of borrowing Sanskrit metres

etc. in Kannada and Telugu. Sanskrit metres

have entered into Kapnada poets of the 10th

century A.D, that have led the way for the

'Marga' style of poetry adopted by the Telugu

poet hTannaya in the 1 1th century A.D.

Nannaya was the first celebrated poet in

Telugu, and it was he that introduced Sanskrit

metres in Telugu poetry for the first time. No

Telugu verse written in a Sanskrit metre, before

Nannaya has so far been discovered, though

we meet with a good number of verses written

in Desi metres, in inscriptions before his time.

But even as early as the 8th century AD. We

meet with a Kannada verse written in the

Sanskrit metre 'Sragdhara', in an inscription

at Sravana Belagola in the Kannada country*

In this Kannada verse composed in Sanskrit

metre Sragdhara, we have to note one

remarkable feature., namely, the observance

of what is called 'prasa,
f

-the recurrence of

the same letter (r) as the second letter in each

of the four lines of the verse. This is not at

all a regular feature of the fornrt of the Sragdhara

metre in Sanskrit. From this it is clear that

the Kannada poets while adopting the Sanskrit

metrical forms in their language, have tried

to make some modifications of their own, with

a view to bring them into line with the

indigenous garb and are converted into

Kannada forms. The same thing happened in

Telugu also. When Nannaya adopted Sanskrit

metres in Telugu for the first time, he has not

only followed in the footsteps of Kannada poets,

but went a step further. He has not only

furnished those Sanskrit metres with Prasa'

as in Kannada, but embellished them with

another indigenous ornament called 'yati'-or

Vadi' as it is strictly called in Telugu, 'yati'

in Sanskrit is otherwise called Vssrama', and

it is a stop in the middle of each line in a

verse, used as a device for taking breath. In

Telugu it is not a mere stop, but it is a repetition

of the first letter of the line somewhere in the

middle of it, this repetition occurring sometimes

more than once in each of the four lines of

the verse. Kannada poets have not observed

this kind of Yati or Vadi but only followed

the Sanskritic method of observing Visrama'

for taking breath. This was noted by the
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irammarians or lakshanikas, as a peculiar

sature of 'Yati-Vilanghana' in Kannada poetry,

"his Desi feature was not adopted in Kannada

>oetry perhaps because of the overpowering

nfluence of Sanskrit on the Jaina Scholars

jvho were the earliest writers in the language.

Felugu poets from the beginning seem to have

<ept the Desi tradition better. For we find that

all the verses so far discovered in the

inscriptions of the pre-Nannaya .period, were

written in Desi metres only, and in all of them

not only the 'prasa' but even Vadi' (=yats)

i.e. t
the correspondance of the 1st letter of

the 1st gana, with the 1st letter of the 3rd

or 4th gana in each line of the verse, was

strictly observed, according to the Desi

tradition. Even when Nannya adopted Sanskrit

Vrittas or metrical forms in Telugu poetry, he

did not consider them as shackles in writing

poetry or tried to do away with them, but

both vadi and prasa, even in those

metres, for their great advantage, and

as ornaments of Telugu poetry. A later

poet Koravi Goparaju has actually described

these Desi conventions of vadi and prasa as

fitting ornaments to the Muse of Telugu poetry,

and compared their importance to the Telugu

poetry with that of the "mangaia Sutras" -or

the marriage thread ornaments of a Hindu

married woman. Thus from very early times,

in Desi poetry as well as in metres adopted

from Sanskrit, Telugu poets were very careful

to keep to the Desi convention of Yati and

prasa.

Now the question is where have these come

from. We can say that they have not come

from Sanskrit or Prakrit.

Poetical compositions in Telugu and

Kannada can be found from about the

beginning of the 8th century AD. Some

traditions or fragments of Desi poetry in Telugu

can still further be traced back for a century

or two. But literary traditions in Telugu or

Kannada cannot take us back to an earlier

period. For this we have to go or look up

to another cognate language of the

group-namely Tamil, which can easily take us

to the literary traditions prevailing in the

language about the beginning of the Charistian

era Here in early Tamil poetry (like that of

Aagananuru and Purananuru) we can find

faces of some of these Desi conventions of

Yati"and prasa, which have become regularised

in Telugu and Kannada at a later age, already

appearing in the form of what are called 'monai*

and "edugai",. These are not some stray forms

of poetic embellishments in Tamil Tolkaappsar

the first grammarian in the language has dealt

with them rather elaborately. This 'monai' and

'edugai* form two of the five kinds of amity

of Syllables, which go by the name Todai'

in that language, and these are called

"monai-ttcxjai" and 'edugaittodat.'' Todai may

be said to be kind of 'akshara-maitri', and

monai-ttodai and edugai-ttodai of Tamil,

correspond to the vadi and prasa in Telugu.

Again this monai and edugai each is of eight

kinds in Tamil. Monaittodai is the

correspondence of the 1st letter of the 1st

foot of a line in a verse, with the 1st letter

of some other foot in that line, while edugai

is the correspondance of the 2nd letter of the

1st foot in one line with- the 2nd letter of

any other foot in the same line or with the

2nd letter of the corresponding feet in other

lines of the verse. Though in Tamil there are

eight varieties each for monai and edugai,

Telugu has' made use of one variety only, of

each, calling them vadi. and prasa, and while

in Tamil the use of these varieties is optional

in poetry, Telugu has made this vadi and Prasa,

almost a compulsory accompaniment for all

kintfs of metrical forms either Desi or Sanskritic.

This idea of Telugu vagli and prasa is conveyed

by the grammar 'Andhra Sabda chintamani'

in the following verse:-

"Adyovalir dvitiyo vamah prasotrapadS?u

swa swa charanesu pun/ah, prasassarve&i

chaika eva syat" only in three varieties of Deal
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metrical compositions prasa is not used

compulsorily, thought yati is compulsorily used,

and "prasa yati" can also be used in place

of yati. Occasional use of other varieties also

mentioned in Tamil grammar, occur in some

of the popular compositions in Desi metre,

but not in verses composed in Sanskrit metres.

From this we can understand that the

scheme of poetic embellishment represented

by various kinds of Todat first set up in Tamil

is as old as the beginnings of Tamil poetry,

and that the same Dravidian literary tradition

has followed in other South Indian

languages like Telugu and Kannada. This is

not an feature developed in any of

these languages but seems to be the adaptation

of a common tradition shared by all the

languages forming this group.

When Sanskrit metrical forms were adopted

in Telugu and Kannada, the poets of these

languages seem to have acted independently.

While Kannada poets were prepared to

abandon the Desi principle of letter

correspondence in the matter of yati and

adopted only the Visrama' of Sanskrit tradition,

Telugu poets nicely managed the affair by

making the first letter in the line correspond

with the letter coming at the place where the

Visrama sthana' occurs according to the

Sanskrit tradition, thus they have brought about

a correlation of Dravidian and Aryan methods,

and converted Sanskrit 'yati' into Telugu Vadi
1

Now let us consider about the metrical forms

themselves. It is clear that all the metrical forms

used by Telugu and Kannada poets cannot

be traced ot Sanskrit Vrittas or Jatis; just as

in the case of language, it is not possible

to trace all the vocabulary or the grammatical
features of these languages to the Sanskrit

sources. Grammarians or Lakshanikas in these

language, had to admit that besides those

borrowed from Sanskrit, there are some metres

peculiar to these countries which they

preferred to call Deslyas. But naturally, either

out of respect for Sanskrit, or as the Sanskrit

metres used by the classical poets in their

works are more in number, they preferred to

deal first with the Sanskrit Chandas and the

metres borrowed from Sanskrit, and then rather

meagrely with the Desiya Chandas afterwards.

So did Nagavarma is his Chandombudhi in

Kannada. After dealing first with metres said

to be common to all the 56 countries in India

(Shatpancasat Desiya) composed of

Aksharaganas and Matraganas, he deals at the

end almost in a hasty manner with those special

to Kannada Desa. ("Karnata Vishaya Jatiyam

kei pelvem"). And for the sake of these metres

he had to give a special prastara of

to form what are called Brahma, Vishnu and

Rudraganas of Kannada, which are quite

different from the "alfshraganas employed in

Sanskrit metres. Then he explains how the Desi

metres like Tripadi, akkare, e|e, Chaupadi, gltike,

shatpadi, utsaha etc are formed from these

ganas.

Telugu lakshanikas also follow the same

method of treatment They divide the metres

into two classes -Vrittam and Jati. They first

deal with the akshara chandas and the Vrittas

or metres developed from them. They divide

Jatis into two classes. Jatis under which they

dealt with Kanda, utsaha, taruvoja, Akkara etc.,

while under 'upajatis they mentioned Glta and

STsa with their varieties. It is really astonishing

that while Nagavarma deals with utsaha,

Akkara,' Shatpadi, Ragada under Matragana

Vrittas, Telugu Lakshanikas deal with them as

aksharagana vrittas. The reason is this. Telugu

lakshanikas have tried to impose the system
of aksharaganas on these desi metres which

are originally formed of matraganas, and deal

with them accordingly.

Though there is a slight difference in the

reckoning of the system of matraganas,

between the Kannada and Telugu Lakshanikas,

i.e. between the Brahma, Vishnu, Rudraganas
of Kannada and Surya indra Chandra ganas
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f TeSugu, they follow almost the same method,

is quite different from that followed by

for the formation of Aksharaganas.

tost of the Desi metres which are more

.menable to tala and music, are common to

:annada and Telugu and they are mostly used

i what is called popular or the Desi literature

md only occasionally used in the classical

>r marga literature of Sanskrit persuasion.

"hese Desi metres formed of matraganas

common to both Kannada and Telugu, may

>e considered as indigenous and of Dravidian

origin.

We have now to see how far these can

3e connected with or traced to the metrical

forms used in Tamil. Sanskrit prosody is full

of 4 - lined metres-samavrittas-of almost equal

length and having the same number of

aksharaganas, in all the four lines. Visama

Vrittas, there are, but are few in number. Desi

metres of South Indian languages, including

Tamil are generally of two line or three line

formations, and can be carried on to any

lengths. Kural in. Tamil is of two lines like

the Dvipada in Telugu. Venba is of three lines

and may be compared to the Tripadi or tivadi

of Kannada. Regular four lined metres seem

to be a very late feature in Tamil as also

South Indian languages, except perhaps

Malayalam where the Sanskrit dominant
s

yanipravala
s

style prevailed over the Desi. The

in Telugu and Kannada are made

up of a feet of or four with

and at the and

at the end and can be made to run on to

any Senghts, as in the case of Dvipada. Most

of the Desi metres, since they are composed
of matraganas, can easily be set to music.

So is the case with many of the early Tamil

compositions, which were -set to music, of what

are called the various kinds of 'Pans'.

The "Ner-niral" system of Tamil prosody and

the ganas or 'Seer' made of them composing

the various forms of Tamil metres can be

compared to the Desi metres in other languages

like, Telugu and Kannada, composed of

matraganas-like Surya Indra Chandra and

Brahma Visnu Rudra. Though the ner-nirai

system is far more elaborate, than that found

in Telugu or Kannada, some of the feet of

the suryendraganas of Telugu and Brahma

Vishnu ganas of Kannada can easily be

adjusted, or may be shown to be identical

with some feet formed under Ner-nirai system

of Tamil. Two Ahavalpa lines of Tamil having

four feet each, can be made equal or identified

with one line of SIsa verse having eight ganas.

Most probably, it is the nernirai system of Tamil

that gave rise to or happened to be the source

of Desi matragana system in other languages

like Telugu and Kannada.

Thus in very many aspects of early literary

tradition where the Sanskrit influence was not

very much felt, the early composition of the

Desi literature, can easily be compared with

that of Tamil. This points to a common Dravidian

element of literary tradition, which seems to

have been shared by these ntejor languages

of the group and in its own

way.



Reminiscences of my
Student Days in Calcutta

Sri Korada Mahadeva Sastri

I had the privilege of being a student in

the Post-graduate Department of Comparative

Philology in the Calcutta University and studying

at the feet of the great masters Suniti Kumar

Chatterjee, Ksffish Chandra" Chatterjee and

Sukumar Sen. They represent the order of the

risis of old, full of wisdom and love, dedication

and detachment. It is rare that we come across

such personalities
- more so three of them

together in one place. It was indeed a glorious

epoch in the history of the Department!

I belonged to the last batch of students who

studied under them and 1 was the only one in

my class (1949-51). Philology was not a

popular subject in those days. Many of our

students would not have heard it. Prior to me

there was only one P.G. student in the

Department and for five years before that, there

had been none. But under the benign

dispensation of the Calcutta University fostered

on right lines by Asutosh Mukherjee, the staff

did not have to worry if there was no student;

they could pursue their researches.

I was interested in Telugu from the beginning

but landed myself in Economics Honours in the

Presidency College Madras because it was

'prestigious*. I got into the track through the

influence of Suniti Kumar Chatterjee and my
father Sri Korada Ramakrishnaiah. They were

friends and I had occasion to see SKC in the

sessions oftheAH India Oriental Conference and

admired his versatility. Their example inspired

me to take to language studies. After passing

Economics Honours I worked for sometime in

the Indian History Department, Madras University

with N.Venkata Ramanayya, and then from

1944 to '46 as Research Assistant to the

Government of India Labour Investigation

Committee, Simla attached to the Chairman D.V.

Rege I.C.S. From Simla I wrote a letter to SKC

about my desire to study with him. He sent me
a long letter after three weeks in his own

handwriting stating thathewas sorryforthe delay

in replying as he was most of the time beside

his ailing father. He gave me details of the MA
course, the subjects for study and

specialisations. He suggested my taking the

Non-Aryan branch, Dravidian Philology with

elements of Tamil, and Tibeto-Burman Philology

with elements of Tibetan though there was no

provision for teaching the subject. I could take

the help of my father for Dravsdian, and he would

help me along general lines. "I would love you

to do it, and then you can prepare a thesis on,

say the .Historical grammar of Telugu and that

should entitle you to a chair in Telugu in any of

our Indian Universities".

After the work of the Labour Investigation

Committee was over in 1946 I had another

posting which I could not reject
- as Research

Assistant in the Research Department of the

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (RCCI) at28 Ferozeshah Road New
Delhi. The Federation had then ambitious

schemes of opening its offices abroad. But my
mind was too deep in Telugu to take any interest
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in them. In 1948 the All India Oriental

Conference session was held in Darbhanga. My
father was President of the Dravidian Culture

Section. SKC was there. From Delhi I went to

the Conference as a delegate. There I told my
father for the first time that I would like to resign

my job at Delhi and join the Calcutta University.

My father agreed and told SKC that I would be

joining him the next year. I returned to Delhi,

completed the Departmental work on 'Industrial

profits in India 1940-45' (published by the

Federation), and finally joined the Calcutta

University in November 1949.

Soon after my admission SKC left Calcutta on

some assignment There were KCC and SS in

the Department. Their lectures were three hours

a week, so it amounted to one or two hours a

day. I was staying in a South Indian Hotel

'Chandra Bhavan' in Chittaranjan Avenue on

daily rate and I still remember having calculated,

with trepidation, how 'costly' the lectures were.

My savings of Rs.2,000 was fast melting away.

However I soon got over this fear. KCC and SS

asked me to join their MA. previous and final

Sanskritclasseswheneverlwasfree,andlalso

got accommodation in the University

Post-graduate Students' Hostel. The teachers

were giving the quintessence of the subject in

their classes. A sentence, for instance,

Compounds and Proverbs preserve old forms

in a language' could well form the subject for-

a thesis applied to one's own language. I was

inn thP rlass-working the class work.

The P.G. Students' Hostel was in Muralidhar

Sen Lane behind the University College. I put up

with the pungent smell of the daily seasoning

of fish with mustard oil in the mess, and got

accustomed to it.The sweet curd was a problem

only for a few days. The Hostel was in an old

dilapidated building. I remember asking my

room-mate whetherthe University could notfind

a better place, to which he replied they would

not. It seems previously the P.G. Students were

staying in the Presidency College Hostel. They

became rebellious for some reason and so their

sucessors were dislodged into this building. To

me the place was alright, the alternative being

a hotel of prohibitive costand atmostphere.ltwas

tolerably clean, comparatively cheap, food

manageable and the University so near.

Before jojnjng the course , met 33 and was

tajkjng tQ hjm He sM 'Comparative Philology

wj| , gjve you bread but not butter
-

There was

no
.

Qb opportunity, | was mentally prepared to

take the MA degree jn Te!ugu and ]oin as a

Lecturer in a C0||ege on Rs.150, so it was no

problem.

The teachers in our Department commanded

the hjghest respect. Some students prostrated

before SKC jn the traditional manner at the

cornmencement of the class. Once in the MA.

fjna| ^^^^ c!ass after the completion of the

course j^e students mumbled something

about -important questions',butthey immediately

became quiet sensing SS didn't like it.

The three teachers had many things in

common while their personalities were quite

different. They combined the traditional

scholarship in Sanskrit with a thoroughness in

the new science of Comparative Philology. They

had mastery over classical languages like Greek

Latin, Gothic, Iranian, and love of the English

language and a firm base in their own

mother-tongue, All three were reputed authors

in Bengali. They were authorities in their subjecte

and made significant contributions in English and

^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ for ^
Tecnnica| terms and Technique of Sanskrit

grammar
-

frOm a German University. While

teacning they never spoke a word outside the

SL|bj8Ct jhere were no ciass examinations or

tests no questjons asked in the class, no

obsession Wjth completing the syllabus. The

student was expected to study for himself. For

me Hjndj ph jj |ogy coU|d be done only upto the

nomjna| inflection by SKC. KCC covered some

majn ^^ jn <3enera| Linguistics. But SS

systemrnatically taught the whole syllabus every
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year and introduced the student into new

of Research and latest developments in the field.

He gave me lectures on Indo-Hittite, and the

laryngeai hypothesis, for the first time, as he told

me. Once i told SS that he should publish a book

on Sanskrit philology, which he was teaching.

He said he does not like to do it because it is

the students work out the materials

by studying the reference books.

The did not speak much with the

students, didn't seem to, with the other staff

members either. When they dictated notes it

be so perfect that the matter could be sent

to the straight-away. SKC in one of the

on Dravidsan dictated an essay on 'the

Dravidain Phonetic System
1

. At the end

of the period he asked me to get him a typed

copy of it for publication. An expanded version

of it was published in Indian Linguistics'

under the title 'Old Tamil, Ancient Tamil and

Primitive Dravidsan'. It was also published in

Tamil Cuiture' with some additions. KCCand SS

assignments when 1 went to discuss the

subjects outside of class hours. KCC asked me

to an essay on Vedic Sanskrit and

Sanskrit* consulting Whitney's Sanskrit

I took four months to complete it with

the aid of all references and KCC

it with me thoroughly when I

it to him. SS asked me to prepare some essays

in Indo-Aryan, such as the Law of Mora.

no ofany kind.

The that the

which normally held In

got to November for

and of

the So our

the in 1951. Our

of the

1 1 AM to3PM
KCC me and

Phiiology. For the he roe

to his classes MA
were about 60 students in the He

usually taught in Bengali, for my he began

to teach in the English medium. While teaching

he would unconsciously slip into Bengals, and

seeing me he would revert to English. I realised

I was source ofembarassment So I talked to him.

He agreed to take a seperate class for me and

suggested my going to his house at 85

Shambazar Road, and I readily agreed. His study

room in the house was on the first floor. It was

a big hall full of books stacked in all places,

shelves, tables and chairs. There were sparrows

on the building. They dirtied the place but KCC

thought nothing of it. He,took joy in observing

their habits and movements and would comment

on them. In the informality of the class in his home

he would relate to me many things of a general

nature and anecdotes from his experience. I

enjoyed those moments very much and two

hours or more would fly like a few minutes.

On the first day in his house I felt the chair in

which I sat had bugs and seeing me move

somewhat uncomfortably he said 'Sastri, there

may be bugs, I will give you a paper to spread

on the chair
8

. There was a childlike simplicity in

his nature which seemed to me somewhat

incongruous with his profoundly as of a seer.

He was a good astrologer. There would be many

phone calls to him from highly men

including Judges for forecast for the day, I

wondered that big men could be so gullible.

Perhaps, why not take an indication to be

forewarned? This many be their philosophy.One

day my birth star and told, he

thought for a moment and said 'be while

getting off the bus
9

.

KCC was obviously not rich, but that did not

him on a venture-

the publication of a

It a for

who to use it. For he

In it equivalent

Indian and and

amount KCC got by of was

not much, not enough to run it, and he was put
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to much strain to find the money. He told me,
once he had to pay a bill for Rs.200 urgently
and he did not have the means. So he got up
early In the morning and PRAYED. About 8
O'clock an old acquaintance comes to him and
pays Rs.200 expressing regret for delay in

returning what he. had borrowed earlier. Another
time KCC purchased Chambers Encyclopaedia
for Rs.600 though he was in a difficult financial

situation because it was required for work on
i may recount one or two other

incidents which indicate his nature. When
Radhakrishnan was the Vice-Chancellor of the

Calcutta University KCC wentto see him onsome
work. As he was about to return Radhakrishan

him his salary and when informed of it

he said 'how is it Dr. Chatterjee that you are

drawing such a low salary'. KCC's reply was:

'the authorities know best'. He got a rise in the

salary after some time.

At one time he was offered the Professorship
of Sanskrit in the Allahabad University. He went
to speak with the Vice-Chancellor, Asutosh

Mukerjee about it. The VC became angry that

a staff member should think of leaving the

University, and said 'am I to run this university

with empty chairs and tables?' There was no

trace of bitterness as KCC related this incident

He retired as lecturer in the Calcutta University

in 1950.

As I said earlier, previous to me also,there was
a single student in the class, Chinmoy Dutt. He

got a second class, missing the first narrowly

by 1 6 marks out of a total of 1 400 marks, (7

papers with a maximum of 200 marks per

paper). Once I asked KCC, 'after all, there was

only one student, could he not have been given

a first class?
1 KCC replied 1 am the custodian

of marks, how can I throw them away? We can

help the student in every way, give him books,

clear his doubts, teach him, but how to give

marks'. When I went to see him after the

examinationwas over he told me thatmyGeneral

Linguistics paper will be sent to one conversant

with Dravidian, as my paper contained examples
from Dravidian languages. It was probably sent
to V.Raghavan, Sanskrit Professor, Madras
Universitywhowas his good friend. It shows how
scrupulous they were in regard to valuation. KCC
used to exhort me that in Comparative Philology

paper one should give as many examples from
as many languages as possible.

Sunits Kumar Chatterjee was a cosmopolitan,
a citizen of the world, and enjoyed the good
things in life. When- he became the Chairman of

the West Bengal Legislative Council some of his

friends asked him, with a tinge of jealousy, why
do you enter politics while you should be more
useful in research revising your ODBL ('Origin

and Development of the Bengali Language'). He
told me, his reply was simply 1 like it'. He kept
in touch with the cultural life in all parts of the

country. He asked me to get him a copy of Sri

Venkateswara Suprabhatam from Tirupati when
1 was going there forthe Puja holidays. It is recited

early in the morning before the Lord every day
as the first item of ritual in the Venkateswara

temple. I took him once form Tirupati some
oranges. He asked, 'what do you call them in

Telugu?' battay I said -
yes, from Batavia - he

connected. KCC once remarked that he would

phone up SKC whenever he had a doubt about

a form or a congnate in Greek or Gothic or any
such thing and he never failed to get an instant

reply. 'Wake him up in his sleep and ask him any
doubt he would come out with the right answer'.

Sometimes in class or in a general lecture SKC
would give the history of a word, its spread and

ramifications in classical and modern languages,

writing out the forms on the blackboard over the

entire space, in his beautiful handwriting. It was
a wonderful treat to listen to him and see him

writing. The way in which he drew the diagram
of the speech organs fascinated me, and I used

to follow his example in my own classes on

phonetics.

SKCtaught me Phonetics, Hindi Philology, and

gave general lectures on the Non-Aryan, Munda
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and Tibeto-Burman. For Dravidian he translated

for me, in the class off-hand from the French

book Jules Bioch's 'Structure grammaticaie de

ie langue Dravidienne'. R.G.Harshe's English

translation from Poona did not appear till some

years later.

I was told I was the first student to take the

Non-Aryan Branch for specialisation in

Comparitive Philology. The syllabus was
formulated in 1 9 1 9. The first student comes to

study the specialisation thirty years later. Such

was the foresight ofthose educationists thatthey

provided forvarious branches ina discipline.The

syllabus for Sanskrit like-wise had provision for

many a specialisation.

For Dravidian I had to do Texts and Grammar
of Tamil'. The text book was G.U. Pope's
'Handbook of the common dialect of Tamii', and

his Tamil Prose Reader
9

. This i studied myself.

For 'Elements of Tibetan
3

a Tibetan teacher was

arranged by the University. He was a Buddhist

monk and he began to teach the prescribed

Tibetan text of Verses ofWisdom' but he stopped
after two or three sittings. I did not know why,
Nor did he inform the University. At that time I

thought I would be troubling the Professor it I

asked for a sustitute; he will have to activate the

university office again. So I kept quiet and I

mechanically got by rote the verses with the

English translation for examination purpose and

ultimately it proved an unwise thing, as I could

not get an insight intothe language, and the great

loss was the opportunity of entering the

Enchanting world of Tibetan.

When i was in MA. Final SKC was asked to

recommend two names by the Director of the

Government of India Anthropology Department,
Indian Museum, Calcutta- one for Indo-Aryan
and one for Dravidian- for training in linguistics.

SKC recommended Dwijendranath Basu for

Indo-Aryan and myself for Dravidian. Thus it

happened I was attending the lectures in the

University in the M.A. final simultaneously with

my assignment in the Anthropology Department.

In November 1 952 1 was sent by the department
on a Field Survey of Western Bhojpuri in the

Jaunpur District of Uttar Pradesh. SKC gave me
a letter of introduction to Udayanarayan Tiwari,

Professor of
t

Hindi who was at that time in

Lucknow. "This is to introduce to you Sri

Mahadeva Sastri your Satirtha in the University
of Calcutta..." The use of such words with rich

and sacred flavour comes naturally to him. He
told me once how Rabindranath Tagore used to

look at words just as he would look at pieces
of art and illustrated this from words in the oldest

Prakrit inscriptions. SKC was close toTagore and

accompanied him in his voyage to the Far East

During the course of my field work I collected

some folk tales in Bhojpuri. Some of them were

given by Mukhram*Singh, Headmaster of the

Elementary schoo! in Sonepur village (near

Kerakat Railway Station) where we had our

camp. Our party consisted of three, SmtUma
Bose, a Psychologist, Class one Officer and wife

of the Director B.S.Guha, M.N.Kaul statistician

and myself. Uma Bose was then working on a
UNESCO project on 'Social Tensions', gathering
material from interior villages and Kaul was

assisting her. Uma Bose was of an extremely
amiable and gentle nature; belonged tothefamily
ofthe great scientist Jagadish Chandra Bose.She
used to give simple home remedies to the

villagers for their aliments; they collected in large

number every day before our lodging house.The

kindness and hospitality of the villagers is to the

seen to be believed. The village elder use to send

us every morning dana-pani, sugarcane juice

in big buckets and fried corn. It was a kindly

reception wherever we toured in those village

parts. The District Collector, and other Officers

were informed of our tour programme in

advance, as we were Govt of India officials, and

a liveried chaprasi was always with us. Once we
were invited to a neighbouring village and an

elephant was sent to fetch us. It was a pleasent

journey across the fields with small plants of

matter, the elephant picking up the plants and

giving us. Uma Bose and myself rode on the
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elephant, but Kaul was afraid to sit on the

elephantand walked thewhole distance ofabout

four kilometres. This was in 1952-53 when a

group of Sociologists from Cornell university
-

on field work - also camped there.

Udayanarayan Tiwari I met one evening in his

house in Lucknow. He was then in a hurry to

go to the meeting of Sahitya Parishad. He took

me along with him, and at the end of the lecture

by the main speaker he asked me to read a

folk-tale from my collection. There was
thunderous applause and laughter from the

audience as I read, because the story was very

humourous and rendered in its native

pronounciation.

One of the folk-tales in phonetic script with

word for word English translation and the story

in English I sent to SKC for his perusal before

sending it for publication in Indian Linguistics'.

It was with him for a long time, I thought he might

have forgotten about it. I was pleasantly

surprished when in the next issue of Indian

Linguistics 'A folk-tale in Western Bhojpuri
1

appearedjn print. SKC directly passed it on after

his perusal to the Editor Sukumar Sen. Indian

Linguistics' was then published from Calcutta by

the Department of Comparative Philology.

After my final examination, before returning

to Madras I went to see SKC in his house at

Rashbehari Avenue, Ballygunj. After talking to

the other visitors present and seeing them off

he gave me a white' paper, sat in the chair next

1o me, and asked me to take down, He dictated

the syllabus for the Historical Grammar of

Telugu. He said, I should submit the thesis for

the D.Lstt. degree. In those days there was

provision in the Calcutta Univeristy to submit the

thesis directly for D.Litl without taking the first

doctorate degree of D.Phil., provided the

professor recommended the candidate. I was

told I was the first student in the faculty of

Comparative Philology to be thus permitted. And

when in 1 954theGovernmentof India instituted

the Humanities Research Scholarships lor

encouraging those disciplines which did not

hitherto receive proper encouragement' and the

advertisement appeared in the papers I wrote to

SKC. He sent me a letter asking me to apply and

enclosed another letter to be attached with my
application. ! was awarded the scholarship, and

I worked in the Madras University with R.P.Sethu

Pillai, Tamil Professor as the local guide and SKC
as the guide from Calcutta. It would be interesting

to look back and see how helpful his guidance

was, through his letters. I quote from a letter dated

the 4th February 1955 when he was the

Chairman of the Legislative Council, West

Bengal, Calcutta.

"
I was pleased to see thatyou have spent your

time fruitfully in getting ready your materials. I

think your chronological periods for Telugu as

a language are quite all right, but would you say

that middle Telugu connes down to 1 900 A.D.?

The colloquial speech of the present day

certainly had come into being atleast 200 years

from now, although in literature you have only

the old or early middle Telugu. I am perfectly

certain that even in 17th and 18th centuries

prose compositions eg. like the wars ofthe Rajas'

you willfind formswhich are justthe currentones

of the present day - forms which escaped the

vigilance of the writer who was anxious to

preserve the old archaic grammar, but was at

times off his guard. The chronology of the earlier

period is all right, but you must always be on

the look outto gather together all the forms which

are deviations -from 'the 'Standard grammatical

Teiugu as in Nannaya Bhatta and in the

Grammarians. You have got to find, out this

under-current of heterodox or so-called

incorrect forms and the real development of the

language can be traced only through these. I do

not see any point in having a section (Section

4 of your scheme which you sent me) on

'Colloquial Dialect from 700 A.D. to 1900 A.D'.

In the earlier stages this 'Colloquial Dialect
1

would

be almost identical with the grammatical dialect

- of course there would be certain dialectical

deviations. According to my conception of the
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thing, you have got to trace th6 development of

Telugu along parallel lines - the Grammarian's

views and the usage from inscriptions and
literature on the hand supplemented by such

dialectical deviations and colloqualisms as can

be found in literature and inscriptions. The sum
total of it all will give you the normal line of

development of the language. I do not know the

language. So I cannnot be a proper guide. But

Extract from a letter dated 1st August 1 956:

"I am glad to find that what I suggested as

a possible likelihood gets some confirmation

from you, that the beginnings of Modern Telugu

go back to the 1 7the century atleast That is only

natural, and that is whatwe find ina large number
of languages

- the modern or current stage

generally is arrived at after 200 or 300 years
of gradual development ...."

Extract from a letter dated 23rd November
1959:

"I am glad that you are coming to the end of

your labours. I think the way in which you are

proceeding is quite all right, and I have nothing
to add, excepting that, you will notice, I

suggested in connection with the suffixes of Old

Telugu that the meaning or force of each suffix

should be indicated along with the list. You have

given translations of the words when they occur

singly. But why have you not given translations

of sentences, when discussing pronouns, and
also syntax? -The absence of the translation

immediately after the Old Telugu sentence

quoted would be a very great handicap for

people like myself, and our number is not

negligible
"

I was a co-paper-setter and examiner with
SKC for the MA in Calcutta University for some
years. It was an education to be associated with
him in how-so-ever a manner.

SS became Professor of Comparative
Philology after the retirement of SKC. I received

the greatest encouragement and guidance from
him during my stay in Calcutta. He was full of

love and affection for me. Since I attended both
his previous and final classes in the first year,
and the final class again inthesecond year I could

understand his method of teaching, how he

changed the approach year by year, as he was
full of the subject with original researches. In a

running stream the waters would never be the

same! His exposition of Old Indo-Aryan and Indo

European reconstruction was masterly. By
simple illustrations as loka -

rocis, gharrna,

harmya he would brighten up whole vistas and
new hprizens. bamiyaoriginallymeantasummer
house. I mentioned once to him the peculiarity
of the Sanskrit locative case forms as hrdiand
bhuvi serving as noun stems in Telugu. He
immediately suggested it must have come into

.
the language through a phrase and then got
dissociated Ex. hrdisthita Janardana.

After writing the examination I met SS to pay
my respects and take feave of him. He suggested
that I might be taken into the department, that

he would speak to SKC, and I many also see him
in this connection. SKC however told me that

Bengal was passing through difficult times, there

was a huge refugee population in Bengal, that

they had to take a person from there itself. Their

goodwill and frankness and realism were
characteristic of the good old times.

SS wrote a book on ghosts in Bengali. Once
in a lighter vein he said if it were to be sent to

a foreign University it would be awarded a
doctorate. He was fond of detective fiction which
he used to read while travelling. At the time of

the Jadavapur session of the All India Oriental

Conference I met SS in his house at Raja
Rajkissen Street off College Road, with some
friends from Madras and Tirupati. He was then

working on the Bengali Etymological Dictionary
with the same enthusiasm and dedication.

The one tribute which we pay to our GURUS
is to emulate their example in our own lives.



Prof. Korada Ramakrishnaiah
First head of the Department of

Telugu, University of Madras.

L rof. Ramakrishnaiah was the first ever

tead of the Department of Telugu in the

Jniversity of Madras (1927) when Dr.

teghupati Venkataratnam Naidu, a polyglot
ind patron of literature was its Vice-Chancellor.

>ri Korada continued as the Head till 1950,
ind guided research work in the department,

ixtensively. He was the very embodiment of

icholarship of high order, a talented research

cholar and a man of unassuming and
>lemishless character. I consider it my sheer

jck and privilege to have inherited his seat

is Head of the Department during
1970-1987.

I had my first interview with him when I

lappened to meet him at his house in Triplicane

i 1950. I was then a student When I

Produced myself as belonging to

<AUPRAPOORNA' Tripurana Venkata

Juryaprasada Rao Dora, a great friend of his;

ie received me with utmost kindness and

ffection. He then referred to the former's

terary output such as 'Moyilu Rayabaramu',
translation of Kalidasa's 'Megha Sandesam',
nd discussed its literary flavour. He then

poke of other translations of the same author

nd praised their special qualities. What

npressed me most was his exposition of the

lind and art of Kalidasa in general, quoting

hapter and verse from several works of that

nmortal poet

Sri Korada can be said to be the foremost

Sri Gartdhanra Appa Rao

of the traditional critics in Telugu language..
His book on Mahabharatamu is a class in itself

among works of literary criticism. In this He'

discusses the original version of the epic and
various additions and changes related to the

text. I am happy to say that his crticism of

Andhra Mahabharata and Dr. Kattamanchi

Ramalinga Reddi's 'Kavitva Tatva Vicharamu'
have a lasting influence on my understanding
of literary studies. Sri Ramakrishniah's edition*

of Kumarasambhava of Nannechoda, with his

masterly preface continues to be a great classic

in Telugu literature. In this we find a lucid

explanation of Nannechoda's handling of

literary conventions and his mastery of a veriety
of stylistic devices.

Sri Korada cultivated not only fields of

literature but also wide tracts of language and

linguistics. His books on the Origin and

Development of Language, -
History of

language, South Indian languages, literature-

Desi, Sandhi and the like are indispensably
to students of language. His book 'Sandhi

1

deals
with the nature of Sandhi in Telugu on historical

principles.
-''/

'

'SCHOLAR PAR EXCELLENCE

AND EMBODIMENT <5F MODESTY,

AMBIDEXTEROUS IN LITERARY STUDIES
:

ARE YOU.

WE HAVE CHOSEN YOU

FOR OUR LASTING IDEAL,

MASTER, KORADA RAMAKRISHNAIAH'.



The Telugu speakers in Kerala

Sr! G.K. Panikkar

I he Telugu language, though chiefly

spoken in Andhra Pradesh, as every one

knows, its spread is not limited to the

geographical borders of that state alone. The

Telugu communities whose settlements having
at least a few centuries old are found in other

states of India and also abroad. Amongst the

four major Dravidian language speakers
-

Tamils, Telugus, Kannadigas and Malayalees
a permanent migrations in groups to distant

places in the past is more characteristic Tamils

and Telugus. Political, cultural and social

reasons might have been the contributing

factors for such past migrations. It does not

mean that the spread of other major Dravidian

languages are delimited to their respective

major areas. For instance, Malayalees can be

found all over the world, but generally their

migrations are not in groups, stays limited to

a short span of time (may be a few years)
and relatively of a recent origin.

Kerala has no common border with Andhra

Pradesh. But amongst Kearlites there exists

people of Telugu communities also. Without
a thorough survey, it is difficult to determine

the numer of Teiugus in Kerals and also the

various communities which speak Telugu as

their mother-tongue. One may feel that the

Census figures may give the answer to the

first question i.e. regarding the number of

Telugu speakers in Kerala. The recent settlers

(mostly temporary) who might be in kerala

such as the officers in Government or

Quasi-Governnnent institutions will enlist

themselves as Telugu speakers (of course,
the number of such people will be very much

limited), whereas a large chunk of the

permanent settlers will enlist themselves either

as Tamils or as Malayalees. Based on the

unofficial information majority amongst those

people who enlist their mother-tongue as not

Telugu, prefers to be identified as Tamils in

the official records. For the sake of identifying

themselves with the regional language group
or with the chief minority language group of

that region, the tendency of declaring one's

mother-tongue as the regional language of the

State or as the chief minority language of the

State is a feature which is quite common in

Kerala. This tendency may be in operation in

other parts of the country also.

Regarding the Telugus of Kerala, their

inhabitation is to be considered as the result

of a second stage of migration. Originally they

might have migrated to Tamilnadu and after

a considerable period of stay there, they might
have moved over to the Kerals region. Majority
of their settlements are in places where a

considerable number of Tamil speakers exist.

Almost all of them are trilinguals speaking Tamil,

Malayalann and Telugu. Telugu is only a home

language and there too a tendency of

replacement of Telugu by Tamil or Malayalm

(chiefly by Tamil) is observed. Majority of them
are more proficient in the Tamil language.

The 1981 Census gives the number of

Telugu speakers in Kerala as 60,529. As

already pointed out, there is possibility for a

large section of the Telugu mother-tongue

people of Kerala to be enlisted either as Tamils

or as Malayalees. The Census figures also

include those Telugu speakers who migrated
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;erala from Andhfa Pradesh in recent times,

vever, in this connection it may be noted

since new employment and business

ortunities are comparatively less in Kerala,

ratin to Kerala from Andhra Pradesh for

h purposes in modern times is very very

ted and hence in the population of Telugu

akers of Kerala given in the Census Report,

number of such people will be only

jligible and hence barring a few, others

y be the speakers of the Telugu dialects

Kerala. From the Census figures one can

a correct picture of the degree of

icentration of Telugu population in the

ious districts of Kerala. The Palghat district

xipies the top position having more than

% of the Telugu population of Kerala. Trichur

Ties to the second position having more

.n 11%. Based on the 1981 Census, the

trict wise population of Telugus (rearranged

wording to population) is as follows:

. Palgaht

!. Trichur

I. Kozhikode

k Ernakulam

>. Trivandrum

>. Quilon
r

. Idukki

J. Malappuram
3. Cannanore

). Wyanad
1. Kottayam

2. Alleppey

- 27,730
- 6,789
- 3,887
- 3,321
- 3,138
~- 3,113
-- 2,881
- 2,382
- 2,361
- 2,173
- 1,524
- 1,230

Some of the Telugu communities of Kerala

town to the present author are Chakkiliyas,

lettis and the Reddiars. It is reported that

e mother tongue of the Koyappans found

the Nilambur region is Telugu. Similarly it

told that a section of the Kaikkolas (chiefly

und in the Palghat District) speak Telugu

their home, and that a caste known as

4 Manai Telugu Chettiars found in Palghat

id Trichur districts speak Telugu as their

mother tongue. There is every possibility to

have some more such Telugu communities

distributed in different parts of Kerala for which

information is lacking at present.

The Chakkiliyas are found mostly in the

Palghat district It is understood that their

concentration is more in Chittur and Palghat

Taluks. Though traditionally cobblers by

profession, they are now engaged in different

sorts of manual work also including agricultural

labour. Numerically they may be the largest

Telugu group of Kerala, but both socially and

economically they occupy only a lower

position.

The Telugu Chettis are found in the

Karamanai region of the Trivandrum City. The

local name of the Telugu Chettis is 'Seiuppans'.

They engage in petty trades and are

economically poor. Many of them are vegetable

hawkers, doll makers etc. They believe that

the Travancore king Srirnularrt Thirunal

(1885-1923) brought some Teiugu families

to Trivandrum from Kanchipuram (Tamilnadu)

for the purpose of carrying the royal carriage

called 'manavu
1

and the present genreation

as their descendants.

The Reddiars, though numerically less,

occupy a prestigeous position in the Kerals

society. They are both educaionally and

economically advanced and many of them have

the status of leading business men of the State.

The Reddiars do not have concentrated

settlements. Their distribution is spread over

major towns all over Kerala.

In Palghat and Trichur districts, there exists

a Telugu community known as Telugu Chettiars

(24 Manai Telugu Chettiars). These Telugu

Chettiars are again subdivided into sub castes.

Whether the Chettiars of this region and the

Chettis (Seiuppans) of Trivandrum district are

the same or not is to be determined. Due to

geographical non-proximity and also due to

poor economic conditions, the Chettis of
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Two Problems in Dialectology

Sri V.I.

ie survey techniques followed in

sicat dialectology, of late, has come for

re criticism in India and abroad. Grierson's

uistic Survey has repeatedly been
jised for the selection of informants, the

ents of the questionnaire and the

onnel who recorded it. Similarly the defects

ie attempts of Wenker, Giilerion and Ellis

* been pointed out by later dialectologists.

all branches of investigations in the

nning stages, the method followed will

sssarily be primitive. This by itself is not

ajor defect What is lost sight of is the

ose of the classical dialectology, the goal

^/hich is to demarcate the boundary of

dialects and in the case of Grierson,

tionally, to note the name of the language
to determine its status as a language or

*ct. The goal of such a survey is the

jraphicaf spread of the speech forms. The

irasing of that goal will be 'which speech
i is spoken where

1

. To determine the

*ch forms, the classical dialectologists

e use of a questionnaire which will bring

the chief characteristics of the speech
is (Wenker.. Grierson etc.) To delimit the

., they selected informants who were long

sd in that area, usually, the elders. A

)rmity in sampling was thus brought by
i in their samples. When comparison of

ites were abandoned for structural

jctology the same type of selection of

mants in select areas was made by

Iton, Kocherle etc. As long as spread of

jch forms form the goal of the survey,

sampling technique has served that goal

luately. Such types of surveys did not take

into consideration the mechanism of sound

change. Even when the mechanism of sound

change was discussed reluctantly, the causes
were attributed to the physiological conditions

of the speakers like the amount of moisture

;in the throat, nose and the mouth of the

speaker, random current in his central

nervous-system, mascular tics etc... and the

conditions of the hearer's outer ear, presence
of wax or dirt.

1
In other words the causes

of sound change according to Hockett and
others are purely physiological.

Thus classical dialect survey was concerned
with locating change by a questionnaire or

by field work and its geographical spread. The

sampling was done with informants who were

aged and long settled In that area. The accent

was on horizontal surveys to find out the areas

where a particular speech form was found.

William Labov in a series of articles have

approached the problem of the mechanism of

sound change with a different goal. His is to

find out who speaks which variety in an area

like Martha's Vineyard or New York. So his

accent is on the informant - his economic and

social status and his contact with others etc.

In other words, it is informant centered and

is vertical. Necessarily he has to investigate

the parameters like occupation, group

membership, value judgement, age etc. to

locate the person who uses the variant. His

goal is not the spread of the dialect in space:
But the study of the dialect as used in a single

point of space by the various communities.

For him the sampling techniques
-

'rigour in

the analysis or a population and in the selection
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of informants' as has been followed by
sociologists is necessary.

2
Also the frequency

of the use of form is the basis of his hypothesis
in guaging the movement of the sound change.
In sampling one can survey the whole

population as the census department does or

select the samples without any bias of selection

like the sociologists do. If the population is

large the item to be tested will be few. if

the popoulation is less the item to be tested

will be more. Here again the selection of the

population is made on the basis of the goal
set for the survey. If the purpose of the survey
is to find out whether a particular tern is found

in the speech of the entire community in a

village, then sampling of the entire population
is necessary. If the area is to be extended

to include other villages or when the population

exceeds certain limits for practical

implementation, selection of the population
without bias is necessary. It is true that

sociological-survey-anylysis have shown that

relatively small number of population is needed
to measure change in a population, if the bias

in selection is eliminated. Otherwise the

surveyist merely multiplies the errors of

measurement Such an unbiased sampling will

be sufficient -
only if the purpose is whether

a particular item is used by a population: But
*

not what all items are used by a population.

During the survey of the Pulaya diaiect of

in the suburban of

Trlvandrum in 1958 one informant among
a dozen we!! picked informants

consistently gave Y for 1 (Puiu / 'worm')

pa/alike the upper
I the of the

by the the

Only later did 1 find thatl>Y
is with in This

. informant did not

with to Y
.with 1. I would lost this form, had I not
secured this individual as an informant. A
generalised sampling would

lost such precious retentions. Similarly the

Anthropologist Ehrenfels narrates an incident

about the performance of the dance of Kadars

which he could not observe with the general
Radar population.

3 An individual who spent
most of his time in the forest away from the

community was the one who was able to

demonstrate for him the dance forms which
otherwise were lost by the community.
Individuals, especially the conservative,
unsociable and unintegrated ones preserve the

ancient practice of the community which a

sampling technique may not cover.

The purpose of the aforesaid facts is not

to under rate the sampling techniques, but to

indicate that for certain types of surveys
sampling techniques will be useful. But not

for all surveys. Dialect surveys with varying

goals are possible. The technique also should

vary according to the purpose of the survey.

Every survey has its own excuse for its

existence.

Another problem is about the formulation of

a single grammar for all dialects. About three

decades ago a pan dialectal grammar was
suggested by Tragger and Smith and later by
Hockett by accounting the contrasts found in

all dialects of a single language. Much of their

work was confined to phonology and an

accommodating system was posited for a
overall view, from which, the phonemic system
for the individual dialect was derived.

Consequehtly the overall phonemic system set

up and the net work of relations

the phonemes The

mosphophonemic utility . of the phonemic
was also In It was an

account, of all of up
from ail and was a; of

it was for

good,

The generative phonologists now claim that

for accounting all dialect systems the generative
is most powerful and economical. The
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imple of Hyman drawn from Nupe illustrates

v rule reality matters rather than attestation

the generated form in the dialect
4

It is

jsible that the generated forms wiH be
jsted in course of time by careful search

has happened in the reconstruction of a
ster in proto Algongquian by L. Bloomfield.

it is noteworthy that two types of

onstructions have been advocated by
Monal comparativists (1) based on
station and (2) based on regularity and
ic and not entirely based on data. It is

second type but based on a different theory
ich is advocated by the generativists. In

recent book 'Dravidian Phonological
stems' by H.F.Schiffman and CMEastnnan,

5

editors have observed that dialectology

rks with surface phonemic data only. They
Btnate with Badaga vowels. In distributional-

>nolqgy e, e and e two degrees of

t>fJexiora are posited for the surface vowels.

: an underlying system has only e. e occurs

ore I and e before Y which will be posited

part of the underlying form but deleted

the surface structure. Thus a system of

itionship based on the distribution of certain

ds of rules* rather than on lexical isoglosses

>roposed by them. The system of Badagas
vel as posited by the distributionist is a

;pect To a comparativist it will certainly

unacceptable. Therefore, the arguments
3n -by the author in favour of generative

tements are approvable. But generative

tements have certain limitations of a different

d in dialictology. If a language has four

lect variations d, may have a rule present,

may have the rule present and absent,

may have the rule absent and d4 may
'e a different rule. All these have to be

It into the generative model as obligatory,

ional and deletion rules and in addition,

v rules have to be posited. This certainly

add complexity to the model. Since rules

1 limited generative potentiality are -not

jeptable, total accountability of the data

found in a dialect will not be a criteria in the

generative model. While any grammar which

can generate much more than the attested

data will be acceptable any grammar which

has not accounted fully the available data will

be in disfavour. Dialectology deals with

specificity, though the specificity may be part

of a general rule like a broken pattern. Since

listing is not permissible in the generative model

which depends very muqh less on attested

data but on rule reality, only certain facts of

dialectology can be explained perhaps more

powerfully by the generative model. All facts

of a dialect cannot be explained by that model,
because its goal is different. To sum, the

generative model if it has to explain all attested

facts of dialects will be complicated with

contradictory rules. At times, the rules will be

limited in its generative potential to single words
or limited sets or words. Inspite of these

shortcomings the generative- grammar has

additional advantages which has to be

conceded.

For accounting the attested data in dialects,

the technique of comparativists followed by
a few historically oriented dialectologists is

sufficient enough for accounting the forms

which are inherited by the dialects and which
are not borrowings, mimic words or

accidentally similar ones. To identify the

cognates in dialects which are close to each
other will be a difficulty, though a possibility.

It should be noted that comparativisits like

generativists also do not explain all data in

a language but only the cognate data.

Extending the method of distribution to all

dialects of a single language by constructing

paradigms with forms from all dialects, it will

be possible to locate rules which are found
in all dialects, in some dialects and in a single

dialect The availability of rules shared by all

dialects members of a language will define

the characteristics of the language. In other

words all shared rules of the dialect will form
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the characteristics of the language of which

the dialects are parts. A language can be now
defined as that which has rules shared by
all dialects. If two or more -dialects share a

rule they form subsets within a language. Like

the subfamily in a family of language, these

will form the subsets within a language.
6 The

individual dialect rules will mark out the dialect

as separate entities. The specific rules of a

dialect will define a dialect. A definition for

a language, subsets in a language and a dialect

is now possible without any ambiguity by

following this procedure. The Generative model

can also indicate these broadly. But the method

outlined above can indicate these with certainty

with all details.

2. W, Labov 'Mechanism of Linguistic Change'

George Town University Round Table Selected

papers in Linguistics 1 968 p.264

3. U.R. EhrenfeJs Kadar of Cochin, Madras

University, 1952.

4. V.I. Subramoniam Forward to the Description

of the Emad Dialect of Malayalam by G.K.

Panikkar, DLA 10 Trivandrum, 1973.

5. H.F. Schlffman, C.M. Eastman Dravidian

Phonological systems, University of Washington,
Seattle 1976. p. 17.

6. N. Sivarama Murthy: Intensive Course in Telugu
'Introduction for the Cognate Method of Teaching

Languages' by V.I.Subramoniam, DLA Publication

2, 1971.

Footnotes:

1. C.F. Hockett The Course in Modern Linguistics,

The Macmillan Company, New York 1958

p.479.

Revised version of a Mimmeographed draft

published in 'Studies in Dialectology' Vol. 1, No. 1,

June, 1976.
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Grammaticalisation of Context:

The Domain of Deixis

Linguists do not differ over the fact

that the language is a contextual phenomenon
in the sense that it exists in a context, though

they differ, from the point of view of

methodology, whether the language should be

and could be studied in isolation or abstraction

and the grammar of the language should be

and could be constructed without reference

to context There is also no difference of

opinion about the interaction between the

grammar and the context, though there is

disagreement whether this interaction should

be and could be a part of linguistic

competence. It will be useful to make a

distinction between description and

interpretation of a phenomenon without going

into the philosophical question whether

description itself is a kind of interpretation.

Description is about what is and interpretation

is about what is intended. We are concerned

in this paper with linguistic description, i.e.,

howthe language is coded and not linguistic

interpretation, i.e. how the code is intended

to be understood. Coding includes referential

meaning, which is not the intentional meaning.

Linguistic interpretation must have reference

to the context including the speaker and his

intention. The major question is what is coded

jn the language, in the human language; in

general and in specific languages. The

language codifies selectively the human

experience, determined culturally as essential.

The human experience includes understanding

and manipulating the physical and social

Sri E. Annarnalai

context he lives in.' This experience of man
with his context is codified in the language.
The codification is at different modes and at

different levels. The most important mode is

the creative mode in which the language user

generates infinite sentences out of finite means
which is grammatical and the question of

grammaticalization is relevant to this.

Grammaticalization excludes also lexicalization

of human experience. Though the lexicon of

the language is finite, it is open ended, and

it is largely unstructured, in spite of the network

of lexical relations one could build up.

Nevertheless, there are certain categories of

lexical items which can be considered under

grammaticalization of context. These are the

lexical items whose meaning is not constant

and is a variable dependent on the context

They are personal pronouns, honorific

pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, temporal

adverbs, etc. called indexical expressions by
the philosophers (Levinson 1983)

1. You met him yesterday when he was there

with me.

The meaning of ( 1 ) will vary depending on

the references of I, you, he, yesterday and

here. In other words, it will vary depending

on to whom it is said about whom, when and

where. This is the context of the speech.

The truth value of the indexicals depends on

the knowledge of the context (Levinson 1 983).

(2) is true irrespective of who speaks that
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sentence, but not (3). It is true only when
a particular individual who is same as the

individual described in the predicate speaks
it.

2. Sharma is the President of India

3. 1 am the President of India

The meaning of indexicals is not only a

question of interpretation, but is also of

description. The indexical can be described

or defined only with reference to the context

of speech. (4) may be interpreted as a request,

but will be described as a question. But (5)

has no one description and its description is

not possible without reference to the context.

4. Can you open the door?

5. I am here.

Some syntactic phenomena may be explained

by 'reference to context. There are pronouns
as in (6) discussed by Ross ( 1 970) for which

there is no antecedent in the linguistic context.

6. This book was written by Kumar and myself.

Ross argues for a higher performative sentence

with I as the subject, which is the antecedent.

In such a case there is no need to refer to

context to explain the reflexive pronoun. Searle

(1979) counter argues that the antecedent

is in the speech act According to this argument,
the antecedent of a pronoun can be a speech
act participant This is how we describe the

third person pronoun as in (7) without

coreferentiai antecedent in the sentence.

7. Kumar hit him.

By the same argument, the empty category
in the imperative sentence as (8) may be said

to refer, to a speech act participant, Le, hearer,

and there is no need to set up a subject

you and delete it.

8. Hit Kumar.

The fact that the speech act participant is only
the hearer and not the speaker or referent

should be accounted for by the same
arguments to account for the second person

reflexive pronoun in the object position in the

imperative sentence and not the first person
or third person.

This raises the important question about the

choice between alternative analysis. In the

above case th6 choice is between the analysis
which refers to context and the analysis which
does not This question cannot be answered

empirically but will have to be answered by
metheoratic considerations like power and

autonomy of the grammar.

Leaving out syntax, it is morphology which

gives scope for grammaticalization of context

It is necessary to define what is

grammaticalization at the morphological level.

It is morphological marking of contextual

features. There are many contextual features

which go into the interpretation of utterances,
but not all of them are formally represented
in the morphology of the language. There are

some contextual features like the time of the

event, which have formal representation

universally in all languages. There are many
contextual features which are formally

represented in some languages ana not in

others. It will be interesting to make a

typological classification of languages on this

basis.

For any such exercise to be meaningful it is

necessary to define, or at least to have a list

of, contextual features. Following Levinson

( 1 983), context may be "understood to cover
the identities of participants, the temporal and

spatial parameters of the speech event and
the beliefs, knowledge and intentions of the

participants in that speech event". These do
not exhaust all that .is covered by context, but

these should necessarily be included in it The
identities of participants are recognised by the

name of person deixis and social deixis

depending on the role in the speech act and
the social role, and the temporal and spatial

parameters are recognised as temporal deixis

and spatial deixis. These are objective aspects
of the context.

The subjective aspects of the context like

beliefs, knowledge and intentions of the
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participants are not treated under deixis. If

deixis is concerned with "the ways in which

languages encode or grammaticalize features
of the context of utterance or speech event",
then those features also should be deixis. They
share the other properties of deixis as well.

The truth value of the proposition with any
of these subjective features is contingent upon
that feature. The forms inappropriately called

emphatics
-
even, only also in English, taan,

maTTum, ee, urn in Tamil - are good candidates
for this. In (9), for example, That Kumar will

not come to this conference
1

is the belief or

assumption of the speaker and 'even' can be
described only with reference to this belief.

The sentence connectors like but, though etc.

also belong to this category of grammaticalized

subjective contextual features as (10) and
(11) exemplify. They indicate the speaker's

presupposition
that 'to attend a conference

is to speak'. Use of 'sleep' instead of 'speak'
will make these sentences odd.

9. Even Kumar has come to this conference.

10. Kumar came to the conference, but he
did not speak.

1 1. Though Kumar came to the conference,
he did not speak.

Deixis referring to the mental state is not

unusual.

There are languages which have demonstrative

pronouns indicating whether the referent is

in the mind of speaker or in the physical

proximity of the speaker.

The demonstrative pronouns may also refer

to time or place presupposed to be the norm
in the mind of the speaker. In (12) adukkuHe
'thaMowithirV means 'so soon', as adu 'that'

refers to a point of time presuposed to be

the norm by the speaker for the particular

act described by the verb,

1 2. Kumar adukkuNe vanduttaan

Kumar that-to-within come-pa-asp-PNG
Kumar has come so soon (i.e. earlier than

the normal time)

There are also other forms which codify such
presupposition

1 3. Kumar innum varale

Kumar yet came-not
Kumar has not come yet

The demonstrative pronoun may also be
indexical, but it does not get its specific meaning
from the knowledge of the context, as described
above. Its meaning is urvspecific in the mind
of the speaker or is unknown to him at the
time of the utterance. It is a dummy, whose
meaning is not available even from the context

1 4.a. Kumar romba idupanraan
Kumar very this - does
Kumar V-s very much (which I cannot

specify)

b. adu ivar ille?

that this he not

Is that not some N (which I cannot

specify)

Extending the notion of deixis to subjective

features-subjectivity as defined by Lyons
(1975) -

is a necessary step for a fuller

understanding of the grammaticalization of

context. But this extension cannot be open
ended to include subjective features which

belong to the domain of parole.

The earlier version- of this paper was
presented in a Seminar on Deixis at Osmania

University in 1988.
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Syntactic Convergence in the

Central Indian Languages

Sri B. Ramakrishna Reddy

1. Ethnolinguistic Setting Introduction

I he notion of linguistic convergence

is a phenomenon of carry over of features

from one language to another under contact

situation. Convergence reduces distance

between (even unrelated) languages.

(Annamalai, 1987). Bilingualism and/or

muitilingualism is a prerequisite of

convergence; Pidginization and creolization

may be another factor of convergence.

Linguistic feature-resemblances across

different genetic groups in South Asia (i.e.

convergence) are interpreted in different

perspectives: Historical (Emeneau) Areal

(Masica), Sociolinguistic (Gumperz, Pandit and

Southworth) and 'an integrated approach'

(Annamalai).

Genesis of the present problem: The striking

but deviant (from main Dravidian) vigesimal

counting system, for example, is noticed in

the field work on south-central Dravidian

languages of Kuvi, Manda, Konda and Gondi.

Many such other features were noticed in the

field work (as discussed below). An attempt

(i) to identify the resemblance of this numeral

system to the other languages of the

geographical region (irrespective of their

pareptage), (ii) to investigate the natural source

of the feature; and (iii).to explore its implications

for convergence studies in the Indian linguistic

area.

Central India is the homeland of tribal

populations belonging to at least three different

lingusitic families of Munda (Austro-Asiatic),

Dravidian and Indo-Aryan (Indo-European). For

centuries the speakers of these languages have

been living together exchanging cultural and

linguistic traits among them. Unfortunately there

are no written records of any sort referring

to the earlier linguistic situations, let alone

regarding the interfamilial transference of

features. Even a detailed descriptive study of

any of the languages of the area shows the

impact of the neighbouring languages on its

lexical, phonological and grammatical

structures. For example the analysis of Manda,
a Dravidian tribal language has guided the

present author to identify several structural

resemblances among the languages of

southern Orissa (Koraput, Kalahandi and

Ganjam districts) and adjacent districts of

Andhra Pradesh.

Though most of the convergent features

discussed here are commonly found in the

central Indian languages in general, I wish to

limit my observations to the transfer of features

between tribal languages of the area. For this

I have selected Manda and Kuvi of Dravidian,

Parengi (or Gorum) of Munda and Desia Oriya

of the Indo-Aryan stock. Facts from other

languages are brought into discussion

wherever relevant.

The current sociolinguistic situation in the

area is that there is a widespread active

bilingualism among the speakers of tribal

Dravidian and Munda languages, as they are

proficient in the local varieties of Oriya such
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as Desia, which is the link language of the

region. It is rare to find the Munda and Dravidian

bilinguals in this area. One may notice some

multilingual tribal groups proficient in tribal as

well as the major languages of the region.

In terms of prestige, the dominant languages

like Oriya, Telugu, Marathi or Hindi occupy
the higher layer and the tribal languages the

lower. Within the tribal languages it is hard

to place them on the scale of prestige, though

the numerical majority might lead to a dominant

position, depending upon a particular situaion.

There is more solidarity and fraternity among
the tribals irrespective of the genetic affiliation

of the languages and the speakers involved.

2. Methodology:

In the descriptive study of Manda and Kuvi

structures, I came across many a

non-Dravidian feature and an investigation into

the source of these 'deviant
1

traits has lead

me to notice predominant convergence of

Munda and Indo-Aryan features into the

(South-Central) Dravidian. The approach

adopted here is that of typoligical-historical

as postulated by Emeneau ( 1 956 and 1 980).

First of all, the shared grammatical rules across

the genetic boundaries are identified on the

basis of structural similarities recorded in the

field data (mainly texts). Secondly, for each

grammatical rule that the languages share, the

source (i.e. the donar) and the goal (i.e. the

receipient) are identified to determine as to

which group the feature is natural, and where

it is and innovation due to contact. In the

absence of historical records, this is done by

comparing the languages concerned

(especially Dravidian and Indo-Aryan) with

genitically related languages outside the

contact area. On this basis the convergence

is attributed to emerge from one of linguistic

groups in close proximity. Finally it is pointed

out how the Central Indian areal convergence

forms a miniature linguistic area by itself.

3. Sub-areas within the Indian Linguistic

area:

Earlier studies on Indian linguistic area

(Bloch, Chatterjee, Emeneau, Kuiper, Masica,

Burrow, Pandit and the rest) mainly examined

the linguistic facts from Sndo-Aryan and

Dravidian, generalising on the basis of their

resemblances at phonological, grammatical

and semantic levels. Emeneau identifies, on

historical grounds, the direction of infulence,

in most cases, as being from Dravidian to

Indo-Aryan (1980). His methodology is

typological-cum-historical at the same time. My
endeavour has been to investigate the place

of the third important (aboriginal) group of

languages, i.e. Munda (in conjunction with the

other two), within the Indian Linguistic area

and its contribution to this hypothesis. The

nature of the data recorded for some of the

minor Dravidian languages, especially Kuvi and

Manda, exhibit many a non-native features

(Ramakrishna Reddy, 1 980) which has certain

significance for convergence studies.

Mutual influence between Dravidian and

Indo-Aryan is part of common knowledge now.

However, apart from showing certain

resemblances with the dominant Indo-Aryan

languages, the Kondh Dravidian (Kui, Kuvi,

Pengo, Manda and Indi-Awe) remarkably

reflects certain similarities (in phonology and

grammar) with that of the neighbouring Munda

languages. Some of the noteworthy linguistic

features of convergence that the Kondh

Dravidian adapted from the Munda group

include:

i) Person object reference on the predicate

or speech Act participant incorporation

ii) Distal action concord

Hi) Plural action particle

iv) Immediate action particle on the finite verb

v) Progressive aspect particle suffixed to a finite

verb

vi) Echo-word formation
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vii) Vigesimal counting system.
viii) Quotative

ix) Yes-no question

x) Noun phrase conjunction

xi) Case syncretism

In other words, Central India offers a linguistic

situation wherein a group of Austro-Asiatic

languages (Munda) exert their pressure,

through historical contact on Dravidian. A case
where the dominating (Dravidian) languages
are influenced by the dominated (Munda)

group. There are also several instances of

Munda influence on the structure of

Indo-Aryan, eg. the numeral system of Desia

Qriya. Central India presents itself as a

minMingusWc area with the diffusion of

linguistic traits from each of the three groups
into the other two actively involved in the

contact situation.

4. Echo-word formation

In several of his works, Emeneau has pointed
out phonological changes that occur within

a syllable in the formation of echo words in

Dravidian and Ino-Aryan. To derive an echo
word the base item undergoes either the

consonantal and/or the vocalic change; for

example in Dravidian, generally, the first syllabe
whether CV or V is replaced by gi irrespective
of the class of phonemes in the base word,
as in

puli
-

gili tiger and the like'

aavu -
giiwu 'cow and the like'

madata -
gidata 'fold and the like'

The second and the subsequent syllables do
not show any alternation. In Indo-Aryan there
is only a consonant change, that too affecting

only the first (initial) syllable of a base word.

echo formation in Manda (a Dravidian member)
Wherein only the vowels of the base word
are altered, and that too all the vowels

depending upon the number of syllables, and"
there is no change in any of the consonants.

eesy
hiimna

merke

kursi

dreekun

kanerin

maahgehe

ula

uya
huumni

murka

kusra

druukan

kunarah

muuhgaha

'house and the like'

'water and the like
1

'child and
'

turmeric and
'

'dog and
'

Insect and
'

tears and
'

'antelope and

caay -vaay
aalu -vaalu

tea and the like'

'potato and the like
1

As against this general pattern of Dravidian
and Indo-Aryan, we come across the following

The syllable pattern, in terms of canonical

forms, in Manda would be as follows:

(C) (C)V 1 (C)CV2CV3

of these the mono and disyllabic bases are
much more common than trisyllabic words.

However, the following rules of change can
be observed for Manda

i) The VT of base changes to u irrespective
of its quality.

ii) If V2 or V3 is any of /, e or u it changes
to a; if it is a it is replaced by /

iii) If a monosyllabic base word ends in a

consonant, the echo word adds an
enunciative a at the end

This non-Dravidian phonological pattern of

Manda can be attributed to be an acquired
feature from the (immediate) neighbouring
South Munda languages of Gtaq, Remo. and

Parengi. Mahapatra ( 1 976) provides data from

Gtaq, Remo and Parengi showing the vowel
alternations involved in South Munda in forming
the echo-words. The rules of formation in these

languages are similar to those delineated above
(for Manda), as can be gathered from the

following instances from Remo

semuk sumak

kiyah kuyih

tree and
'

'cooked rice and '.
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Similar patterns of echo-formation are reported

from Desia Oriya also, e.g.

git

kumda -

guta

kumdi
'song and...'

'pumpkin and..

On the basis of the South Munda evidence,

Mahapatra conculudes that "echo formation

by changing only the vowels of the base is

an essentially Munda feature" (1976:830).

From the above discussion it can be shown

that altering the vowels alone in forming the

echos has become a stable feature of minor

and tribal languages of the area irrespective

of their genetic stock, and this feature has

transferred from Munda to the non-Munda

languages of the area.

5. Numeral Systems:

Counting systems as found among the

Central Indian languages can be classified into

three types:

i) Decimal system
-
Telugu, standard Oriya,

local dialects of Hindi, Marathi

ii) Vigesimal system
- Kharia, Parengi-Gorum,

Kuvi, Manda, Gondi, Konda and Desia

Oriya.

Hi) Duodecimal (12 based) system
- Savara,

Note that the third system is a combination

of Duodecimal-cum-vigesimal; as the

duodecimal operates .in Savara oniy in

couftting from 1 3 to 1 9 and from 20 onwards

it adopts a vigesimal system in the formation

of higher numerals (Zide, 1978). This

us with the first two only., Of the two

systems, the is native to the

dominating indo-Aryan as well as the

Dravidian, both synchronically and

diachronically (Emeneau, 1.957), in forming

the higher numerals. But the second

(20 counting) Is synchronically

through all the three
'

groups under

discussion, i.e. Kharia, and the rest

of Munda (Zide, 1978); Kuvi, Manda, Gondi

and Konda of Dravidian; and the Desia Oriya

and Sadri of the Indo-Aryan.

One of the research strategies to deal with

this phenomenon as suggested by

(observations of) the data, is to adapt the

highest point of simple (basic) monomorphemic
number as the basis for the composition of

higher numerals. For example, observe the

structure of the following number words from

Kharia, Telugu and Hindi for 1 to 21.

Kharia Telugu Hindi

Note: (a) Kharia has monomorphemic number

words for 1 to 20, and the compound formation

only 20.. For 21 is

decomposable structurally as 20*1

(b) in Telugu and Hindi the

monomorphemic number items are found upto

1 only. From 1 1 onwards the number

are of compound type. For example, in Telugu

it is ( 1 0+basic number) and in Hindi it is (basic
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number* 10). 21 has the following structure:

Telugu: (2x10) -4-1=21

Even from a synchronic of view it can

be argued that 10 is basic for Dravidian and

Ino-Aryan, whereas 20 is basic for Munda.
Zide (1978) and Bhattacharya (1975)

convincingly argue for reconstructing the

vigesimality as a feature of the proto-Munda.
Kharia and other Munda languages make use

of 20 as the base number to derive other

numerals through the processes of

multiplication and addition:

ekn ghol
ekri

ekn

Both synchronic

(20 + 10 ) = 30
( 2 x 20) =40
( 3x20)+15=75

as well as diachronic

evidence suggests that the vigesimal system
of counting is a linguistic trait of the Munda

family of languages.

Formation of higher numerals in

Manda(Dravidian) and Desia (Indo-Aryan)
stand as representatives of the existing

phenomenon of vigisima! system being

adapted from the Munda languages. Manda
(along with many other Dravidian languages)
shows the Dravidian numerals only for 1 and
2 and the rest of the numeral words are

borrowed from the local Indo-Aryan dialect

of Desia.

21 kure

30 kure

40 duy
99 saari

100 paas
140 saat

200 dos
400 /core

520 /core kuri so

800 duy kure

1000 duy kure kuri

dos

With minor changes the

vigesimal system of counting in the same
fashion as the above. However, neither standard

Oriya nor the educated Oriya (of Southern

Orissa) has the vigesimal system. They show

only the decimal system. Thus, for example,

Manda, a Dravidian language exhibits the

Munda numeral system with the Indo-Aryan
lexical items.

6. Object Reference: Manda and
other Kondh languages show a unique

morphological construction of marking cross

reference on the verb to object, whenever

object is a first or second person. Observe
the following instances wherein various

grammatical and semantic relations like direct

object, indirect object, goal, place, benefactive

and experiencer are denoted in the object and
its reflex is found in the verb morphology.

(I) Direct object:

1. a. Sannatan evan-ka huM-un
Sanatan he-acc. see-past-he

'Sanatan saw him'.

b. Sanaatan manka hur-da-t-un

'Sanatan saw us'.

2. a. Pih-t-un

'He abandoned him/her/it/them',

abandaon-past-he
h. pih-ta-t-un

abandon past he

'He abaondoned me/you/us'.

(ii) indirect object:

3. a. evar edelka ru kata ves-t-ir

they her one story tell past they

They told her a story'

b. ever manka ru kata ves-sa-t-ir

(iii) Goal:

4. a. inelih piiyu rii
-

t -i

yesterday rain rain-past-png
It rained yesterday'

b. inelih maa-dehgata piiyu rii-da-H

our on/upon
It rained on us yesterday'.
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(IV)

5. a. htimna edel kuuna-ha kuh -
i

child her lap on at-tact-tt

The child sat on her lap'.

b. hirrtna nan kuuna~ria kuh-ta-y
The child sat on my" lap'.

(v) Benefactlve:

6. a. even II je-n-un

he house open-fut -he

'He will open the door'.

b. even it je-ta~n-un

'He will open the door for me/you/us'.

(vl)

7. a. edelka nuumer ahi-n-ba

She to fever catch nonpast-prgr.
'She has fever' (Fever is catching her)

b. nsrika nuumer ah-ta-n-ba

you to

'you have fever'

Cross-reference to pronominal direct and

indirect objects in the verb is a characteristic

feature of the Munda languages. On the basis

of this feature Munda languages can be divided

into three types: 9

(i) Incorporation of the object of all three

persons. Santali, Mundari and other North

Munda languages.

(ii) No object incorporation at all: Kharia, Remo

(Bondo), Didei (Gataq) and Gutob Gadaba.

(iii) Incorporation restricted to first and second

person object:

Savara, Parengi (Gorum) and Juang.

8. anin gij -in - teen

he see me did

'He saw me'.

9. balram enonetur tugornteu

him beat fut Savara

'Balaram will beat me'

10. min enem ne-tugom-t-om

I you (sg) I beat fut you (Sig) Parengi
1 will beat you'

1 1. no-ap-sey-ti-|en

you (sg} make learn fut us Parengi

'you will teach us'.

A comparison of Manda sentences with their

equivalents in Telugu or Tamil will at once
reveal the special characteristics of the former

in regard to object concord. On the other hand
Savara and Parengi share with Manda the

grammatical rule of object reference in verb

morphology and the various semantic

restrictions and syntactic constraints associated

with it, (Further details in Ramakrishna Reddy,
1980).

7. -kl/-ql:

Manda has certain syntactic structures which

resemble the Indo-Aryan patterns. One such

trait is the borrowing and use of the quotative

marker -ki/-qi 'that':

(1) naatanar isir gi "iin maajan aati"

Villagers said that you rich man became
The villagers told (him) "you are a rich

man".

(2) edaak taaba isun gi "ning kapaal laavu"

his father said that to you brain not exist

'For that his father said "you have no luck".

These sentences resemble the Indo-Aryan type

as found in such Hindi phrases as usne kahaa

/c/'he said that'. In Oravsdian.such reportative

or quotative constructions are formed with the

aid of a verb of speaking anu 'to say' after

the report, as in the following Telugu example.

(3) raamayya reepu vastaadu ani

Rarnayya tomorrow come will having said

- siita saroojatoo ceppindi

Sita Saroja with said she

Sita told Saroja that Ramayya will come
tomorrow'.
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8. CONJUCT1ON aar/aare:

In Dravidian languages the conjunction of

two nouns or noun phrases is achieved by

suffixing a conjunctor to each of the NPs asum

in Tamil.

(1) raamanum mohanum vandaanga

Rama and Mohan and came

'Raman and Mohan arrived
8

.

On the other hand, the Indo-Aryan languages

use a conjuctor like aur to conjoin the two

NPs, as in the following Hindi examples:

(2) raam aur mohan calegaye

Ram and Mohan left

'Ram and Mohan have left'.

Manda has borrowed the conjunctor from

Oriya and uses it in accordance with the

Indo-Aryan pattern for nominal conjunction as

in.

(3) burka aar eenpatinbanan ranta hasiri

tiger and beggar forest in went

The tiger and the beggar went to the

forest
5

.

(4) kuuSiii aa* teelen tayi

paddy and maize brought she

'She brought paddy and maize'.

The coordination of two clauses, in Telugu

and other Dravidian languages, is expressed

by rendering the first action verb into a

conjunctive (participal) consturction followed

by the finite (main) verb.

(5) aame vadlu danci annam vandindi

She paddy having pounded rice cooked

she

'She pounded the paddy and cooked the

food
1

.

Manda has adopted the Indo-Aryan syntactic

mechanism of Co-ordinating the finite forms

of both the constructions by the use of the

coordinator aare 'and' as in the following

examples:

(6) uhi aar vaaji

pounded and cooked she

"She punded (the grain) and cooked

(food)".

(7) evan naatanarka aartun aare vesun

He villagers to called and said

"He called the villagers and told (them)".

(8) nanka pihtatun aar hasun

me leave me past he and go past he

"he left me and went away".

Thus it is very likely that Manda has borrowed

the mechanism of conjoining the pharses and

coordinating the clauses from the Indo-Aryan.

9. YES-NO QUESTION ql:

It Is a well-known fact that in Dravidian the

yes-no question is expressed by the clitic -aa

added at the end of a word, phrase or a

sentence. Manda also has a similar sturctural

pattern, but it has borrowed the Indo-Aryan

yes-no question marker /a and uses it in place

of the Dravidian form.

(1) nna dukra jiiban aa-n-un gi?

my husband life become ft he question

'Will my husband corned' alive?'

(2) aan eentihi iine tananta vaadi gi?

I dance if you below come you question

'Will you come down if I dance'?

This looks like a simple replacement of a

Dravidian grammatical functor by that of an

Indo-Aryan equivalent, as the structure still

remains typically Dravidian.

10. DATIVE-ACCUSATIVE
'

SYNCRETISM:

Manda: aaan evenka aartu

1 called him
8

Telugu: neenu atanni pilicinaanu

Hindi: mainne uski bulaayaa
Manda: aane evanka taakah hiitu

1 gave him some money'

Telugu: neenu ataniki dabbu iccinanu

Hindi: mainne usko payse diyee
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Dative is generalised at the cost of accusative;

so is the case with Telugu dialects in contact

with Oriya or Dakhini (of Gumperz as Kupwar
situation). However, the Gondi exhibits a
reverse situation rn that it generalises the

accusative marker at the cost of the dative.

3) har unditun sayyh markan puttanun

each one take five mangoes get

'Each one will get five mangoes

11. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS: The
Central Indian linguistic symbiosis has given
rise to a sharing of traits across genetic

boundaries. The (tribal) Munda languages have

played the important role of donar for several

of the features. There has been

inter-transference of lingusttic traits as well

as material between several tribal languages,
but this mutual convergence is not limited to

superficial adoption of the forms. It is the

underlying rule system that has diffused from

one group of languages into the other, thereby

creating a situation of common
pragmatico-semantic area. Depending upon
the idiosyncratic nature of a particular

language, these underlying features are

accommodated through various formal

linguistic expressions.

We come across both the rule-convergence
and the form-convergence in the Central Indian

languages under investigation. Because of the

diffusion of the rule system over centuries of

cohabitation, the three lingusitic families have

developed such a striking structural similarity.

With the mutual influences between Munda,
Dravidian and Indo-Aryan, the Central Indian

sub area exhibits many a trait of a lingusitic

area. Further probing into the nature and
direction of convergence in this region will

only enhance our understanding of India as

a lingusitic area.
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Naming of Flora in Teiugu

Sri G.V.S.R. Krishnamurty

1 .0. No human race exists without Flora. The

ecological balance ceases and divastation takes

place, when the Rora perish. The human race

has to depend, mostly upon Rora, even for its

livelihood; Hence the existence and growth of

human culture and civilization are directly

connected with the flourishing of Rora.

Therefore, the vocabulary relating to Flora is to

be regarded as the basic vocabulary language.

It is interesting not only to linguists but to the

entire society.

In this paper an attempt is made to construe

the relation between the semantic and phonemic
units of some twenty (20) selected names of

trees and shrubs.

The entries are classified into different

categories, according to semantic features.

1.1. Colour and Shape of the Flowers:

Kodijuttu manu n. wild papaw (colorate,

roseb) Kodi (the cock) + juttu (hair,

feather) + manu (trunk)

A large tree, leaves palmately five lobbed,

segmently accumulated, calyse cylindrical.

Calyse and carpels reddish orange coloured;

flowers large, red. This description reveals that

this tree has multiple number of red coloured

flowers and when it is observed at a distance,

the flowers resemble the feather of a cock. In

this connection it can also be assumed that the

body part of the tree is considered as the body
of the cock and the upper part of the tree as

the feather. As it is a wild tree with a big trunk,

it is called 'manu'.

1.2. Colour and Shape of the fruits

1 .2.0. akke cettu n. A variety of country fig tree

(QJCUS racemosa)

pkt. aggT (fire) + cett (tree)

A large, deciduous tree with a few and short

aerial roots. Bark grey to reddish-brown, wood

greyish brown, soft. The fruits of the tree are red

in colour and round in shape. They will be in

bunches. When they are seen from a distance,

they appear as bits of live coal. Hence it is named
after 'aggi' (fire).

1.2.1. pagadarn cett n. Breynia rhanmoides

pagadamu (coral) + cettu (tree)

A shrub. Leaves oval rounded at the apex; fruit

embraced by the short calyse, berries globose,

bright red.

Here the shape and colour of the berries are

compared with corals and named after that

1 .3. Colour of the trunk

1.3.0. CTkatimanu Syn.

Yellow mango
rectaurnram)

cTkati (darkness)

tree)

iis'waramamidi n.

stern (Garcinia

f manu (trunk of the

A handsome evergreen tree with very hard

greyish-brown wood. Fruit oval shaped with

pointed yellow, one to four seeded. Fruit like a

mango but flatter and eaten by natives.

The above description shows that it is named
after the colour of the trunk.
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1.3.1. Pasupuvanne cettu n. The Indian

gamboge tree ( Garcinia Morella)

Pasupu (yellow) + vanne (colour) +
cettu (tree)

A moderate-sized tree of the ever green
forests with very hard greyish yellow wood.The
name is given according to the colour of the

trunk.

1.4. Greatness and Analogous Creation

i v.s.v. syn. clkatimanu

Ski s'wara (powerful, rich, wealthy)
+ mamidi (mango tree)

This shows that it is a rich variety of rnango
tree. But it is not a mango tree at all. The fruit

of the tree looks like a mango but a little flatter.

Hence to distinguish it as a separate tree,a prefix

Tswara is added and it is named as

iiswaramaamiDi

1.5. Shape of the tree

cennangi n. 1. a large tree (Lagerstroemia

Lanceo)

2. a variety of coconut tree (Cocus Nuciferia,

Linn., palmaceae)

cen -
(beautiful) + angi (body)

The same name is given to two trees of

different families. Here the^siiyatjoaJs that both

the trees are beautiful to look at. The first one

is a large deciduous tree with small whiteflowers

and small capsules. Bark smooth and white,

peeling off in papery flakes. It looks very

beautiful.

The second one is a special variety ofcoconut

palm. Stem slender, curved-qc straight, 40 - 80
ft. hig.b>

marfced with ring-like leaf-scars. Leaves

6^15 ft. long, leaflets numerous. Fruit green

^of yellowish, 8" -
1 2" long, the cavity containing

a potable milky fluid. Wood hard, red, outside

reddish-brown and softer within.

Th is description shows that it is a beautiful tree

to look at. Taking 'beauty
1

as a common factor,

the name is adopted to two trees of different

families.

1.6. Shape and Colour of the leaves and
Trunk

Karivepaku cettu a curry leaf tree

(Murraya koenigil) kari (black) +

veepa (neem) + aku (leaf) + cettu (tree)

A small tree with pinnate aromatic leaveas.

Leaflets alternate, ovate, acuminate. Common in

jungles and much cultivated in native gardens.
Leaves are used forseasoning curries and mixed

In curry pastes.

The Vepa" and 'Karivepa' belong to two

different families. But they are differentiated by

adding a prefix 'kari'. It can be anaylsed as

follows.

The leaves of both thetrees lookalike, butdiffer

in colour. One is greenish-white and the other

is black. There is difference even in the colour

of the trunk. One is brownish-white and the

second one is black. It can be assumed thatthe

name is given according to alike structure of the

leaves and the trunk.

1.7. Size of the fruit

1.7.0. enugapippali n. Elephant long pepper

(Scindapsus officinal is, schott;" araceae)

. . , enugu (elephant)
* + pippali (pepper)

Perennial, epiphytic; stems rooting/leaves

alternate, erect when in flowering; berries

seeded.

The fruit is comparatively big than that of

ordinary pepper. Hence the name.

1.7.1. gajanimma (cettu) n. A big variety of

leamon tree (Citrus aurantium, linn.,

ruteceae)

gaja (elephant) + nimma (lemon) +

cettu (tree)

Small tree, spines axillary; solitary young

shoots, glabrous, leaves oval, elongated, acute,
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sometimes slightly toothed; fruit pale-yellow

coloured, pear shaped, usually depressed,

rarely terminated by a small knob. The size of

the fruit is big when compared with that of

ordinary lemon, 'gaja' {elephant) is the biggest

animal. Hence 'gap' is added as the prefix and

named it as 'gajansmma cettu'.

1 .8. Inhabitation of Animals and Creatures

1.8.0. Kapitthamu n. The wood apple tree

(Feronia elephantum, Roxb)

Ski kapittha

A big deciduous spiny tree with

yellowish-white hard wood. The pulp of the fruit

is much eaten.

Originally 'Kapittha
1

means that 'on which

monkeys dwell*. The monkeys like the pulp of

the fruit of wood apple tree. But the fruits are

very hard to break. Hence most of the times

monkeys used to dwell on the tree itself for the

sake of fruits. Hence the name 'kapittha
1

.

1.8.1. kambalibuci cettu n. Indian Malberry

(Morus Indica, linn; moraceae)

kambalibuci (hairy caterpillar) + cettu

(tree)

Tree 20 ft. high, trunk rarely more than the

thickness of a man's leg; branches numerous,
flowers small, grsen ;

fruit long and cylindrical,

resembling a pepper corn, very sweet but

deficient in flavour. The leaves am used for

feeding silkworms. Hence the silkworms are

grown on these trees. As there is resemblanr-e
between the silkwormsand hairy caterpillars,the

tree is named as 'kambaiibuci cettu'.

1.9. Colour and Smell of the Wood or Oil

1.9.0. Karpurapu cettu n. Camphor
cinnommon, (Cinnonum camphora)

Ski karpura (camphor) + cettu (tree)

Trunk lofty; flowers small, pale, greenish
yellow, wood white, damasked with reddish
waves of aromatic odour. This aromatic odour

is compared with that of camphor. The colour

of the trunk and camphor being white, the tree

was thus named.

1 .9. 1. guggilapu cettu n.Common saul (Shorea

(saul) robusta, gaettix, dipterocarpeae)
Ski guggila ( a particular fragrantgum *

resin) + cettu (tree)

Tree 100 - 150 fl high, flowers yellow,

fragrant tall, sparely branched, deciduous. Oil

will be extracted from the seeds. Its smell is like

that of 'guggilamu'. Hence the name.

1.10. Utility

Canupala vittula cettu n. black horse

grann tree ( Cassia absus, linn;

leguminosae)

canupalu (breast milk) + vittulu (seeds) + cettu

(tree)

Common shrub in dry jungles, flowering all

through the year, few seeded, seeds are small,

black and flat with a projection, at one end,

flowers small and yellow.

The flour ofthe seeds increasesthe breast milk,

if it is given during lactation of animals. In olden

days, it is also given to women after delivery for

increasing the breast milk. Hence it is named

according to the utility of the seeds.

1,11: Resemblance

1.11.0. lakucamun.

1 . a lime tree, (citrus Acida)

2. a species of the bread fruit tree

(Artocarpus lakoocha)

Ski lakuca a species of the bread

frujttree

It can be derived as la +lcUC3-
'

la
'

is the

shortened form of 'feghu'. It means sm^11 sized

breast.

1. Native of north-India, small tree. Solitary
young shoots. Flowers white, large; fruit yefow
coloured, pear shaped usually depressed, rarely
terminated with a small knob.
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2. very large tree, flowers minute, internally

rose coloured, ill shaped fruit, size of an orange;
fruit eaten.

In both the cases, the shape of the fruit istaken

into consideration in giving the names. In the first

case the fruit exactly resembles the shape of the

breast but small in size. Hence- it is named as

lakuca'.

1.11.1.edapandu cettu -n. pammalow tree

(citrus decumana linn., rutaceae)

eda ( the heart) + pandu (fruit) + cettu

(tree)

Ever green tree, 15 ft. high. Large white,

fragrant, rich waxy flowers. Largest of orange
tribe and in taste some-what resembles sweet

orange. The fruits are compared with that of tha

heart. Hence the name.

1.12. According to the Direction

tenkaya cettu n. The coconut tree

(cocus nucifera, linn., palmaceae)

ten (South) + kaya (nut) + cettu (tree)

It means the Southern fruit tree. Though the

origin of the fruit is under dispute, the trees are

famous in South India from very ancient times.

According to the original inhabitation, the tree

is called 'tenkaya cettu'.

1.13. Sacredness of the Tree

tapasataruvu n.

1. a fire work plant (Balanites

roseburghii, Simarubeae)

2. The IndianAlmond tree (Terminatia Catappa,

linn).

Skt tapasataru, the tree of the ascetics

1 . Tree 20 ft, high; leaves alternate, flowers

aggregate, small green, fragrant. Ripe drupes

are eaten. Young twigs and leaves browsed by

cattle. Wood yellowish-white, moderately hard,

no heart-wood.

2. A large deciduous handsome tree with large

leaves and it gives good shade.

The two trees of different families are

considered to sacred and called as the trees of

ascetics. It can be presumed that the ascetics

used to sit under these trees for their ascetic life.

Hence the name.

1.14. Nature of the Trees

bahupadarnu n.The banyan tree. (Rcus

bengalensis, linn.)

Skt bahupada many feet, the Indian

fig tree

A very large tree, throwing out numerous large

aerial roots from the main trunk and branches,

which descend to the soil and form supports and

are then capable of separate existence when
severed from the parent tree.

The aerial roots that descend to the soil and

form supports are considered as the feet Hence

it is named as 'bahupada
1

.

1.15. Greatness of the Tree

maredu n. The bell fruit tree (Aegle

marmulas)

manu (trunk of the tree) * redu (king)

A moderate deciduous thorny tree; the leaves

usually globular. Wood yellowish-white, hard.

The fruit is valued for its aromatic pulp and its

medicinal use.

This tree is considered as the king of all the

trees, because of its. medicinal use. Hence the

name.

1.16. Naming after Place Names

tree1.16.0. kadapacettu n. a eadamba

(Anthocephalus Indiciis)

kadapa (place name -
Cuddapah) +

cettu (tree)

A large deciduous tree with clean cylindrical

stem and horizontal branches. Flowers are

fragrant, handsome, large, globular, yellowish,
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On the Nomenclature
c

Samskrta
:

i he dialoues in a Sanskrit drama
ire in. Sarnskrta and Prakrta. The dramatic

iction through these dialogues is called

'agabhinaya 'action by Vak'. The word vak

;ignifies speech in general by denotation and

ilso a particular language by connotation as

L nomenclature. Vak is a common
lomenclature for Samskrta and Prakrta.

(alidasa endorses this usage poetically in his

<umarasambhava The goddess Sarasvat!

>Iessed the couple (namely Siva and ParvatT)

vith Vak consisting of two forms in usage;
she blessed) the coveted bridegroom with

Vak) which is pure by perfection (namely
Jamskrta) and the bride with (the other, which

3 in the form of) easily understandable

composition (namely Prakrta)
1

. The word
tamskrta as a nomenclature is of late origin

ind it is conventionally used for the Vedic

ind the classical dialects of the Aryans. For

he grammarians and poeticians, while

>amskrta is a perfected language by strictly

idhering to the rules of grammar, Prakrta is

in imperfect language resulted by flouting the

ules of grammar.

I

The word Vak is already used in the Vedic

terature right from the Rgveda as a

lomenclature, of course, confined only to the
r

edic. The language of the Rgveda is vidathya
fak Vak fit for a religious observance or

acrifice'. There are also several mataphorical
xressions like vag anustup, vak dadhikn and
fag v&vamitrah in the KausJtaki-Brahmana in

Sri M. Srimannarayana Mutti

which different metres, groups of hymns, the

seers of the hymns and even different

components and rituals of sacrifice are

identified with Vak. The identification of specific

metres, etc., of the liturgic literature with Vak
becomes meaningful only when the word vak
is a nomenclature of the language which

employs these metres religiously for the

invocation of gods with hymns in different

rituals of sacrifice. There is also a conclusive

evidence in the Taittiffya-Samhita which
describes Vak as avyakrta 'unanalysed

1

and

vyakrta 'analysed'. It hints not only at the

nomenclature of the language, but also at the

origin of grammar. Vak was originally

unanalysed (avyakrta). The gods asked Indra

to analyse the Avyakrta
- Vak and make it

distinguishable. Indra said that he would do
so if he is given a gift in the form of a cup
of Sonna to be offered to him along with Vayu
together. The gods did accordingly and Indra

analysed it and then onwards it became

Vyakrta-Vak, by which the word forms and

sentence structures could easily be multiplied

analogically. Thus the Satapatha-Brahmana
describes' Vak as a woman, Yosa va iyam
vak (3.2.1-19).

Here the connection of Indra with Vak is

because Indra was originally the god of learning

as much as of rain. Thus Indra was spoken
of in association with Maruts, clouds,

thundering, lightning, Vak and the Veda. The

Satapatha-Brahmana, the Taittinya-Aranyaka
and the Apastambha-Dharrnasutra prescribe

the recitation of the Veda during the blowing
of the wind, lightning, thundering and rumbling
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of clouds by a person who has learnt the

texts. They confer also special rewards for

doing accordingly
2

. Further the word vak is

found used in the Rgveda in the senses of

thunder, indistinct voice like that of animals

and birds, the distinct speech of human beings,

and also the melodious song (gana) and praise

(sfirfft besides the nomenclature for the

language of the Rgveda. RV. 1 0. 11 4.8 defines

the range of application of Vak. It conveys

every thing that is manifested out of the

Brahman, the principal cause of the universe.

It is exactly because of the connection of Vak

with Indra and rain, the anthropomorphic

goddess of learning SarasvatT was evolved

later from the river SarasvatT
3

. Therefore, as

the Rgvedic poet is not interested either in

linguistic inquiry or in any other language,

the word vak deserves to be taken to have

become a nomenclature of the Vedic language.

While the Satapatha Brahmana mentions the

Veda as Deva, the Asvalayana-Srautasutra

rightly calls the Vedic language as Devi Vak4
.

Retaining the full spirit of this, Bhartrhari calls

the Vedic including also the classical language

as Daivl Vak5 .

Panini calls Chandas this Vak confining its

connotation only to the sacred literature of

liturgy
6

. In contradistinction he calls Bhasa the

spoken language of his times
7

. Katyayana and

Patanjali contradistinguish these two by calling

Vaidika 'sacred, spiritual' and Laukika 'profane,

classical' respectively
8

. Contrasting with these

two, Patanjali speaks of Apabhramsas
'unidiomatic or ungrammatical tongues'

9
. The

Apabharamsas are called Prakrta in the

Natyasastra. The word forms of these

ungrammatical tongues are corrupt and do

not denote, as Bhartrhari observes, their

referents directly, but through the recollection

of the corresponding correct froms 1

!. However

badly they were despised and disparaged as

unfit for learned assemblies, Bhartrhari accepts

that they acquired recognition (prasiddhi) as

people's languages
12

. He also records that

those who are opposed to the concept of DaivT

Vak held that the so called idiomatic tongues

were derived from the unidiomatic tongues

called Prakrta which were born in people
13

Neither Katyayana nor Patanjali knew the

words samskrta and prakrta as nomenclatures

of the languages. The full significance of these

words can be determined from the analysis

of their usage in the Mahabhasya.

II

Just as a social law is needed to be enacted

when something special is to be enforced

against the natural instinct of human behaviour,

a rule in grammar is needed when a form

or its meaning is against the natural type.

Patanjali uses the word prakrta to signify the

natural order arising out of spontaneous

expectancy. For example no grammatical rule

is needed to be enjoined to sanction second

case affix to kata in katam karoti as it is known

naturally that the word expressing the referent

which is syntactically connected with the verb

through accusative case gets second case affix

on anaogy
14

. There are several words whose

referents are also connected with a substance

or a quality as in krosam kutilanad^
5 The

analogy does not work here because the word

krosa is in syntactic relation with the adjective

kutila and hence the rule kaladhvanor

atyantasamoge (Pan. 2.3.5) is indispensable.

Therefore whatever that is specifically effected

to achieve some special result is samskrta.

In the Rgveda we find this word used twice

and also in this sense
16

. Paninin derives the

word samskrta in this sense only by his rule

samparyupebhyah karotau bhusane (6. 1.137).

Thus he uses the word Samskrta in the rule

samskrtam bhaksah (4.2.16) by which the

forms like bhrastra yavah and astakapalah

purodasah are explained. Here bhaksa means

a solid and soft eatable. The cake which is

to be offered in sacrifice is to be cooked on
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e eight potsherds and by the cooking process
becomes fit to be offered to gods. Similarly

irley becomes fit to be consumed by frying
a pan (bhrastra). Thus

iraphrases samskara as utkarsadhanam,

roducing elevation, rising to something better,

Jding excellence or perfecting'
17

. Thus the

imskrta forms are those which have some
*nse elevated. For example the secondary
privative pancakapala can be used In the

inse of pancasu kapalesu samskrtah
erfected in five potsherds' and not in the

snse of pancakapalyam samskrtah 'perfected

the five-potsherd'
18

. Any substance, say
od or cake, offered in the sacrifice is samskrta

erfected'
19

. Thus the word samskrta has an
soteric sense related to religious merit. The
tribution of religious merit to the use of this

nguage is beyond doubt as is known from
e very first vartika of Katyayana: siddhe

zbdartha-sambandhe lokato 'rthaprayukte

afccfapraypge Pastrana dharmaniyamah yatha
lukikavaidikesu. Further we also know that

e ancient Aryans viewed all aspects of human
e including subjects of mundane interest like

ociology, Politics, Economics, Aesthetics and
ine Arts as connected to the ritual in practice

id liberation in result. Patanjaii quotes a Vedic

assage: ekah Sabdah samyagjhatah
zstranvitah suprayuktah svarge loke

amadhug bhavatP . Thus the merit of using
ie perfected language is that th6 speaker
lall gain a place in heaven or get liberation,

i consonance with this theory the Sanskrit

rammar is for teaching dftarma
21

. Echoing
ie same principle, Bhartrhari holds that
rammar fcs the first step and also an easy

ay to attain the knowledge of the Vfeda
22

.

he Veda in its turn is the means to attain

ie Brahman, as well as the manifestation of

ie Brahman23 .

The watershed for word to be samskrta

erfected or highly elaborated' is

3notativeness (abhihitatva)
24 and intelligibility

yamakatva)
25 form the points of view of the

speaker and the listner respectively. The
speaker of the word should be conscious of

the exact sense in which the word has to

be used and thus when used in another sense
it becomes non-denotative (anabhihita).

Similarly the listner should understand precisely
in which sense it is used (gamaka); otherwise

it becomes unintelligible (agamaka). Thus the

speaker and the listner should have a clear

understanding of the precise sense in which
each and every word is used in the language.
Such a perfection was aimed at in the language
as described by Panini and thus it became
'Samskrta

1

. A novice learns the denotativeness

of the language from the usage of the learned

(6istavyavahara).

Ill

Thanks to the unstinted efforts of our seers,

grammarians, philosophers and poeticians, the

perfected language Samskrta remains to be

used in all times and in all places with the

same exactness of intelligibility. For Patanjaii

every example and its counter example
26

in

his commentary are always from the

sacramental point of view as is attested by
his enumeration of the benefits for the study
of grammar (Sabdanu&asana)*

7
. In the same

strain Samkara in his Sarirakamlmam-

sabhasya holds that even the gods in Heaven

make discourses on the Brahman in Sanskrit

till they attain liberation
28

. The Prakrta language
on the other hand allows all laxity in form

and meaning leading to multiplicity of dialects

and ambiguity in intelligibility. Thus Appayya
DTksita in his Siddhantalesasamgraha holds that

even the monistic philosophy of Samkara shall

be known only from the Sanskrit texts, but

never from translations in regional

vernaculars
29

Bharata could be the earliest authority to

make use of, or at least to put on the records

the word samskrta as a nomenclature
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comprehensive of both the Chandas and the

Bhasa to stand in contrast with the Prakrta.

Retaining the full significance and religious

sanctity Dandin reverbarates: samskrtam nama
daivJ vag anvakhyata maharsibhih30

ABBREVIATIONS

Apastambha-Dharmasutra ApD
Asvalayana-Srautasutra AS
Brahmasutra of Badarayana BS

Mahabhasya of Patanjali (Kielhorn ed) MB
Natyasastra NS
Panini's AstadhyayT Pan

Bgveda RV

Satapatha-Brahmana SB

Vakyapadlya of Bhartrhari VP

Varttika of Katyayana VT
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19. Cf. gunaabdo "yam bahvarthah.... asti samskare

vartate. tad yatha. samskrtam annam gunavad ity

ucyate, MB. 5.1.1 19, p.367.

20. MB. 6.1.84, p.58.

2 1 . dharmopadeSanam idam sastram, MB. 6. 1 .84.

22. idam adyam padasthanam siddhisopanaparvanam /

iyam sa moksamananam ajihva rajapaddhatih //

VP. 1.16.

23. praptyupayo 'nukaraS ca tasya vedo mahar$ibhih.f

eko py anekavartmeva samamnatah prthak prthak

//VP.I.5.
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4. Cf. anabihita ity ucyate kirn idam anabhihitam nama,
uktam nirdi$tam abhihitam ity anarthantaram. yavad
bruyad anukte nirdi$ta iti tavad anabhihita iti, MB.

2.3.1, p.439.

5. MB. 2.1.1, p.361.

6. Cf. lak$yam ca laksanam caitat samuditam

vyakaranam bhavati. ... nanu coktam na kevalani

carcapadani vyakhyanam vrddhih at aij iti. kirn tami?

udaharanam pratyudaharanam vakyadhyahara ityetat

samuditam vyakhyanam bhavati, MB. 1.1.1, p. 12.

7* The list rak$ohagamalaghva$amdehah (MB. 1.1.1,

p.1) and other illustrative examples te 'surah, etc,

(p.2) confirm that his grammar is mainly meant to

protect the Veda.

manu$yanam upari$tad ye devadayas tan apy
adhikaroti 6a$tram iti badarayana acaryo manyate.
ka$mat? sambhavat. sambhavati hi te$am apy
arthitvdy adhikarakaranam tatrarthitvam tavan

mok$avi$ayam devadJnam apt sambhavati

vikaravi$ayavibhutyanityatvalocanadi nimittam, BS.

1.3.26.

29. athava advaitatmaparabha$aprabandha^ravanasya

pakse praptya vedanta6ravne niyamavidhir astu, na

ca na mlecchitavai/ ityadi nisedhad eva tad apraptih.

Sastravyutpattimandyat vedantaSravanam aSakyam iti

pumsarthanisedham ullanghyapi bha$a-

prabandhenadvaitam jijnasamanasya tatra pravrttisa-

mbhavena niyamavidherarthatvopapatteh, Siddhanta-

le$a samgraha. I. Vidhi, p.2 1 (Chowkhamba, 1916).

badham manu$yan adhikaroti Sastram, natv

manu$yan eveffha brahmajnane niyamo' stL te$am

30. Kavyadar&a, 1.33. Cf. Bhartrhari also calls Vak as

DaK/T Vak in VP. I. 1 46.

5)

*****



Paninian Grammar and

Computer Science

ReDecent years have witnessed a revival

of interst in Sanskrit, among others, by
computer scientists working in the area of

Artificial Intelligence (AI). This interest can

largely be attributed to an article of Rick Briggs,
who associates, for the first time, Sanskrit with

computers. In an article devoted to study the

methods of knowledge representation in

Sanskrit and Artificial Intelligence, Briggs
remarks: "Among the achievements of the

(ancient Indian) grammarians can be reckoned
a method for paraphrasing Sanskrit in a manner
that is identical not only in essence but in

form with the current work in AI"
1

. It is being

gradually realised that many contemporary
developments in formal logic, linguistics and

computer science are a rediscovery of the

work of the ancient masters. The Astadhyayi
of Panini (cir.Tth C.B.C.), described as an ideal

grammar ever written for a language, is equally
known for its style as for its contents

2
. The

features of Astadhyayi resemble a computer
programme in many ways, some of which
are discussed below.

The Astadhyayi, which apperently deals with

the analysis- of words (Sabdanusasana), in fact,

provides a structure for the analysis of

sentences. Due to its algebraic nature and
its comprehensiveness the structure has been
described as a machine genarating words and
sentences of Sanskrit. Composed in the succint

sutra style, Astadhyayi consists of nearly 4000
sutras that capture the fundamentals of Sanskrit

language in terms of its phonology,

Sri Korada Sutyanarayan

morphology and syntax. As in any formal

system, the structure consists of deflations,

theorems (linguistic facts) and meta-theorems
(rules regarding rules). The rules are of different

types: some are universal and context-sensitive

transformations, others operate sequentially or

recursively. Generally these rules are expressed
in three groups: 1 > rules of interpretation or

meta-rules : samjna and paribhasa rules

2 > rules of affixation-rules prescribing affixes

after two kinds of basic dhatu and pratipadika
roots and 3 > rules of transformation for the

stems and suffixes - the morpho-phonernic
rules. Note that a computer programme has

exactly the same general features of

context-senstitive rules, recursion and

sequential rule application. It is not surprising

therefore, that these sutras have been

compared to a computer programme that

generates Sanskrit sentences. This paper
attempts to deal with the generative aspect
of Paninian grammar, which lends itself very
suitable for computer processing, with special

emphasis on the nominal and verbal

morphology of Sanskrit

Sanskrit Word-Morphology:

A sentence is considered as the basic unit

of language. However, to analyze or understand
a sentence, it is necessary to understand its

different components, consisting of different

words. The relatively free word-order in

Sanskrit places more emphasis on word

formation, known as morphology
3

. Thus, the

formation of words and the relation between
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iem is of prime consideration in Sanskrit in

rriving at sentential import. The derivational

>rocess of Panini, which is rule-based,

.ccounts for the formation of different

/ord-types, which are called padas. The two
>asic elements that account for the formation

>f a pada are the base (called prakrti) and
uffix (called pratyaya). In the Paninian system
ie term pada is used technically and is defined

,s

sup-ting-antam padam 1.4.14
4

.

(where sutra 1.4.14. refers to 14th rule

rf 4th section of 1st chapter of Astadhyayi).

That which ends in a sup (case-suffix) or

ng (tense-affix) is called a pada. Based on

lis defnition, the padas of Sanskrit can be

;lassified as -

. Subantas-those referring to noun forms.

!. Tingantas-those referring to verb forms.

The prakrti for a noun is called 'pratipadika'

md the pratyayas that are added to it are

le sup pratyayas. A pratipadika is defined

is one possessing of sense but which is neither

i dhatu (explained below) nor a pratyaya

.2.45. This definition of pratipadika includes

rther pada types, namely, the krdantas, the

addhitas and samasas, mentioned separately

i the rule 1.2.46. These are secondary

loun-bases as compared with primary

ioun-bases as mentioned in 1.2.45. Thus,

ie subantas may be classified as primary

md secondary.

The prakrti for a verb is called 'dhatu' and

he pratyayas that are added to it are the

ing pratyayas. Panini offers two definitions

or a dhatu as -

1. bhuvadayo dhatavah 1.3.1

The words beginning with bhu are called roots.

2. sanadyanfa dhatavah 3.2.32.

All words ending with the suffixes san and
the rest are called roots.

The first definition refers to the primary verbs

while the second refers to the derived verbs.

In this paper, morphology of primary nouns

and primary verbs only is considered.

.The Morphology of Subantas

The suffixes which are added to nominal

bases are divided into seven cases and each

case further divided into three numbers. Thus,

there are 21 case-suffixes in all.

The primary nouns may be classified as

nouns, pronouns and numerals which are either

vowel-ending or consonant-ending. The nouns

are further categorized by gender, as

masculine, feminine or neuter, giving rise to

18 categories, but in actual computer

implementation some of them can be merged

together, and so the catagories that may be

considered for implementation are-

a. vowel-ending masculine nouns

b. vowel-ending feminine nouns

c. vowel-ending neuter nouns

d. consonant-ending masculine nouns

e. consonant-ending feminine nouns

f. consonant-ending neuter nouns

The above six categories have nearly 30

endings, 13 in vowels and 17 in consonants

in actual language usage. Therefore, for a given

pratipaefika 30 x 21 (La, 630) options exist

to form a pada (excluding exceptions).

The pronouns (sarvanamans) are 35 in

number. Apart from certain variations (7.114.,

7.1.15., 7.117., 7.151), the declension of

pronouns is similar to nouns.

The numerals have no declensional

peculiarity like sarvanaman, execpt the fact that

the number (vacana) varies with reference to

the numeral being declined.
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The Morphology of Tingantas

The Sanskrit language contains some 2000
verb roots. They are classified as atmanepadin

roots and parasmaipadin roots based on the

criterion of the fruit of the verbal activity

undertaken accruing to the agent or another

person. For the verbal root selected, the suffix

'la' is introduced, which is a generic term

referring to both tense and modal aspects.

There are six tenses and four moods in Sanskrit,

giving a total of ten classes, called as lakaras'.

Each 'lakara' is further characterized by person

(called purush) as, first person, second person

and third person. Further, each person has

three numbers, namely, singular, dual and

plural. Therefore, for a given dhatu 1 80 options

exist to form a pada At the end of the

morphological process, the verb contains

information about action, time, number, voice

and so on.

Sandhi

In the process of forming a pada, the two

elements, namely, the base and the suffix

undergo certain transformations under given

conditions. Once the process of transformation

ends, we have a final base and a final suffix.

At this stage sandhi becomes operational.

Sandhi is a process whereby two phonetic

elements coming into close contact are

substituted by a third single sound unit A

sandhi type depends on the last phonetic

element of the first word and the first phonetic

element of the second word. Sandhi is the

final step in the formation of a pada.

Conclusion

The Paninian method of word-formation may
be summerized as follows: The various

word-types are categorized and

sub-categorized based on specific criteria and

the common features underlying their

formation are captured by general rules. Those

which show a deviation from the regular forms

are accounted by exception rules. Thus, with

the help of general and exception rules, the

multitude of language forms are accounted for.

Hence it is not necessary to consider individual

bases, as they come under one category or

other and relevant rules get applied to arrive

at the desired result Thus, with a finite set

of rules, the infinite variety of language forms

are accounted far. One can, therefore, describe

Paninian system as a generative grammar.

The formal features of Astadhyayi have also

bearing on linguistics, knowledge

representation, cognitive science and natural

language processing. The nature of devices

used by Panini could also be of interest in

other disciplines, such as Computer Science,

Al and Combinatorics with respect to optimality

of code, compactness, logical design, ordering

of rules, formalism etc.

It may not be an exaggeration, therefore,

when Briggs claims that "Artificial Intelligences

is a young field and has an old grandfather

even though it may not realise it. This

grandfather has millenia of experience which

should be utilized in solving current problems"

and says finally "If the Vaiyakarana approach

is not examined, current Al work will go

unnecessarily reinventing the wheel millenia

years old."
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"Rasa -the Mystic Diamond55

Sri T. Koteswara Rao

Synopsis

i*S. Eliot, one of the greatest poets

f the modern age, writes: "And the still point

>f the turning world neither FLESH nor

LESHLESS"

Neither from, not to-wards, at the still point

here the dance is:

But neither arrest nor movement, And do

lot call it fixity.

Where past and future are gathered. Neither

novement from, nor towards, Neither ascent

lot decline;

Except for the point, the still point

There would be no dance and this is only

dance (Four Quartreis) And this still point is

dance.

"Natya Eva Rasah"

7here js a latent movement in this stillness.

That is santa, the mystic diamond. And that

is a stillness in patent movement too. And

this is the seed or Seat of Eight Rasas, and

the latent stillness is Santa.

Viswanatha, a great epic poet, tells, "Rasa

is the latent wonder to be unearthed" and

to be sought by the fire or askises - Through

"Tapogni
11

. That is why Rasa is the mystic

diamond And here it is compared with Sita

who was seen by Hanuman - The seer poet

- first in his heart, only afterwards in the

Ashoka-Vana outside.

Rasa the Mystic Diamond

"This Gem of samsara possessed of the

properties of the five desires, becomes life

poison in its unpurified state, but when purified

it becomes ambrosia" -
Hevajra Tantra

Modern psychology says that there is a

primitive good old and wise man in every
human consciousness. He can be brought out

by the process of individuation, that is the

manifestation of our innerself which dawns

upon the horizon of consciousness- when we
try to probe into our psychic depths. This is

the wisdom which dances upon the

conscious-mind. The wisdom itself is the dance
of Nataraja, the cosmic Rhythm or Rasa-the

bliss that lingers or flows as an under current

of the entire phenomenal life.

There is a drawing that was manifested

through a patient of professor jung in which
an old gentleman with closed eyes, was painted

holding a gem in his folded hands. The gem
of wisdom is lustrous colour spectrum that

is hidden as the secret of life. If we unearth

it the whole cosmos will be turned up as a

polished diamond - the Rasa.

There is a scintillating Tantrik work -

"Vignana Bhirava
1 '

by name, which is

re-manifesled in the modern age, by the

greatest mystic, Bhagvan Sri Rajneesh under
the name of "The Book of Secrets". All he

scholars of Rasa, are well informed that this

Tantra is the basis of it Hence, scholars like

Kshemendra often quoted this luminous Tantric

work. Quite recently professor Massan and
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his colleague too quoted this tantra as the

basic philosophical system of the Rasa

theory.

This tantra categorically says that life

phenomina is nothing but Bliss if we experience
this life with a meditative mind, will be seized

to
play

its role of chimera and will become
a divine cosmic play which is the eternal Natya
of "The Bliss", the essence of the "Whole
Existence". Hence, this tantra addresses to

experience daily routine affairs like

eating-walking-sleeping etc. the ordinary life

phenomena, the entrire cosmic outward

phase-the mask, just by involving our total

self as a dancer involves in his dance. The
dance and the dancer are inseperable entities.

Just like that the phenannena of life will become
the Noumina. This experience belongs to the

total l-ness, which is not factual and fractional

while the phenomena is factual and fractional

and Noumena is total undivided truth. Let me
cite n aphorism from the above said

illuminating Tantra.

"Look lovingly at some object. Donot go
to another object Here in the middle of the

object
- the blessing" this is why the modern

vedic sage Sri Aurobindo said that entire life

itself is Yoga. The attitude of Yoga-or
meditative mood of mind is being created by
Natya or a Drama. That is why sage Bharata

named this illuminating work as Natya Sastra

that is the science of Rasa-the Dance.

What is a Drama afterall?

It describes the life which is not

schizophrenic or mechanical. To put it succintly
the play of the opposite forces is what we
call life. Description means what? I presume
a colourful painting of the world, a recreated

brilliant image, a refraction of the world.

The absolute pondered over his mind when
it is stressed by an incessant desire of cosmic
creation reflected totally in the mirror which

is nothing but his cosmic l-ness called "Idam"
which is sakthi Tatva or Vimarsa or Devi.

When the creator reflected totally in his

cosmic mind there appeared the world as
refraction of that reflection. Hence the cosmos
is the image of that total self. Hence it is called

"Sukrta"-well manifested - by Taittireeya,
because he entered himself totally. Likewise
the poet is totally reflected in his creative

energy-Pratibha. As vimarsa to the lord and
refracted as poetry and the Rasika ponders
over the beauty of poetry by reflecting himself

in the mirror of his consmic l-ness or innerself

and identifies with it. Immediately the function

of chewing starts-"Rasanam" - or the cosmic
I

- ness. This stage the individual self is

annhilated or merged. This is the meaning of

sringara
- "Sri Hinasayam" which kills the

individual l-ness. Here one thing should be

kept in mind. That is dance (art) does not

discard life. It rather transcendes it by the way
of synthetisation. The Rasa tantra addresses
the mankind to transcend the life in order to

visualise the principle of dance under the garb
or mask of this world-phenomena. If the mask
is dropped out the real face is visualised. If

we balance these two opposite forces.

Dwandva we attain at the unive/sal harmony
Rasa, the manifestation of bliss - the ocean
of nectar. Hence Rasa is the greatest synthesis
of the opposite principles which is a
tremendous exposition of the Indian culture.

Now the Rasika, conneisseur immersed in

the total experience which is called by
Sivadvaitins of Kashmir "Channatkara"-the

vimarsa experience. This is the experience of

total hwho is the Bhokta or enjoyer of the

entire cosmic play which is a Bhoga-to him.

At this stage the prekshaka will become Eswara,
the cosmic Dancer. That is why he is called

prekshaka-"Pra-eksha-ka" - means one who
visualises the cosmic play as a total undivided

being that is universe, but not a

multiverse-Anekatva-through Nanatva). So the
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^rekshana, karma is a meditation. God the

greater himself created the cosmic dance of

ife with prekshana karma only. That is why
n Brahma-Sutra there is a chapter called

'khsitr-Adhi-Karana." Prekshana means

Angara vekshana with which He merges in

She-'ldam" This is cosmic Srngara of Siva

and Parvathi which is extolled by the Tantra

^/idya and that is why the Srngara becomes
the foremost among the nine.

So Rasa sutra given by the cosmic

alchemist-the sage Bharata is an alchemical

principle by which the Prekshaka will be given
a situation to rediscover the elixir of life in

himself through the phenominal life itself,

without discording the matter and he discovers

the diamond in his mortal attire, the coal.

Let us examine now the aphorism of Rasa.

Vibhava, Anubhava, Vyabhicharibhava, and

Sattwikabhavas will correspond to four levels

of the psychic man (chaitanya purusha

according to Sri Aurobindo) because the

mental being and vital being and physical being

will be dominated by the psychic being or

in other words the first of the three beings

will be submerged in the phychic and at this

level pure l-ness remains who is complete

psychic being a portion of the upanishadic

self. Body, mind, the heart every thing will

flow into this cosmic purusha as the rivers

flow and fall in the ocean where there is no

distinction. And this type of phenomena is

described by the great "Mundaka-upanishad"
in a beautiful style.

Vibhavas - the human being

Anubhavas - Actions (these actions are nothing

but Natya that means which are manifested

through the meditative mind according to

vignana Bhairava or karmayoga according to

Bhagavadgeeta).

Vyabhicharis- Movements of the Individual

mind waves of the ocean.

Sattavikas- Involuntary actions.

Sthai- Psychic rudimentary emotion or psychic
tendencies.

This is the bio-psychical structure of the

human being. Now Uddeepanas will be

substituted by the existence - Nature. It gives

a fillip to the mind, Nature creates the

background music. Then the eternal music of

the divine flute is heard. The SthyayTbhava,
which is enclosed in the inner cloister or the

unconscious is manifested. Then the total being

of man comes fore-front i.e, the

Rasapurush-where there are no physical being,

mental being and vital being. This total being

is nonelse than the cosmic being who is Kavi,

Prekshaka, and Nayaka of the Drama. When
this phenomena is carved out of the rock (or

grava) the silpa appeares itself. Mangala sloka

of the great Dhvanyaloka-Lochna extolls the

same thing.

(Jagat Grava Prakhyam-Nija Rasa Bharat

Sarayati)

Here I would like to remind you the

Grava-sukta of Rigveda where the seer

eulogises the stones, when they spring out

the Rasa or Soma which is nothing but the

content of bliss hidden in the inner most centre

of the stone. This is the dance of bliss. Dance

itself is Rasa "Natya Eva Rasah" as was said

by the greatest mystic comnentater of Natya

Sastra, Sri Abhinava Gupta. Here is a Mantra

of Grava Sukta (10.8.4Rg) %

"They (the stones) roar like a hundred, like

a thousand (men), they cry aloud with green
tainted faces; obtaining the sacrifice, the pious

stones through their piety partake of the

sacrificed food, even before (Agni) the invoker

(of the Gods) "Wilson/'

The Same grava of this sukta appeared in

the mangala sloka of Dhvanyaloka. In that

Mantra Soma was eulogised, here Rasa. Both

are the nector of the rock or the rhythmic
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movement of the cosmic self. And the definition

of the Atma according to Sri Sankara

"Spandana or movement" Now the grava or

stone drops away it's out-ward appearance
the mask and, there is a melliflous flow of

soma showers over the seer, who is the total

being.

This Grava is nothing but seven tyred hill

of existence-Gin. And Girisa is the

Antahpurusha who resides in the centra! point.

Giri means which swallows the innerself, the

Girisa means who, swallows the Giri-exsstence,

and dances over it.

That is why the Sthayi is not mentioned

in the Rasa Sutra and which was pointed out

by Sri Sankara. Kavya or Drama creates only
a situation by which the Prekshaka

disinterstedly involves in it completely when
he immerses himself the Sthayi starts to flow

out like the soma from the Rock of the Rgveda.
So Rasa in its true sense is nothing but our-self.

It wants a situation to be manifested. The

situation thus created by the drama anhilitates

the outer layer of the pshychic being.

Kathopanishad says when external layers
are peeled off, the inner most central point-'the'

golden Bindu appears. And this is the mystic
diamond.

So Prekshaka is a Yogi. At this level it is

a meditative rnind through which this process
of Rasa is being accomplished. That is why
it is a disinterested mood. So Vibhavas created

situation in which we immerse. Then the sthayi

is being chewed. Hence Rasa is not the effect

of Vibhavas There is no cause and effect

principle in between these two things Vibhavas

and Rasa, like liberation of Upanishads.
Liberation is not the Sadhya of Bhakti etc.

According to Zen-buddhism-which is an off

shoot of Tantra-man performs action with his

total involvement This total involvement

without any expectation in the action is called

Za-Zen-sittsng idly or performing the duties with

complete I-ness, then the act is yoga or Dhyana.
Then Satori happens like a flash of lightning

(Satori means Glimpse of bliss). In the great
Mantra of Namaka "Traiambakam Yajamahe"
- also the liberation is compared to the fallen

fruit of cucumber. Here also it is mentioned
that Muktl is not an effect of devotion etc.

So Rasa is not a product which can be

acquired, by something. Our complete
involvement in the given situation only helps
us to chew the element of Rasa. This is a
kind of Samadhi, where every aspect of life

is a divine thing to be meditated upon. So
the situation itself is an Indhana or fuel to

enkindle the innerfire which is the diamond
of the mystic. That is why Agni appeared as

RATNA-DHATAMAM to the Seer Madhu
Chandas. (Rgveda).

There are eight Rasas/Nine. In rasa theory
there are two important aspects to be noted.

1. Synthesis

2. Transcendentalisation.

The theory of Eight rasas might be the

Formula in which santa was not conceived
at all. And the theory of Nava rasas is the

principle of transcendentalisation. There are

Eight Rasas. Four are positive and four are

negative. Krodha-soka-bhaya and jugupsa are

negative which disturb our mental equipoise.

Rati, Hasya, Utasha, Vismaya are positive

movements of our psyche. What is the secret

of four plus four? The reason is that these

are the opposite principles which are the

esence of human emotions. That is why these

are discorded in philosophy. And santa is the

ninth that is the basis of Rasa which is hidden

as the secret point in everything. If we want
to balance the opposites and try to create a

Harmony what is the basic principle? In

alchemy mercury (pada rasa) is the basic metal.

It is the Tatastha Brahma of Indian vedanta.

In like manner in this theory of rasa ninth
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Jement is the basic principle as Tatastha

Jrahma upon which the entire colourful

^anorama of the cosmic drama is being

snacted: In the veda, creation is called Navama.

"he principle of the eight is the outward

rejection of the hidden one-the ninth principle,

"he diamond is the pyramedical Triangle in

nystic language. The apex is Shantarasa and

he two lower points are veera and Srngara.

"his straight line-the principle of life, represents

Utha and Kama,~Ardha is the principle of

>ower according to Adler and Srngara is the

>rinciple of pleasure according to Freud; and

he principle of the unconsciousness of Jung

>eiongs to the apex from which the lower

wo points are formed. That is why the ninth

>rinciple Navama Tattva is the hidden

>rinciple-this belongs to the upper hemishpere.

This tringle symbolises the three layers of the

luman consciousness. Veera is conscious

>rinciple-where society exists. Sub-conscious

s kama and un-conscious is Santa. The culture

>f India visualised this pyramidal structure of

ife and named it the gem or "vasu." This

/vhole cosmos is called by the Veda

Vasu-dhana-kosa" that is the existence. To

dentify with the Vasu-dhana-kosa is to dig

xrt the Vasu or Gold which is nothing but

;he inner self.

Hence the soul is called vasu which is hidden

n the principle of matter. The immortal is the

Yidden truth of this kosa-mortal body so if

we identity with this kosa i.e. mortal body

completely briliant gem is un-earthed. That

s the mortal emotions Uthasaha, Rati etc. are

;o be transcendentalised in to veera and

srngara rasas. Transcendentalisation means to

rans-figure the mundane life-lower being in

;o higher being, that is Rasapurasha.

Diamond may mean etymologically dio-dwa

Dr dwi. 'Monde* colourful world. So diamond

means the closescence of two colourful

worlds: (1) the apex is upper hemisphere,

santa. (2) the two lower points represent the

conglameration of numerous polarities the

riddle of the sphinx, the world. That is a

phenomenon which is always a dwandva or

Aneka. This is the pyramidal structure of the

theory of Rasa.

If we cut off the apex, at lower base the

diamond forms a square-two obtuse and two

acute angles. These four points AB&CD

symbalised four major Rasa-Janaka Rasas.

Veera, Srngara, Raudra and Beebhathsa. From

these four, four minor resaas are produced
or suggested Abhuta, Hasya, Karuna, and

Bhayanaka. Veera and srngara are actue

angles and Rowdra and Beebhatsa are obtuse

angles. The first pair is purusha-ardha rasas

which represent Luminous sun, while the

second pair is the shadow of our psyche. Or

in other words the first is the symphyony and

the other is the choatic sounds of disorder,

the first is the real purusha and the other is

the Chaya purusha that is to be transfigured.

So the second pair is a purusharatha. That

is why there is no place for these rasas as

major rasas in our literature. These are given

only a minor role to play. Anga rasas. Then

we have to face a question. Why did the sage
Bharata give a prominent place to the minor

Rasas in the scheme of his Rasa theory?

Because they represent the dark-side of our

psyche. That amounts to say it has also a

great role to play in moulding the psyche
towards the inward journey of our soul.

Pleasure and pain righteousness and

unrighteousness are intermingled to form this

world. In the order of reality or existence, first

there is the consciousness of division, of

trenchant separation like good and evil, night

and shadow. This is the outlook of the individual

consciousness, next the consciousness

enlarges and envelopes the whole existence,

the pair of opposites-the warf and woof is

embraced and rounded off to form a secret

and magic harmony. This is the transformation

of the horrific face-ghora into beautiful

face-Aghora. This is the status of cosmic or
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universal consciousness. That is why Natya
is defind by Bharata himslef $s "the life that

is spinned out of the two threads-pleasure
and pain become Natya through Abhinaya."

That means the sama is the equipoise or

the equilibrium of our psyche. It is the pivot

or nave of the eight spoked Iron wheel of

the world. The hidden unkindled fire, and

integar which is not smirched with its smite.

The sama itself is felly or the circumference.

The bindu itself is the Bandhu (felly). Hence

it is said that santa is the catalytic agent Not

only that the sama is the hidden principle which

lies behind every turmoil of the psychic

emotions, without which the Uddhata, Rasas,

are not at all possible to be mainfested. It

means that the disturbing psychic emotions

like krodha, Soka, Bhaya and Jugupsa cannot

be transmitted into the corresponding rasas.

The same thing is proclaimed by the great

Isa-vasya "Tato~Na-Vijugapsate."

So santa is the still point, the stillness which

is hidden in the turmoil of the world.

Here Natya is the principle of trnasmutation

of the carbon element, coal, into a diamond
or Rasa is the golden lotus fully bloomed out

of the mud of carbon, and the sutra of rasa

is a claVis of the riddle of the world that is

to be solved.

Sage Bharata who is one of the great seers

of this holy land, who deciphered the code
of the malignant life. And Sri Abhanava Gupta
Pada is the best commentator of that mystic

Aphorism of Rasa. He is the vajra chedaka
from whose divine intoxicated tongue the

goddess of Rasa Saraswathi descended to the

schizophrenic mortal world with a view to

transfiguring it by disclosing its real face.

And this paper is an offering to that

Rasamurthy Abhinava Saraswati.

Kavi himself had this Rasanubhava prior to

the prekshaka. The experience of Rasa filled

up to the brim of the poet's heart. Then only
it gushes out in the shape of a word which
is the beautiful garment of mansion or the

experience. So poetry is an ud-Geetha in the

upanishadic language and god is called

ud-gayanah. When the element of bliss fills

the heart there will be an up-roar, a word
dance. Then the seer becomes the poet and

says I realised" "Aham Veda". Ljsten! my dear
sons of eternity". This is the process of the

creation of poetry.

This is an echo of the famous
Ud-Githa-saman. Udgeetha = proclaimed or

sung highly upto skies. (SaAma-She or Vak
Ama-Pavana or Vital force.)

The breath of the poet is sama and it is

proclaimed highly for his fellow beings. That
is Ud-geetha-Rasa.

References

*
Who has seen the primeval creation, seen-how the

Boneless supports the bony.

Where is the life, the Blood, and the spirit of Mother
Earth? Who is the pupil approaching a teacher to explain?

(Rgveda-1- 164-4)



Dramatist Saga from
Korada to Gurazada

1 he modern Telugu Drama Art form
took its roots during the beginning of the

second half of the last century. The advent
of Printing presses in Madras, Vizagapatam
and other towns and the enormous
socio-Gultural revolution brought about by Raja
Ram Mohan Roy and savants like

Surendranath Banerjee have had an indelible

impress on some of the native scholars, who
have gradually been attracted towards English
education. An excerpt from page 308 of Sri

Surendranath Banerjee's book "Nation in the

Making" 11925) throws some light on this

aspect

"Our fathers, the first fruis of English
Education were violently pro-British. They
could see no flaw in the civilization or the

culture of the west They were charmed by
its novelty and its strangeness. The
enfranchisement of the individual, the

substitution of the right of private judgement
in the place of traditional authority, the

exaltation of duty over custom, all came with

the force and suddenness of a revelation to

an oriental people who knew no more binding

obligation than the mandate of immemorial

jsage and venerable tradition. Every thing

English was good, even drinking of Brandy
A/as a virtue, everything not English was to

:>e viewed with suspicion".

About Sanskrit System of Education, the

/iews of Rajah Ram Mohan Roy can be

gathered from page 100 of "English works
tf Raja Rammohan Roy - Panini Edition -

Sri Ganapathi Raju Achutarama Raju

which contains his letter dated 1 1th December,
1823 to Lord Amherst, Governor General of

India - (Selection from Educational Records)

"This seminary (similar in character to those
which existed in Europe before the time of

Lord Bacon) can only be expected to load

the minds of youth with grammatical niceties

and metaphysical distinctions of little or no
practical use to the possessor or to society.
The pupils will there acquire what was known
2,000 years ago, with the addition of vain

and empty subtleties since produced by
speculative men I beg your Lordship will

be pleased to compare the state of Science
and literature in Europe before the time of

Lord Bacon with the progress of knowledge,
since he wrote. If it had been intended to keep
the British nation in ignorance of real

knowledge, the Baconian philosophy would not

have been allowed to displace the system of

the school men .... In the same way the Sanskrit

System of Education would be the best

calculated to keep the country in darkness,
if such had been the policy of the British

legislature".

The influence of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and
Kesab Chandra on the greatest Telugu social

reformer- scholar Kandukuri Veeresalingam is

too well known and so needs no mention here.

Suffice it to state that in the third decade of

the 19th century itself, we have had English

system of education in some cities and towns
of some parts of the country. The Canadian

Baptist Mission High School, Vizagapatam was
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established in 1836 and the Centenary
Celebrations of the stated school took place
in 1936, when I had my debut on the stage
with an indianised Thackeray's English playlet
It is believed that Sri Vavilala Vasudeva Sastry
( 1 85 1

-
1 897) a scholar in Oriental and Telugu

Languages and winner of Macdonald Gold

Medal in his BA Degree which he secured

by private appearance was the first Telugu

play-wright to have translated an English play
into Telugu in the year 1 875, by his Translation

of Julius Caesar of Shakespeare. It is also

established that he had translated Bhavabhuti's

Uttara Rama Charitha into Telugu. His preface
in English dated 9.1 1.1883, to Vttara Rama
Charita' reads as follows

"
But, when, after

what may be termed the revival of Telugu
Literature has set in, it has struck my Guru,

Brahmasri Korada Ramachandra Sastry garu
of Machilpatam, how sadly defective our native

tongue was in dramatic works - not to speak
of the consequent absence of facilities to

elevate the moral tone of the masses, the great

Pandit translated Veni Samharam of

Bhattanarayana, whose Telugu version has,

some how not yet passed through the press.

Mr. Kokkonda Venkata Ratnam Pantulu

residing in Madras, followed in the wake and

published his version of the 'Narakasura Vijaya

Vyayoga' of Dharrnasuri. Then Sriman

Paravastu Venkata Ranga Acharya Avarghal
of Vizagapatam, commenced translating the

well known Sakuntala.... Afterwards, my friend,

Mr. Kandukuri Veeresalingam ... has taken up
the same play." That was a period of

confluence of two cultures, when the twain,

the East and West strained to meet. It was
the dawn of a new culture, abhorred by some,
tolerated by others and accepted in toto by
some. It may be pertinent to note that the

three metropolitan Universities in Madras,

Bombay and Calcutta were established during
the year 1857, the year in which there was
the great revolt against the British, the first

war of Indian Independence.

Majority of the Telugu Drama historions agree
that Sri Korada Ramachndra Sastry's Man/an
Madhukareeyamu is the first Telugu Drama
written on the lines of the traditional Sanskrit

Drama in or about the year 1860, an year
before Tagore was born, though it was printed

very late in or about the year 1 908. According
to some it is 'a four act play 'similar to Bhava
Bhuti's "Malati Madhavam"\n theme and form

conforming to the rules of Sanskrit Drama. Even
the title of the play suggests the conscious

adaptation of the rule relating to giving title

to a book, that it should be either suggestive
of the theme, content, or suggest the main

sequence or incident, or should be named after

the lead characters and so on. The heroine

of the play is Manjari while the hero is

Madhukara, the allegorical touch in their names
is patent and needs no elaboration.

Undoubtedly it is an original work, that paved
the way for modern Telugu play writing, the

fact having been accepted and acknowledged
by the successive play wrights. Sri Korada
Ramachandra Sastry was born in 1816 A.D.

in his maternal grandparents' house in

Kesanakurru of Amalapuram Taluq of East

Godavari District. He had served as Telugu
Pandit for over forty three years in Noble High
School and college, Masulipatam and died in

the year 1900 A.D. He had authored thirty

one books out of which twenty two are in

Sanskrit, Seven are translations into Telugu,
while two are original Telugu books. Sringara

Sudharnavam, Kamalanandam are 'Bhanas',

while 'Ramachandra Vijayamu' is a 'Vyayoga'.
The Sanskrit plays translated into Telugu are

Tripurasura Vijayamu, Unmattha Raghavam -

Mudra Rakshasam
f Sakuntalam, VenJ

Samharam - and Uttara Ramacharitam.

The esteem in which Sri Korada

Ramachandra Sastry was held by his students

can well be illustrated by Sri Vavilala Vasudeva

Sastry's preface to Uttara Rama Charita cited

above. Sri Vavilala learnt Nataka & Alankara

Sastra under the tutelage of Sri Sastry garu.
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The first English play to be translated into

Teiugu was Julius Ceaser published in 1876
A.D. He was one of the earliest Teiugu play
wrights to introduce colloquial language to

some characters. He has also translated

Bhavabhuti's Uttara Rama Charita in 1 88 1 A.D.

and Sudraka's Mrichakatika in 1892 A.D. His

original play Nandakarajyam (1880) full of

poems deals with the abuse of beaurocratic

authority, the autocracy of the king Nandaka,
and the plight of the army and the people.
It could not be staged, probably due to the

political situation of those days. Sri Gurajada
Sree Rama Murthy garu followed suit and
translated Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice"

into Teiugu and published it by January, 1 880.
Sri Vavilala Vasudeva Sastry wrote many books
and passed away on 13th June, 1897 after

enriching Teiugu literature.

Sri Kokkonda Venkata Ratnam Pantulu

known as "Andhra Johnson" and who is

remembered as the multifaceted Andhra

genius, the pioneer of many movements in

social reform, literature, publication, journalism,

etc., His Narakasura Vijayam, a translation of

Varanasi Dharma Suri's Sanskrit 'Vyayoga' was
first published in 1872 A.D. It is believed to

be the first Teiugu drama to be printed. He
has even invented new prosodies for his play.

His other plays include Dhananjaya Vij'aya

Vyayogam (1894) and Prasanna Raghavam
(1872).

Whatever might be the claims of other

play-wrights about the greatness of their

respective social plays and the social purpose

they proclaim as their motivation, it can be

said Sri Kandukuri Veeresalingam Pantulu,

whom Dr. C.R.Reddy equates to Voltaire, is

the fore-runner of purposeful social plays. His

Brahma Vivaham first published in the first

issue of his "Hasya Sanjeevini" took the

readers and audience by storm and was the

talk of the town. It dealt with the social evils,

child marriages, Kanyasulkam (Bride money)

and oldrnan marrying. The second social play
Vyavahara Dharma Bodhini dealt with courts,

dispensation of justice, touting etc. It earned
the nickname Pleader Play. It may be mentioned
here that the said play was enacted

experimentally by Andhra University Theatre
of Arts a

couple
of years back and its theme,

charm and dialogue and fragrance sustained
the interest of modern audience even after more
than 120 years of its first stage production
in the Vizianagaram Maharajah Girls School
at Rajahmundry. It had won the play-wright

great acclaim from many and also criticism

from a small section. Dewan Bahadur Valluri

Jagannadharao Pantulu garu wrote to Sri

Kandukuri on 3.8.1880 cautioning him against
the effects of such satires thus. "I see you
are mercilessly exposing the faults of the young
Rajahmundrians. Harsh exposition will some
time do more harm than good, while they lower
the whole community in the estimation of

foreign nations. As a journalist you must

perhaps take also into consideration the indirect

evil influence, which your assertions may some
times exert on foreign mind. Think not that

vernacular papers are left unnoticed by the

authorities. If you will pardon me, I will point
out that some of the passages in your Vyvahara
Dharma Bodhini are too sweeping and

condemnatory. You have over-drawn the

picture altogether. The Plot and design are

no doubt admirable".

There is a misconception prevalent among
the historians of Teiugu Drama that a parsi

company, (Altekar Company managed by Joshi

brothers of Alte, a village near Sangli in

Maharastra) also known as Dharwada Drama

troupe which toured Andhra area in 1880 had

influenced Teiugu stage to a very great extent.

It may be said that their stage and Theatre

prompted the already flourishing Teiugu stage

to rediscover its identity. Even before their

Drama pandal in Rajahmundry was removed,
Sri Veeresalingam pantulu garu translated

Sriharsha's Rathnavali and Shakespeare's
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Comedy of Errors into Telugu within no time

and got those two plays successfully

performed in that pandal.

Earlier in 1875 itself Sri Kandukuri

Veeresalingam Pantulu desirous of translating

Kalidasa's Abhignana Sakuntalam into Telugu

procured printed texts from Calcutta, Bombay
and many other places as also a manuscript

from a Rajahmundry Scholar and found that

they differed in the Textual stories. He

published translation of two acts in his

Vivekavardhini Journal in 1876 and stopped

rendering the remaining acts into Telugu,

having learnt that Sri Paravasthu Ranga

Charyulayya garu of Visakhapatnam had

translated the entire text and published it in

his Sakala Vidyabhivardhini Patrika, so that he

might read it and publish his work later. The

first issue of that magazine from Vizagapatam

was published by Guduru Venkata Krishna Rao

Pantulu. As Sri Paravasthu varu also could

not complete, Sri Kandukuri having waited for

some time, got one book from Madras in

Telugu script and published his translation in

the year 1883. The Indian conscience during

the last decade of the 1 9th century can best

be illustrated from Swami Vivekananda's

lecture on a monday night in February 1895
for the Brooklyn Ethical Association in America

on the subject "India's Gift to the world".

Among other gifts he mentioned "In literature,

our epics and poems and dramas rank as

high as those of any language; our

"Shaguntala" (Shakuntala) was summarised

by Germany's greatest poet, as "Heaven and

Earth United"...., (The complete works of

Vivekananda Vol 2 page 512. 2nd Edition

March, 1989 of Advaitha Ashrarna, Calcutta)

Either consciously or unconsciously stung

by the Western impact on cultural values and

scenting its gradual erosion, the nationalist in

the scholars awoke and many Sanskrit dramas
have been rendered into Teiugu during that

part of the century. Their exercises on

'Sakuntala' are many. Though it cannot be said

of the greatest social play of all climes and
all times Sudraka's MRICCHA KATIKA, the

'Heaven Meets Earth Play' was rendered by
hundreds of Scholars in all regional languages
and Telugu Translations, are also many.

Sri Kondubhotla Subrahmanyam Sastry,

wrote about thirty pauranic prose plays. Sri

Kandukuri Veerasalingam- and Chilakamarti

Lakshminarasimham have also written prose
plays.Nadendla Purushothama Sastry of

Masulipatam revelled in Hindi play writing and
production, having written thirty two plays
between 1 884-86. He has a few a Teluguplays
Ramadas and Harischandra also to his credit;

Sri Nadella was the first to introduce songs
in the plays.

In 1889 Chilakamarti wrote "Keechaka

Vadha, Sreerama Jananam, Gayopakhyanam
and Drowpadi Parinayam" as prose dramas.

Verses were later introduced into

Gayopakhyanam and other plays.

Reverting to Kalidasa's Abhignana
Sakuntalam the scholars of those days vied

with one other to excel in its translation and
over a period of twenty years the successive

translations of the play by Rayadurgam
Narasayya Sastry of Madras Christian College,
Vedam Venkata Raya Sastry, Sanskri Pandit

of Madras Christian College, Dasu Sree Rama
Pandit, and Vaddadi Subbarayudu garu,

appeared, but none could excel Sri Kandukuri's

work. In the year 1 885 Sri Kandukuri translated

Kalidasa's Malavikagnimitram and
Krtshnamisras allegorical mystic play Probodha

'

Chandrodayam. Envying the latter work Sri

Vaddadi Subbarayudu also translated the play
and published it later. At about the same time
Kandukuri wrote Prahlada and Ragamanjari.
The latter one is an adaptation, of Sheridan's

Duanna. He wrote four acts of Harischandra

in the year 1886, which he later completed

by writing the V Act and published in the year
1 889. It has surpassed Sankara Kavi's poetical
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work in grandeur, propriety and lucidity and

won the acclaim of a later scholar like Sri

Gidugu Rama Murthy. His satirical plays Tiryag

Vidwan Maha Sabha and Maharanya

Puradhipatyam published in his Journal Viveka

Vardhani were also received well. His

translation of Sheridan's "The Rivals" as

"Kalyana Kalpavalli" also went off well

Ordinance of 2nd September, 1642 in

Britain decreed that "Public stage plays shall

cease and be forborne," which marked, rather

than caused, the end of the great dramatic

era which had risen to full height in

Shakespeare and had already lapsed into

literary and moral decadence writes G.H.

Nettleston in his "English Drama of the

Restoration and Eighteenth century

( 1 642- 1 780)". It was on 2 1st August 1 660
that King Charless II whose crown was restored

allowed creation of two companies of actors

and establishment of two "Patent Theatres".

It may be stated that the reputation and success

of French play-wright Molieres's (1622-73)

comedies of manners attracted the attention

of English writers, gave birth to two types

of play popular in England in late 1 7th Century,

the heroic play, partly inspired by French

classical Tragedy, eg.Dryden's "Conquest of

Granada'
1

and witty, often immoral comedies

of manners, eg.Congreve's "The way of the

world". That movement is termed as

Restoration Drama. The influence of that Drama

on Sri Kandukuri Veeresalingam Pantulu garu

is traceable in about a dozen of his very

famous, 'prahasanams
1

which he wielded as

weapons to decry the social ills and odd

manners of some people of his' day. The

influence of the works of John Dryden

(1631-1700), Sir George Etherege

(1635-1691), William Wycherley

(1640-1716), William Congreve

(1670-1729), George Farquhar (1678-

1707), Sir John Vanbrugh (1664-1726) of

the Restoration Drama era, and of Francis

Beaumont (1584-1616) and John Fletcher

(1579-1625) on Sri Veeresalingam was

significant and his dexterous adaptation of their

skills had won the enthusiastic praise and

approval of many a later scholar.

An extract from Modem India an English

translation of Swamy Vivekananda's Bengali

article in 'Udbodhana' March, 1899, (Pages

438-487) of Vol. IV of the complete works

of Swami Vivekananda, Mayavati Memoral

Edition. Page 472 & 473:

"And under this vaishya supremacy, thanks

to the strenuous enterprise natural to the

Vaishya, as the objects of commerce are being

brought from one end of the world to another,

so at the same time, as its natural sequence,

the ideas and thoughts of different countries

are forcing their way into the very bone and

marrow of India. Of these ideas and thoughts,

some are really most beneficial to her, some

are harmful while others disclose the ignorance

and inability of the foreigners to determine what

is truly good for the inhabitants of the country.

But piercing through the mass of whatever

good or evil there may be, is seen rising the

sure emblem of India's future prosperity- that

as the result of the action and reaction between

her own old national ideals on the one hand,

and the newly introduced strange ideals of

foreign nations on the other, she is slowly and

gently awakening from her long deep sleep".

It was the nationalistic view during that time.

It is believed by some that Sri Paravastu

Venkata Rangacharyulu (1822-1900) of

Vizagapatam wrote his play "Kamalini Kala

Hamsa" prior to any other Telugu play, at any

rate earlier than Vavilala Vasudeva Sastry or

Kandukuri Veeresalingam, It has been

established by researchers that this great

scholar of Vizagapatam had authored many

books in Sanskrit and Vernacular out of which

"Manjula Naishadham", a seven act play;

"Sakuntalam" ( 1 872), Kamalini Kalahamsa (A

translation of Rajachudamani Dikshita's
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Sanskrit play) and Dasavathara Natakam are
his Telugu plays. He had rendered into Telugu
verse some of the prominent Upanishads,
compiled a dictionary, and wrote concise

grammar in slokas besides the biography in

verse of his student and Ruler of

Sangamavalasa Zarnindari, Rajah Mrutyunjaya
Nissanka Bahadur (1827-1905). Sri

Paravasthu Venkata Rangacharyulu is believed
to have written those books some time between
the period 1850 AD. to 1880 AD. and
flourished as an erudite scholar, honoured by
many great Maharajahs and Zamindars of his

time till he died in 1900 AD.

Dharmavararn Ramakrishnamacharyulu
( 1 853- 1 9 1 2) was a first grade pleader, actor,

singer, producer, play-wright and scholar of

Bellary. He was conferred the title of "Andhra
Nataka Pitamaha" by the Zamindar of Gadwal,
a patron of letters, in 1910 AD. Dharmavaram

Ramakrishnamacharyulu and his friends have
founded 'Sarasavinodini' Sabha in 1885 AD.
Sri Acharyulu's unpublished Kannada play

"Swapna Aniruddarn" was produced on
14.9.1886 and his master piece Chitra

Naleeyam on 29.1.1887, while his Vishada

Sarangadhara was staged in the year 1889.
The first edition of Chftra Naleeyam appeared
in 1894 in print It is recorded by drama
historions that a drama theatre by name
'Ramakrishna Vilas' was inaugurated on
27.7.1907, much later than the theatres in

Coastal Andhra - By that time, 'Jagarrmohini
Mohana Samajann' (1904-1910) of

Masulipatam 'Jaganmithra Nataka Samajam'
(1885-1923) of Vikramadev Varma, Rajah
of Jeypore and others; 'Sri Kalabhilashaka

Samajam', founded in December 1895 by
Marepalli Ramachandra Sastry Kavi garu and
Setti Lakshrninarasimham garu, 'Sangeetha
manini samajam

1

founded by Marepalli Kavi

garu in 1906 'Hindu Nataka Samajam'
(1885-1890) of Rajahmundry, Andhra
Bhashabimani Samajam, (1890-1895)
founded by Vedam Venkataraya Sastry &

Poondla Ramakrishnayya at Nellor, Zamindar
Mothe Narayana Rao's 'Seetharamanjaneya
Nataka Samajam' ( 1 885- 1 890) of Eluru 'Rani

Chellayyammarao's Theatre' in Pitaapuram Fort

(1900-1906) and the one founded by
Maharajah Anandagajapathi Raju of

Vizianagaram in itself were flourishing. The
eminent actors which those associations

produced are not being named here. The above
list of theatre associations is not exhaustive
also.

In addition to the above play wrights of the

Pre-Gurajada period, it is incumbent to

remember the services of multi faceted scholar,
Vedam Venkataraya Sastry (1853-1929) to

Telugu Drama literature. In his master piece
Pratapa rudriyamu, wherein he used slang for

Chakali Perigadu's character the trend for use
of colloquial slang appropriately for proper
characters was set, and it became the premier
in that direction and in quasi historic plays.
His other plays include Bobbin Yuddham, Usha
Natakam, Andhra Abhignan Sakuntalam,

Malavikagni Mithram Vikramorvaseeyam, Sri

Krishna Raya Vij'aya Natkam, Priya Da'rsika,

Uttara Rama Charitham, Rathnavali and
Prathimselc.,

The preeminent poef duo Tirupati Venkata

Kavulu, whose Pandavodyoga Vijayamulu
which still is held Very dear by thousands and
thousands of audience, have translated

Mricchakatika, Mudra Raksham and wrote

Balaramayana, Prabhavathi Pradhyumna,
Sukanya etc., besides the six Maha Bharatha
based plays.

Maha Mahopadhyaya Sri Sripada Krishna

Murty Sastry of Rajahmundry, a great scholar
and poet had contributed to the Andhra stage
many plays of which Bobbin Yuddham is

popular even to this day. His other plays include

Veerasena Vijayamu and Yagna Va[kya.

Sri Vaddadi Subbaraya kavi known as Vasu
Raya Kavi is well remembered as the dramatist
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who gave the best translation of Bhatta

Narayana's Veni Samharam both in regard to

the literary and the production points of view

Mallika Marutam, Chanda Kausikam,

Abhignana Sakuntalam, Vikramorvaseeyam,
Prabhoda Chandrodayam&re some of his other

plays. He is also well known as the author

of Bhakta Chintamani Sataka..

Sri Ghilakamarti Lakshmi Narasimham

(1867-1946) whose Gayopakhyanam play

broke the record of book sales and the poems
in which are so popular even with the

cowherds to this day had written some more

plays like Prasannayadavam,

Parilathapaharanamt
Chathura Chandrahasam,

Tilottama and Prachanda Yadavam, etc., He

was a student of Sri Kandukuri Veeresalingam.

Sri Panuganti Lakshmi Narasimha Rao,

famous for Sakshi articles became famous as

a great playwright with his philosophic play

Radhakrishna and social play Kant

Abharamnam, the letter play is very rich in

colloquial usage and wit and humour and

social purpose. He had written a good number

of plays, puranic and social.

Space constraints allow me to make only

cursory mention of Sri Kolachalam Srinivasa

Rao's Ramaraju or Fail of Vijayanagar and

Sukhamanjari Parinayam. Dhoolipala

Krishnakavi's Kusuma Komala Natakam, Sri

Vikrama Deo Varnna's Srinivasa kalyanam as

some of the good plays of pre-Gurajada period.

Thus the stage was set for Gurajada Apparao

(1862-1915) one of the greatest modern

writers whose entry on to the literary scene

with his Kanyasulkam augured a new era and

opened the gates for new thoughts and literary

usages to flow. His benefactor was Sri Anand

Gajapathi Maharaj of Vizianagaram, whose

court flourished with some of the greatest

scholars, musicians, grammarians, poets and

ustads.

Gurajada undisputedly is a legend. He was
a trend setter, was a voracious reader and

an erudite scholar He had skillfully utilsed his

learning of all that was modern and innovative

in English language and literature and in the

contemporary regional languages. But it can

not be denied that he had made the best use

of the writings of his precursors. Many volumes

have been published on his life and works

by some of his overzealous admirers who went

tq the extent of decrying the entire pre gurajada

literature in Telugu. The books on "Gurajada"

it may be said are not adequate and the study

on Gurajada requires a revision in the present

context, whatever his deifiers might say.



Tragic Plays in Telugu

1 he beginning of tragic plays in Telugu
date back to the second half of the 19th

century, when two torch-bearers came to the

centre stage; one was Dharmavaram Rama
Krishanmacarya and the other was Srinivasa

Rao. In order to stage their own plays they
set up two dramatic soceities. That was the

period when everywhere in the country Parsi

theatricals were predominantly the

crowd-pullers. The presentations were utterly

melodramatic; originally written as such and
produced in the same vein but the genreal
public also being illetrate or neo-literate used
to gustily acclaim those plays. Slowy and

slowly, writer after writer, in all the regional

languages of India, revolted against those type
of plays till they were reduced to skits and
farces only, as interludes between various acts

of drama

Both Dharmavaram Rama Krishnamacarya
(1853-1912) and Srinivasa Rao
(1854-1919) were highly educated and

lawyers by profession. Whereas the former
acted in his own plays the latter directed them
for stage shows. Hence they could attain near

perfection in the production of their stage plays.
Both wrote original plays in Telugu taking
themes from Puranas, epics, folk-tale and

history. Both being good scholars in Sanskrit

and English they incorporated those dramatic

traditions in their plays. They leaned more
towards Western tradition and brought the

genre of tragedy in Telugu.

RamaKrishnamacarya was the pioneer in this

field, his Visada Sarangadhara being the first

tragedy in Telugu. This was first staged in

Smt. T. Susheela

1887 when the public in general welcomed
and appreciated it with avowed gusto and
enthusiasm. He wrote more than 30 dramas
but only 14 are printed and 9 manuscripts
are available. Padukapattabhisekam and
AjamTIa are the two others, which have death
in the end. But Ajamila cannot be taken as
a tragedy for, Ajamila elied plague-stricken in

the end.

Visada Sarangadhara :

The theme of the drama has been taken
form the popular story of Sarangadhara. Like
Romeo and Juliet this is also a tragedy where
fortune, or chance played a very great and
important role. There, Friare Laurence's

messenger could not meet Romeo in time to

avert the tragedy. Similar inicident happened
in this drama also. Raja Raja Narendra tried

the culprit in his court of law and ordered
that his hands and legs be cut off at midnight
A little before midnight, Raja Raja came to

know of Chitrangi's treachery and the havoc
she caused. So he sent a nnessener to the

prison guard to stop the execution till further

orders. But this messenger lost his way in

the darkness of the night and reached the

prison after the execution was over. And
Sarangadhara, even though innocent, had to

meet the punishment of death. Some critics

however felt that it was not a good
craftsmanship of the playwright if a tragedy
was allowed to happen just by such a remote
chance.

Raja Raja, Sarangadhara and Chitrangi are
the three main characters of this play. Raja
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Raja is the tragic hero. He was a king, and
as a man, a perfect human being. But he
had the weakness for lust He married the

young girl who should have been his

daughter-in-law, and caused unbearable

mental torture to her. Raja Raja loved her

much, and too blindly, which ultimately led

to the tragedy. The king did not in the least

suspect any cunningness in Citrangi and had
not the least doubt about his son's guilt

Overpowered by anger he put him in prison
without caring to verify the veracity of the

allegation. Next day the hearing of the case

was begun in the presence of the ministers.

Matimanta, the minister and well-wisher of

Sarangadhara vehemently vouchsafed for the

good conduct of Sarangadhara. But

Matimanta's words instead of creating any
doubts about Chitrangi and her false the

accusation$,evoked more anger in the king.

Raja Raja was a man of principles, He was
afraid to convict and sentence the prince

without a trial and without knowing the verdict

of the people. So he heard the whole case

in the court. The prince did not argue anything
in self defence. This further strengthened his

suspicions about him. He could only visualise

his son committing the grave act of molesting

the step-mother. So he set aside all filial love

and affection, and orderd that his hands and

legs be cut off. The king being ignorant of

the true facts of the case committed the fault

of sentencing Sarangadhara. Such a fault was
found in Othello when he killed Desdemona,
out of the ignorance of the true facts of the

case. After the committment of such a fault,

the horror and detestation born out of it should

have also been depicted which this play did

not. Raja Raja was very much repentent for

the mistake committed by him; still the fact

that he married a young girl chosen for his

son does not give a sense of majesty due

to tragedy, nor absolve him of the fault. We
feel sorry for his downfall, but no sympathy.

Raja Raja's death was not shown at the end

of the play. But though he did not die he became
a wreck, a living corpse with the death of

his only son. He wrought havoc where he

thought he was establishing dharma

The character of Sarangadhara was

portrayed as absolutely flawless, that of a noble

man. If he wanted to defend himself he could

have done so. But he did not want to put
his step-mother to shame because he

respected her as his own mother. He was

prepared to die rather than open his mouth.

Subuddhi met him in the prison, and said he

would narrate in the king's court the real

happenings. But Sarangadhara restrained him

from doing so on oath as it would bring

ignominy to Chitrangi. Sarangadhara's sacrifice

and death is heart-rending. His character was

portrayed in such a manner that it appears
as if he, and not the king, was the hero of

the play. His death brought forth the down-fall

of the king. However the character of

Sarangadhara appears wooden, or, unspirited.

It looks as if it was introduced only to reinforce

and magnify the tragic element of the play.

The Playwright had taken particular care in

portraying female characters in all his plays

with understanding and sympathy. Chitrangi's

characterisation was more eloquent and subtle

than that of Raja Raja's. She heard about the

qualities and handsomenss of the prince and

nurtured deep love for him, even before the

proposal came to her or saw him. When the

brahmin sent by Raja Raja came to her she

entreated him to tell her mind and feeling

towards him and see by all possible means

that he married her. But the brahmin did not

tell the prince and so naturally he was ignorant

of her love for him. Even after her marriage

with the old king, and disappointment by the

turn of events, she still entertained love for

the young prince. Of course she preteneded

love for the old king as she herself said in

one place. She tried her best not to transgress
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the code of good conduct as a wife, but then,

she was helpless in .supressing her long

cherished desire. When the prince came to

her palace to take his pigeon back, she thought
that he had come to meet her since he knew
her love for him through the brahmin. When
the prince went away without yielding to her

desires, she naturally felt himiliated. Infuriated

she stood like a beaten snake, threatened him

with dire consequences, To avenge the

ignominy she thought out a scheme of shifting

the whole blame on Sarangadhara. Another

reason for her revenge may be, that during

the course of their conversation the prince

said" If you do not let me go from here, and

tried to stop me, may be you are putting your
foot on a venomous cobra. I may bring danger
to your life." She might have paniced and

become apprehensive of her life, even though
he promised that he would never tell anything.

Out of fear and alarm she might have thrown

the entire blame on the prince, with the help

of the "Uttariya." Her tender love for

Sarangdhara now turns into revenge.

In Rama Krishnamacarya's plays women
characters had pivotal roles as chitrangi in

the present drama. But they did not possess
the masculine traits as the characters of

Shakespearean plays. These playwrights, have

been drawing inspiration, from English writers

especially Shakespeare. Even in this particular

drama under discussion the internal conflict

of the characters has been brought out more

vividly than the outer actions and reactions.

Through dialogues and soliloquies these

playwrights afford an opportunity to peep into

the minds of characters and thereby create

the third dimension. As for example the king's

mental conflict between his filial love and duties

as a king towards dharma, as well as in the

dispensation of justice to his subjects has been

brought out Similarly his mental agony and

torture after knowing the treachery and deceit

by Chitrangi and the innocence of his child

has also been well brought out. In the case

of the Queen her infatuation for the prince

and her duties as a wife kept her tossing

between the feelings of revenga and infuriation

born out of unfulfilled love. This is yet another

example of the convincing portrayal of the

complexity of the mental make-up of the

characters.

As in the case of romantic drama all the

characters in the plays of tf^ese two playwrights

belong to royal families. To ease th seriousness

of a situation, a humorous or lighter situation

or interlude was introduced. They introduced

prologue and epilogue in their dramas, as Purva

Ranga and Uttara Ranga. They used the

Purvaranga to narrate the story already

happened before the start of the drama and

also to telf the changes made in the

charactersation. In this play two brahmins visit

many places and obtain the pictures of

Chitrangi and Chandrakala for

Saragangadhara's sake. The old king seeing
the picture of Chitrangi decided to marry her

himself and marry Chandrakala with his son.

There Chitrangi was already in love with the

prince as she heard about his valour and

beauty. She sought the help of Hlranya in

getting married with the prince. But that brahnnin

not only not helped her in any manner but

on the contrary according to the orders and

wishes of Raja Raja, saw to it, that she married

the king. Thus the playwright justified the

actions of Chitrangi; but for this purvaranga
her action would have been unpardonable.

His other play Padukapattabhisekam has its

source from Valmiki Ramayana. In this also

the outhor has delineated with extreme care

the characters of king Dasaratha and Kaikeyi.

Although it is a Ramayana story the moulding
of characters, vividly look like Shakespear's

play, King Lear. This also confirms the influence

of English writers on these writers. The last

hours of King Lear before his death which

were full of regret and remorse, the feeling

of guilt which wrecked the mind of the king
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has been faithfully followed to describe

Dasaratha's condition for what he did to his

son Rama This state of mind of Dasaratha

was vividly brought out in his entreaties to

Kaikeyi. After Rama leaves for the jungle the

king loses his balance of mind leaving little

doubt of the resemblance of king Dasaratha

with King Lear.

As an apology for the wicked behaviour

of Kaikeyi who was actually as gentle as other

queens and loved Rama as much as Kausalya
loved him, this author has put the blamee on

the wicked maid-servant and destiny. Very

dexterously the author has suggested how all

of us are pawns in the hands of destiny, kings

and incarnation of Gods included. The subtlety,

the master craftsmanship of the author in his

treatment of the drama from one sequence
to the other, from one act to the next, leaves

us spell-bound.

His other two dramas Muktavali and

Chandrahasa were originally tragedies but get

some comic relief from the utter depression

in later parts of the plays. Two other dramas

by the same author, MohinT Rukmangada,
Chlrakari, although are comedies have enough
of tragic elements. This points out to the writers

fascination and inclination for tragic plays.

The Fall of Vijaynagara or Rama Raju
Charitram written by Srinivasa Rao contains

all the elements of tragedy, but for the happy

ending in the last Later on directors and actors

converted this play into a tragedy, and when

staged as such, was well received and

appreciated by the audience. This testifies to

the fact that this play was a perfect tragedy.

The theme of the play was the fall of

Vijayanagara Kingdom, and assasination of

Rama Raju by Patani Rustum, his own son,

in the battle field of Tallikota. This is a historical

play where the playwright interweaved a

remantic love story with the facts of history,

like Scott and other English novelists.

Patani Rustum is the main character as the

tragic hero of the play. He is the son of Rama
Raju from a muslim woman Mehboob Bi. Patani

Rustum entertains hatred towards Rama Raju
because he felt he has humiliated muslims and
muslim women. When the opportunity arrived

he joined hands with Bahmani Sultans and
took a vow to take revenge on the Vijayanagara

King, that he would behead him if they wae
a war against him. As anticipated, finally the

war took place, patani was made the

commender-in-chief, and he beheaded Rama
Raju.

Some of the critics are of the opinion that

Srinivas Rao created the tragic hero, as

Shakespeare had such tragic heroes in his

works and the pattern is strikingly similar. In

Macbeth Duncan was killed while he was

asleep. With a slight change in this play Patani

kills Rama Raju when he was unaware of it

or his joining hands with rivals, getting him

killed as Brutus did in the case of Julius Ceasar.

Here, Asha Bi instigates Patani as lady Macbeth

in the case of Macbeth. Another fine point in

this play is the use of the medium of soliloquy

which is one of the best forms of dramatising

the inner conflicts of the characters while he

is still on the centre-stage, in a very smooth,

easy-to- understand-way.

But the question arises as to why these

writers comouflaged those plays as comedies

which were actually tragedies. The reason may
be two- fold: opposition from the traditionalists,

and mixed response from the general public.

But there is no doubt the viewers enjoyed

witnessing such dramatic performances with

refershing characters that live, move and act.

That is what we understand when

Ramakrishnamacarya said in the introduction

to Sarangadhara that "in spite of its being

staged several times, each time it -became a

problem to provide enough accomodation for

the audience."



Prithiviraj Raaso

Sri N.P. Kuttan Pillai

Jtxaaso Kavyas are found in Apabharamsa
language and later on in Hindi and GujaratL
We have two kinds of raasos - One in lyrical

dance form and the other in the form of metrical

poetry. The origin of the work 'raaso' is not

clear. It might have been derived from Yaasa',

(ao ancient form of dance, connected with

Krishnaleela), or from 'rasik' which means
Kathakavya in ancient Rajasthani.

Raaso Kavyas have been available from
1 2th century. A good number of raaso Kavyas
in both lyrical dance form and Kathatnnak form
were written in the early period. 'Prithviraj

Raaso
1

falls under the second category. It is

the earliest mahakavya written in Hindi by
Chanda baradai who was a real friend and

companion of Prithvirah Chouhan, the King
of Delhi, It is said that both were born on
the same day, lived together and died on the

same day. Chand was one of the lieutenants

and also the court poet of Prithviraj. He was
born in Lahore in 1 1 68. He had four sons,
the last being Jalhan. When Prithviraj was taken

prisoner by Ghori to Ghazni, Chand
accompanied him entrusting the book to his

son to complete it.

"Pustak Jalhan haath dai chali gajjan nrikaaj",
It is also mentioned in the book that it was
completed by Jalhan.

"Raghunaath charit Hanumant Krit,

udhariye jimi, bhoop Bhoj

prithiviraj sujas kavi Chand krit,

Chandnand udhariye timi".

The book has 69 samayas (cantos) and

16, 306 stanzas.

It is in dialogue form. Chands' wife puts the

questions which are answered by the poet,

that is chand himself. Many interrelated stories

appear in between, but the main theme is

centred around Prithiviraj.

The story goes like this. Arnoraj, the

grandfather of prithviraj was the king of Ajmer.
He was from the Chouhan clan. His son was

Someswar, who was married to Kamala, the

daughter of Anangapal, a Tomar King of Delhi.

Prithviraj was the son of Someswar and

Kamala. Sundari was the sister of Kamala and

she was married to Vijayapal, the King of Kanoj.

Rathor Jaichand was his son, Anangapal had

adopted Pithiviraj with the intention of bringing

Delhi and Ajmer, under one empire. Jaichand

did not like it. He conducted a rajasuya to

exhibit his might. Prithviraj did it not participate

in the rajasuya. Being enraged at this, he had

a golden idol of Pithviraj made and had it

placed at his gate. During this time Jaichand

was on the lookout for a suitable match for

his daughter Samyogita. He did not have an

inkling that Samyogita was already in love with

Prithviraj. A swayamvara was arranged for

samyogita to choose a partner. Samyogita
came out with the Varannala in her hands and

garlanded the idol of Prithviraj. Jaichand got
into a rage. Mean while Prithviraj appeared
on the scene and took Samyogita with him.

He was chased by Jaichand's army. Prithviraj

defeated the enemy and reached Delhi safely.
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Jaichand was forced to accept the marriage
as he had no other go.

Shahabuddin Ghori, the sultan of Gazni was
in love with Chitrarekha, the wife of a Pathan

sardar. The Pathan sardar and his wife took

sheltar under Prithvraj. Prithviraj displayed his

generosity by giving them shelter. Ghori asked

Prithviraj to surrender both of them. Prithviraj

refused to do so as it was unbecoming of

a Kshatriya King. The result was that Ghori

attacked Delhi as many as ten times and each
time he was defeated by Prithviraj. Meanwhile

Prithviraj had taken part in several wars and
had wed many princesses. He lived a very
carefree and luxurious life. Owing to this, his

strenght and army power was reduced to a

great extent and disorder spread everywhere.
It was a golden opportunity to Ghori. Ghori

succeeded in taking Prithviraj as his prisoner
to Gazni, after his twelfth attack on Prithviraj.

Ghori tortured him in the most inhuman
manner. After some days Chandabaradai came
to Gazni to be with his master. There Prithviraj

killed Ghori and Ghorfs soldiers tried to capture

Prithviraj and Chandabaradal But they killed

each other before the enemy could capture
them,

Prithviraj is a Rajaput by birth having
inherited the courage of that clan. He has ample

sympathy and pity for the suffering mankind.
Self respect, and an abounding sense of duty
and discipline are the main virtues of his

personality. He gives shelter to his enemy when
asked for it. These are the virtues of a Rajaput
clan.

The language of Prithviraj Raaso is generally

accepted as Dingal, which is a mixture of

Rajasthani and Vrajabhasha. But Prithviraj

Raaso does not show the pure form of Dingal,
As it had changed many hands and obviously

something had been added everytime, the

language is not uniform. Some time we come
across the old form of the language and at

times the language used in the 16th and 17th

centuries. There are words of French and
Arabic origin, besides Sanskrit. But the choice

of words is in conformity with the rasa.

On account of the language and
inconsistencies in historical detail some
scholars doubt the authenticity of Prithviraj

Raaso but there cannot however, be any
difference of opinion about the importance of

the work which helps one to estimate the poetic
form and style of early Hindi poetry.

It reflects the life and social customs of

Rajasthan of the earlier period; It is also a
link between the Apabharamsa and Hindi

literature.



Ekam sad Vipra Bahudha Vadanti

Sri Kota S.R. Sarma

If we do want to get at the 'significance
1

(but not merely the 'sense') of a Vedic quotation

(or any important quotation, for the matter of

that), that has a lot more to it than meets

the eye (or the ear), we must go the source

thereof rather than depend upon ready-made

translations and interpretations, for, more often

than not, we not only miss the original

'meaning' of the quotation taken out of context,

but may also be caught in the web of

crisscrossing (even conflicting, at times)

disputations brought out by subsequent

schools of thought and their ardent adherents.

So, let us look into the source of the aphoristic

statement 'ekam sad vipra bahudha vadanti',

to be able to understand its purport as well

as its import inherent in its first utterance.

SOURCE:

The statment occurs in three places of Vedic

literature:

1. Rgveda - Mandate 1
t
Sukta 164, Mantra

46;

2. Atharvaveda - Kanda IX, Anuvaka 5,

Sukta 2, Mantra 28;

3. Nirukta - Adhyaya VII (forming part of

Daivata - Kanda), iv, 1 8.

It may be better at this stage to note the entire

four-line mantra containing the statement

under consideration:

lndramf Mitram, Varunam, Agnim ahur

atho divyas Supamo Garutman /

ekam sad vipra bahudha vadanti

Agnim, Yamam, Matarisvanam ahuh //

The Atharva text of this mantra has an extra

syllable, 'sa' between 'divyas' and 'suparno'

,
while the Nirukta makes use of this one line

in connection with its exposition on Agni, the

Fire-god.

COMMENTARIES:

According to the (original) commentary

(bhasya) of Sayana (Madhava), this Rgveda

mantra, as a whole, is in praise of Aditya,

generally taken to mean Sun. As such, it is

but necessary to know, at least in translation,

what Sayana says:
*

This Adiya is named -- as Indra, who is

qualified so by his Lordship; as Mitra,

meaning one who protects us from death,

and one who favours the day; as Varuna,

who shields us from sin, and one who favours

night; also as Agni, who is qualified so by

his action of movement and marking. Further

as Garutman, the heaven-born bird of fine

flight-having strong wings, also is this Aditya.

Some may question how one Aditya is thus

differently named. (The answer is that) the

learned ones who know the nature and

essence of gods by their respective epithets

and adjuncts mentioned above, call Aditya,

who is, indeed, one in various ways, as

comprising Indra, Mitra, etc. Further, they call

him as Lightning-Fire, the cause of rain (and

its effects); as Varna, the controller of merit

and demerit; as Matarisvan, the wind blowing

in the skies. Thus is affirmed the identity

of Surya (Sun) with Brahman.
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Sayana, who consulted Nirukta os well, adds

most of what Yaska, the author of Nirukta,

says:

This mantra has been commented upon
in Nirutkta as follws: This Agni (Fire), the

One Great and Grand Self is also called

by men of intellect as Indra, Mltra, Varuna,

Agni, the heaven born Garutman of easy

flight, or one having a Great Soul.

In Nirukta, we find, in addition, the following:

The one, for whom this hymn is recited and

for whom oblation is intended and offered,

is Agni (God or Fire).

Summarising briefly what Sayana and Yaska

have said (using their own words in respect

of SAT), we may say that Brahman (or

Pararnafman) is one and is called by different

names of gods, who are praised and

worshipped for their excelling qualities.

DETAILED ANALYSIS:

Let us now examine each one of the elements

of the quotation, namely "the Subject of

predication", "the Predicator(s)", and "the

Predication", in detail.

EKAM SAT: As regards the syntactical

agreement, Sayana recongnises that Saf is

used in the nominative case instead of in the

objective case, for, in Vedic Sanskrit, case

endings are often substituted one for the other,

and sometimes even elided.
1

So, he says,

"ekam santam" in his commentary.

The concept of Oneness of Aditya (according

to Sayana), or of Agni (according to Yaska)

is evident from the text itself. Whether or not

philosophical thought (in its somewhat

developed form) is co-eval with the

Veda-samhita period, roots of philosophical

ideas are certainly to be found in the Veda

mantras. Both the commentaries, have identified

"Saf" as Brahman or Paramafmaa by the use

of these very words in their commentaries.

"Saf" which is the present participle (in form

but gerundial in function) of the verbal root

'as' (= to be), means "Being" in the sense

of "Ever- Existing". "Sat" has become

synonymous with
te

Satya" (though the latter

is a derivative of the former), and means Truth

and/or Reality, as may be seen in another

Vedic quotation: Safyam Jnanam, Anantam
f

Brahma (Brahman is Truth, Knowledge and

Infinite).

Srfmad BhagavadgTta says:

Om faf sad iff nirdeso brahmanas trividhah

smrtah /

brahmanas tena vedas ca yajnas ca vihitah

pura// (XVII, 23)

Each of the words in the phrase "Om Taf

Saf" severally and jointly stands as a symbol
for Brahman. We know that Srlmad

BhagavadgJta is the quintessence of the

Upanishads, and is, therefore, called

Braham-Vidya. Following the commentaries of

Srf Sahkaracharya and others on the above

phrase, we learn that 'Om' signifies 'Absolute

Supremacy
1

,
"Taf'stands for 'Universality'

2 and

"Sat", as has already been mentioned, means

Truth and Reality'.

Let us now review this statement affirming

"Saf'
G as Brahman, in comparison with three

other statements, two of which do not state

"Saf" in the way we expect, and the third

one does in a mixed wise. They are:

1. NasadasTt no sadasJt tadanJm (in the

samhita-patha, i.e, with words coalescing)

Ma + asat + asJt, no + sat + asft, tadanJm

(in the pada-patha (with words separated)

RgvedaX, 129, 1

This first line of the Nasadlya Sukta (as it

is popularly known) may be translated as

follows:
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There was non "non-being", nor was there

"being", at that time. Commenting on the word

'tadarilm', Sayana concludes that this Hymn
of Creation refers to the situation of an

intermittant annihilation (avantara pralaya).

2. Again, in the Bhagavadgita, we have (as

Arjuna saying to Lord Krishna),

tvam aksaram sadasat tatparm yat (from

verse 37 of Ch. XI)

meaning: Thou art imperishable, the 'being
1

and the 'non-being' and what exists

beyond both of them.

3. Gajendra or the king of Elephants, in

distress, praying to the Lord of the Universe,

says as follows ( Snmad Bhagavata Purana,

Skandha, VIII, sarga 3, Sto/ca 24)

sa vai na devasura martya-tiryan

na sin, na sando, na puman, na jantufa I

nayam gunah, karma, na san, no casan,

nisedha$eso jayatad asesah //

which may be translated thus:

He is, indeed, neither god, nor demon; nor

human; not transverse
4
moving (animal): (He

is) neithfer female, nor eunuch, nor male; nor

quadruped; He is neither 'quality' nor "actor*';

(He is) neither 'being* nor 'non-being*; (He

is) what remains when all else is negated

and eliminated. Hail to such a One, Who
is everything in this (creation).

The use of the grammatical masculine gender

for the Lord of the Universe (Psomatrmn) by

the mention of 'ayam' (He) in the third line,

may be noted here, though speaking of Him

as sexless in the second line of the verse.

What is of immediate concern to us here is

that Brahman is said to be neither 'sat' nor

even 'asaf (na saf + na ca + asal) in the

third line.

In all the three references given above, 'sat
1

as contrasted with 'asaf is explained in various

commentaries on the respective texts, as

follows:

(a) 'sat' is the present world or creation, while

'asaf means the past and the future

creation(s) and the world(s) that are

non-existent in the present;

(b) 'safMs the tangible and gross world, while

'asaf is the intangible and the subtle world,

Le. r in the (pre-) incipient stage, not having
come into existence yet.

Brahman, being enveloped by 'sal' and 'asaf*

Is Itself called 'sadasat
1

, by 'indirect connotation

ilaksana-vrtti) as distinuguished from direct

denotation' (abhidha wlfi). And 'Saf, the pure,

10., the unenveloped Being or Brahman is

beyond 'saf (the manifest creation) and "asaf

fthe unfraanifested power to crealeX In other

works, Brahman is the Rnal Cause5

or Adikartfa

In order to concretise the abowe-mentioned

abstract idea(s), (el us take the tarvgilbe

frustration of Hydroelctriciy. f tie bundle of

factors responsible for fling op the large lake

wih walerfs) whose flow is arrested by the

high dam is 'Saf, the potential energy lying

hidden m the water (s) is 'asaf, *saf not having

been converted into 'Saf kinetic energy as

yet. When the water is , released through
conduits and pipes, the torrential force in the

downflowing water(s) operating the turbines,

generating electriciy and giving us the effects

thereof is 'saf (the manifest form).

In this way, the seeming contradiction in

calling Brahman as Saf (or vice versa) on one

hand, sadasat (both saf and asaf) on the other,

and further-more describing Brahman as

neither saf nor asaf, may be resolved.

VIPRA(H): meaning Men of Intellect In this

connection, it may not be out of place to quote
from a hymn containing a parallel statement:
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suparnam vipra kavayo vacobhir

ekam santam bahudha kalpayanti I

(RgvedaX, 114, 5).

The word 'kavaya(h) has been commented
upon by Sayana as 'Krantaprajnah meaning
persons of surpassing knowledge

1

. They are

not ignorant ones like the six blind men6
in

the poem The Blind Men and the Elephant'
(based on a Hindu fable) by John Godfrey
Saxe.

BAHUDHA VADANTI: In this connection, we
may look into another important statement

"ajayamzno bahudha vyayate"occuring in the

Vajasaneya samhita, Sukla Yajwveda,
following the Purusa svkta that is repeated
from Rgveda. It may be paraphrased as follows:

Brahman (or the Person), not Himself comin.g
into existence, transforms Himself into many.

This seems paradoxical and even a
contradicfion-in-terrns. But if we understand

the implication thereof, there is m> such
contradiction. Brahman does not tose Its

Identity, Infinity and Fulness, m spite of Its

being born (in the sense of Iransfomiedl into

the manifold forms of creation. Its neyer-endirig
manifest forms do not deplete ft. Laws of

Numbers do not apply to Infinity. This is a
Mathematical Axiom. Brahman is beyond
numbers.

Now arise three propositions t reconcile

(the corresponding Sanskrit phrases are given
in parentheses):

1. Brahman transforms Itself as many in

creation (bahudha vijayate);

2. Men of intellect call the manifest forms

of One Reality by different names (bahudha

vadanti)-,

3. Men of Knowledge 'make' the One manyr

that is, mentally recognise the entire

creation comprising infinite number of

forms and names as emanations of

Brahman (bahuda kalpayanti}.

All these three propositions are independently
and together consistent Brahman transforsm

Itself into Creation. Initially men of intellect

recognised Brahman in gods, whom they
praised and worshipped. Next, men of

surpassing knowledge recongnised the whole
universe itself as but transformation of Brahman
(probably according to the vivarta-vada, which

supports the view that decaying creation

returns to Brahman, the Original Power of

creation, rather than perparinama vada. These

propositions constitute the development of

Hindu philosophical thought

References:

1 . supam ma luk... {PMnini's Astadhyayf, VII- 1 -39).

2. In the Mafcat/aicjsa threat Statement), "Tat tvam
asi" meaning *TMt thou art', i.e., You are

Brahman', "thaT ibeing a pronoun, stands not

only for the UNkmwn-Unknowable-Unnamable,
but also represents all things and beings having
names and fomis (namarupatmaka), unmoving
and moving (sthavara-jarigama), inanimate and
animate fJadaesfanaA This fuller meaning of the

Mahavakya logically leads us to the statement
"atmavat sarva-bhutanr, which signifies that one
should recognise all the beings and things in

creation as one's own self, by virtue of the
immanence of Brahman in one and all.

3. 'Sat' with a capital letter is to be distinguished
from 'Sat' with lower case 's' hereafter.

4. amphibious animals, fishes and birds

5. Compare the use of this phrase "Final Cause"
in respect of God or the Highest Spirit by Aristotle,

Plato and other western philosphers of like

thinking.

6. The first one who feels the broad side of the

elephant calls it 'wall';

The second one who feels the sharp tusk of
the elephant calls it 'spear';

The third one who feels the squirming trunk
of the elephant calls it 'snake';

The fourth one who feels the about the knee
of the elephant calls it 'tree';

The fifth one who feels the waving ear of the

elephant calls it 'fan';

The sixth one who feels the swinging tail of

the elephant calls it 'rope'.



Hinduism - it's relevance

to the Present

1 his is an abstract of a lecture, that was

prepared to address the Hindu youth attending

the Second Annual Viswa Hindu Parishad

Midwest Region - USA meeting heldatthe Hindu

Temple of Greater Chicago, Lemont Illinois.

August 1, 1992. The purpose of this

presentation was to essentially deliver few

pondering ideas to complement the ideals

incorporated in the minds of the Hindu youth by
their Indian heritage and upbringing.

While preparing the lecture, many thoughts
crossed in my mind for good childhood reading
material and adult truth seeking literature. After

reading through some of the Religious literature

and books on Philosophy in general and human

psychology in particular, I prepared a lecture

presentation and I would like to put the same

thoughts in print too.

"Hinduism" is now generally used as a term

to summarize the aspirations both

unsophisticated and intellectual of the majority

of the Indian people.
1 But any simple definition

of it is. difficult and perhaps impossible due to

the nuances of San(m)skrit language, too literal

interpretation of Hindu imagery & mythology

veiling the real significance.
1

With this introductory remark from a western

Dictionary on Hinduism, one can judge the

complexity of Hinduism to a novice into Hindu

philosophy, religion and thought, like myself.

Probably all students of Hindu religion have

gone through similar insurmountable

experience, while studying books on the Hindu

Thought and Mind. "Hinduism" as it is now

Sri Sriram Sonty

known is "Sanatana Dharma (Eternal Dharma -

rules)", so named due to its origin near river

"Sind". The name "Sind" changed to "Hind" by
Persian rulers ultimately derived the word
"Hinduism". Is Hinduism a Religion ? Most Hindu

theologians believe it has now become a

Philosophy not bound by any rules but by few
Tenets.

Mohandas .Gandhi
2

in his book "Hindu

Dharma" defines Sanatana dharma as one that

prescribes 1 . belief in Vedas and Upanishads as

scriptures to follow, 2. Vedic Varnasrama

Dharma, not in its present popular and crude

sense, 3. Protection of Cow in its much larger

sense, and 4. not disbelieve in Idof worship
Hinduism in this sense is practised since time

immemorial, 3000 years B.C., till now with many
changes and modifications while

accommodating human needs and rituals. There

are 13.5% of human race practising Hindu

philosophy compared to 32.4% Christians and
17.1% Muslims, 6.2% Buddhists and 0:4%
Jews.3 Where te Hinduism'? Then:- In India and
eastern part of world, originated with Aryan

thought, incorporated Dravidiari practices, with

Indo- Aryan epics arid literature. In presenttimes

most of the world philosophy revolves around

Hindu philosophy without the Idol worship. My
prediction for the future is one universal Hindu

philosophy for whole humanity to create peace
and harmony without prejudiceand segregation.

Why should one be a Hindu ? Because it

accommodates the most needs of the mankind
with prescribed Sanatana Dharma. How can one
be a Hindu? Every human can be a Supreme
soul through Hindu practices. 1. Think about
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Brahman i.e., the originator of humanity. 2.

Through "Bhakti Yogam" with constant and
continuous prayers and rituals, 3. Good deeds
to neighbors and people around you "Karma

Yogam" and 4. Intellectual interrogation and

introspection "Jnana Yogam
11

.

After serious introspection and sincere Hindu

literature research I have found TEN" tenets to

the acronym "HIND U". The letter
"
H "

representsTwosupreme characters as depicted
in the Hindu philosophy. 1. Humility and 2.

Honesty.

Humility: Humility derives its meaning from

the word HUMUS: State of being humble from

the meaning Earth. Education has to cultivate

humility and discipline but today in USA it is

yielding Pride in a negative sense and envy. The

present generation Indian youth in USA are

graduating as confident, intelligent students but

without Humility. Bali chakravarthy is a good

example to reflect Humility while encountering
Lord Vishnu as the tiny "Vamana". The

commonly known idiom "down to earth man "

probably derived its significance from

"Humility".

Honesty: Honesty in a human represents

righteousness or uprightness. An honest man ;is

the noblest work of God. To be honest as this

world goes is to be one man picked out often

thousand, according to Shakespeare in

"Hamlet". Lord Srirama in TretaYuga represents

this character in its fullest sense.

The letter
"

I

"
represents Two other great

characters to have. They are 3. Integrity and 4.

Industry.

Integrity: Integrity is the original perfect state

of thought, words and actions. Harishchandra

represents this character in the whole and He

is a person to match. A man with integrity will

always be liked and trusted by one and all.

Industry: Industry involves diligence and

habitual and untiring hardwork. In

"Mahabharata" Ekalavya was an industrious

warrior with probable illustrious career, only to

be annihilated by the most favored pupil of

Dronacharya, Arjuna the warrior archer of

Panadava family. Industry with Intelligence can
make every human a warriorto compete against.

The letter
" N "

represents Two other unique
characters. They are 5. Nobility and 6. Non
violence.

Nobility: Nobility is distinguished bydeeds and
character depicting good thoughts, actions and
words of solace and encouragement
Brahmarishi Vasishta has distinguished himself

by the same and Savitri acquired the life of her

beloved husband Satyavant from the death

clutches of Yamadharmaraja.

Non-violence:
"
Ahimsa

"
is the mostSupreme

character of the current Hindu philosophy. The
Non violence has its roots in Vegetarianism and
well practised by Mahatma Gandhi, Gauthama
Buddha nad Vardhamana Mahavira.

The letter
" D "

should represent 7. Dharma
and 8. Daanam.

Dharma: The word Dharma represents duty
moral and religious to create peaceand harmony
in the universe. If every human follows few

Dharma or duties by himself the whole universe

would be in harmony and order. Dharmaraja in

Mahabharata and Yamadharmaraja with Savitri

depicted this character in its utmost sense.

Danam: Danam represents "To give or share

one's resources in thoughts, actions or words."

Harishchandra and Bali chakravarty depicted

this character for us to follow.

The letter
"
U

"
has given me some soul search

to derive the following two extremely beautiful

characters one can possess and contribute to

the human race and society in need. They are

9. Upakaram and 10. Upayogam.

Upakaram: Upakarann means helping nature

of a human being. As Dharma represents one's
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responsibility towards his family and mankind,

Upakaram represents the help beyond one's

self. This character sometimes includes Danam,
help to the needy is one's best deed.

Upayogam: The Tenth tenet from my soul

search represents the usefulness of a human

being to the society and humanity. The
recommendation to the graduates of education

and future citizens of universe is to contribute

positively to the society without greed and fear

through your illustrious careers.

A New word is coined during this presentation

i.e. "UPAYOGl". Yogam derived its roots from

"Yuj meaning'
1

"Union with the supreme"

Upayogam is to the new graduates of education

like Yogam to the supreme souls. Upayogam is

one step, a Giant leSp towards the eternal bliss
"
Nirvana

"
with sincerity and nobility included.

Character is the most precious gift of

education. Education must promote peace,

security and happiness leading to organised

progress of mankind, according to "SatyaSai"
4

.

Education is not the acquisition of burdensome
information regarding objects and me. It is

awareness of immortal spirit within, which is the

spring of joy, peace and courage.

"Satya Sai"

Politics without principles,

Education without character,

Science without humanity,

Commerce without morality,

are not only useless, but positively dangerous.

To conclude this written presentation I would

like to leave you with few pondering thoughts
to share with your offspring and students. They
are practise the Universal religion which

includes: Humility& Honesty, Integrity & industry,

Nobility & Non violence, Dharmam & Danam,

Upakaram & Upayogam along with reverence,

compassion, forbearance, sacrifice and self

control are the qualities, which reveal the

outcome of true education.

I would like the
" ABCD "

of USA are not the

"American Born Confused Desis" but they are

"American Born Caring & Daring youth" of the

future societies of tomorrow to lead to an ideal

society with all the above Ten Tenets

incorporated.

"The highest truth is this. God is present in all

beings. They are His multiple forms. The First of

all worship is the worship of those all around us.

He alone serves God, who serves all other

beings."

Swamy Vivekananda
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Our Eternal Heritage

1 he first sloka of Adi Sankara's 'Shatpadee
stotram* reads thus:

'Avinaya mapanaya, Vishno,

Damaya mana-ssamaya vishaya

mrugatrushnaam
Bhoota dayaam vistaaraya

Taaraya samsaara saagaratah'

"Lord Vishnu. Remove my igorance,

Ignorance that makes me arrogate unto myself
the feeling that I AM the one who does things

and enjoys things. Bestow peace and serenity

on my mind that is always fleeting and

distorting. Put an end to my running after the

mirages created by the five senses. Grant me
that state of mind which sees you in every

thing and which will not harm anything in

this vast creation. Help me to cross this ocean

of life and its never ending desires."

This is a prayer, a prayer that recurs in

every Hindu religious text in one form or

another. A hundred years ago, nay even two

decades ago, one could dismiss it as one

of those old-fashioned, goody goody, woolly
affairs. But now as we enter the last decade

of this century, this is the conclusion and advice

from the fields of science, economics and every

other field of human endeavour. Wisdom enters

through the gate way of humility (vinaya).

Humility has been the casuality in the culture

of the west inspired by science in the recent

past But now the tide has started turning.

'Less engineering and more acceptance' is

the prescription by Nigel Calder, former editor

of 'New Scientist', In other words futher

progress is not to be expected through the

Sri Vakati Panduranga Rao

aggressive march of science and technology,
but by a change in attitude of the humans.
The time has come -

firstly for the so-called

developed nations - to voluntarily modify their

totally materialistic life style, that science and

technology has given birth to. Nigel Calder sums

up by saying
- "Will human beings press ever

harder on the Earth and its resources, until

our own planet rejects us, like a disease thrown

off? Or shall we find new wisdom in the nick

of time, and curb our numbers and our

demands so as to protect this rare abode of

life amid the deserts of the universe?"

Not only this universe of ours is rare, but

the human being himself is rare says Indian

nuclear scientist Raja Ramanna.
"
The fact

that in the solar system we have not observed

any form of life (even fossil life) seems to

suggest we are unique and lonely in the solar

system (if not the universe). Surely such a

uniqueness calls for more than mere living

and dying. The constraints of the material

universe should not stop us considering things

at a higher plane. Much depends on how we
train our cells in its processes of sensing and

computing. How we burst forth into new

spiritual regimes depends on the feedback we

give to ourselves..."

If the phrases 'bursting forth' and 'training

our cells' sound mystical, do not feel

uncomfortable as science itself is now saying

that in thirty years time 'mystical' will have

ceased to imply 'outside of science'! (See Ref.

20, in chapter IX) Such a flowering of man

has been every visionary's dream!
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Karl Marx envisaged an era when the realm

of physical wants would expand and along

with them the forces of production which

satisfy these wants. He said "Freedom in this

domain can only mean that socialized men,
the associate producers, regulate their

interchange with nature rationally, bringing it

under their common control, instead of being

ruled by it as by the blind forces of nature;

and achieving this with least expenditure of

human energy and under conditions most

favourabel to, and most worthy of, their human

nature. Nonetheless this still remains a realm

of necessity. Beyond it begins that

development of human power which is its own

end, which however, can blossom forth only

with this realm of necessity as its basis. The

shortening of the working day is its

fundamental premise."

In another place 'Economic and Philosophic

Manuscripts' Marx further outlined the need

and the path "Nature is man's inorganic body....

That man's physical and spiritual life is linked

to nature means simply that nature is linked

to itself for man is part of nature".

We now have the scientific means to

understand the workings of nature, we need

no more indulge in mystery or superstition

while -dealing with nature. We have the

rsources and the means of production so that

mankind can provide itself with all necessities

without being subjected to slavery and

indignity. Many countries have in fact

shortened* the working day. And yet 'the

blossoming of human power which is its own
end' is as far as it was centuries ago. Why?
Because man has distanced himself from

nature, which means, in the words of Marx

he has distanced from himself, a part of himself.

What that part is and how to reach it forms

an exciting exercise for those born in India

and rooted in the Sanatana Dharma.

A scientist like Raja Ramanna calls it 'training

our cells' the visiionary Marx terms it as 'human

power' Whatever be the label, they are talking

of something that has a base in us and yet

is above us. Mere satiation of wants and

shortening of working day does not

automatically lead us to think of, struggle for,

and reach it. Man must consciously will for

it. He must live in the body and yet not be

a slave to it of its senses. And who can say-
'Here is the full stop for human wants

1

? We
have seen how science breeds a false sense

of alienation and arrogance, breeding a

technology that is manipulated by
multinationals imposing on us all that they

produce, even if human life can be happy
without a whole lot of them. An addicition

mentality is systmeatically induced through
advertisements and the media; new wants are

created and markets expanded. And we end

up by becoming mere money-earning and

things-buying consumers. Is this how man
'bursts forth' or 'human power blossoms forth

1

?

Most certainly not. Has not Isavasya Upanishad
warned us - "All that is in the universe belongs
to Lord. Protect yourself by renouncing. Do
not covet Whose wealth do you think is all?

Live a hundred years through action without

attaching yourself to the fruits thereof."

Accordingly we shall have to learn to

deliberately say 'no' to many of the marketed

products. We have to learn to differentiate

between needs and vanities. Cars, concorde,

jets, air-conditioners, perfume sprays are not

only dispensable but Ozone depletion is

showing the ultimate red light to such a lifestyle.

A lifestyle, opposed to the very nature that

nurtures us, cannot be be allowed except at

our peril. The real culprits here are the

developed nations which have unashamedly
and unwisely brought entire humankind to his

sorry pass and yet have the temerity to sit

in jugement over us in countries which are

struggling to provide basic living amenities to

the poor millions. While we shall most defintely

tell these rapacious marketing-economies
where they get off, those of us who have access
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to such unified knowledge shall learn to

cultivate a lifestyle that does not harm nature.

Such a living was prescribed by our Dharma,
Now science too advises the same. A simple
life prescribed by the traditions of this country,

that permits one to enjoy without being

enslaved, shall be India's prescription. We shall

discriminate between the good and the

pleasant.

"The good is one thing; the pleasant is

another. These two, differing in their ends, both

prompt to action. Blessed are they that choose

the good; they that choose the pleasant miss

the goal. Both the good and pleasant present

themselves to men. The wise, having examined

both, distinguish the one from the other. The

wise prefer the good to the pleasant; thefoolish ,

driven by fleshly desires prefer the pleasant

to the good," warns Yama in Katha Upahishad.
We Shaft prefer the good, it shall be our

pleasure a& well,

in the words of Radhakrishnan it is only

when we choose to be good we are humans
aid free.

"Man free wilf is the sburce of sefftsh

ambition as; well as disinterested love. While

the true (aw of his being is love; a relation

of harmony with all living beings, he often

rebels against this law. A defiant self-affirmation

which feads to self-enslavement, art abuse of

freedom which destroys itself overtakes him.

To be good is id be capable of all evil and

yet commit none: The fault is not in gods
or our stars. We are responisbfe beirtgs, who

can, it we will, choose the right and reject

the wrong.... % the employment of freedom,

man can raise himself to the divine status

or degrade himself info animal life. Freedom

is choosing good; choosing the pleasant is

a mark of slavery- And science has led to

such an enslavement

Thus we see that the hoary tradition of

Sanatana Dharma very clearly anticipating the

evil that is likely to befall on man who ignoring

good runs after pleasures even if they be of

the scientific and technological origin. A science

that enlightens all, a technology that unplifts

the needy (Schumacher calls it technology
with a human face') - we dial! support and
seek. A science and technology that proliferates

desires and deatfi we shall shun. In other words,
we shall give science a value orientation, that

it lacks by its very nature. And those values,

happily for us Indians, are there clearly codified

in every line of the Upanishads and the

Bhagavadgita. This is where we have a natural

advantage of dovetailing science and religion

and evolving a pattern of life that will be the

model for mankind's tomorrow. That the religion

of this land has the makings of such a universal

religion is clear to even non-Hindus as

Professor Louis Renou writes:

"The fact remains that Hinduism provides

art incomparable field df study for the historian

of religion; Its aberrtions are many, but there

is in it a great stream of mystical power; it

manifests all the conceptions of religion and

ite speculations is ecminually revealing them
in a new light It combines powers of constant

renewal with a firm conservancy of

fundamental 1 tradition. In EJhakti and still more
in Yoga/it has perfected unrivalled techniques

of mystical initiation, that contrast strongly with

the frequently haphazard methods of spiritual

training in the West. Above all, in the

interpretation of religion and dharma in general

artd the reciprocal stimulus of obstraet thought

and religious experiment, there is an underlying

principle that, given favourable conditions, may
well lead to a hew integration of human

personality."

If India in its wisdom has spoken of truth

and untruth, of pleasure arid goodness, of vidya

and avidya, long centuries ago West itself had

been inexorably driven to the very same

conclusions nearly two decades ago. But the^

din of western materialism almost silenced tha|
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same voice which spoke under the name of

'Club of Rome'.

"In April 1968, a group of thirty individuals

from ten countries -
scientists, eductors,

economists, humanists, industrialists, and
national and international civil servants

gathered at Rome at the instigation of Dr.

Aurelio Peccei an Italian industrial manager,
economist and man of vision. They disucussed
a subject of staggering scope - the present
and future predicament of man. Out of this

meeting grew The Club of Rome, an informal

organization aptly described as an Invisible

college
1

. Its purposes are to foster

understanding of the varied but interdependent

components-economic, political, natural and
social that make up the golabal system in

which we all live; to bring that new
understanding to the attention of policy makers
and public worldwide; and in this way to

promote new policy initiatives and action
11

.

Its weighty conculsions have been published
in the form of the book - The Limits to Growth'.
A few excerpts should help clear the cobwebs
that technology has cleverly spun all over our

thinking processes.

"A technical solution may be defined as 'one

that requires a change only in the techniques
of the natural sciences, demanding little or

nothing in the way of change in human values
of ideas of morality*. Numerous problems today
have no technical solutions. Examples are
neclear arms race, racial tensions, and

unemployment... Applying tenhnology to the

natural pressures that the envirnoment exerts

against any growth process has been so
successful in the past that a whole culture

has evolved around the principle of fighting

against limits rather than learning to live with

them.... Is it better to try to live within that

limit by accepting a self-imposed restriction

on growth? Or is it preferable to go on growing
until some other natural limit arises, in the

hope that at that time- another technological

leap will allow growth to continue still longer?
For the last several hundred years human
society has followed the second course so

consistently and successfully that the first

choice has been all but forgotten.... we have
found that technolgical optimism is the most
common and the most dangerous reaction to

our findings from the world model. Technology
can relieve the symptoms of a problem without

affecting the underlying causes. Faith in

techonolgy as the ultimate solution to all

problems can thus divert our attention from
the most fundamental problem the problem
of growth in a finite systme - and prevent
us from taking effective action to solve it....

"....On the other hand our intent is certainly
not to brand technology as evil or futile or

unnecessary.... Perhaps the best summary of

our position is the motto of the Sierra Club- Wof
blind opposition to progress, but opposition
to blind progress'.... One of the most commonly
accepted myths in our present society is the

promise that a continuation of our present
patterns of growth will lead to human equality....

The achievement of a harmonious state of

global economic, social and ecological

equilibrium must be a joint venture based on

joint conviction with benefits for all. The greatest

leadership will be demanded from the

economically developed countries, for the first

step toward such a goal would be for them
to encourage a deceleration in the gowth of

their own material output while, at the same
time, assisting the developing nations in their

efforts to advance their economies more
rapidly."

That was in 1968, but the arrogant West
had gone on its way for a full two decades...

till it was forced by nature saying
-

'Stop,
look and proceed, or die' - in the late 80's.

Stunned by the multiple doom staring in its

face western culture is now forced to see the

light of Eastern wisdom; faced with the alround
disaster brought about by a materialist way
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of life it is a now finding that beyond a limit,

the dollar is a devil, a very scientific devil

at that. That this realisation has come to that

most prosperous nation of the world, America
is reflected in US President George Bush's

inaugural speech, he said "My friends, we are

not the sum of our possessions. They are

not the measure of our lives. We cannot hope
only to leave children a bigger account. We
must hope to give them a sense to what it

means to be a loyal friend, loving parent, a
citizen who leaves his home, his

neighbourhood and town better than he found

it.

LoyaRy, love and care -
qualities that have

been banished from human experience by
science four hundred years ago-are again

being sought there. Should not we, in India,

sec the moral and take care to see that we
too should not go downhill, even as we
continue to uplift our downtridden millions?

It may sound strange but it is true and logical

too that in America a movement towards a
life of quality rather than quantity has already

begun. Duone Elgin has written an entire book
on the subject and titled it as Voluntary

Simplicity
- An ecological lifestyle that

promotes personal and social renewal' and

says that voluntary simplicity as a 'way of

life is a microcosm of the golbal convergence
of the human family'.

Even as science is underlining not only

global but universal inter - connectedness

many voices from different parts of the world

are echoing the emergence of a new

consciousness, a seed of the Vasudhaiva

Kutumbarn, the world family
- 'Mankind is on

the threshold of a new stage in its development
We should not only promote the expansion
of its material, scientific and technical basis,

but, what is more important, the formation of

a new value and humanistic aspirations in

human psychology, since wisdom and

humaneness are 'eternal truths that make the

basis of humanity' says LT.Frolov,

Editor-in-chief, 'communist' magazine,
Mascow. Values and wisdom do not come
from science - as Einstein had pointed out

They come from religion, culture and tradition.

Per Lindblom of the International Federation

of institute of Advanced Studies, Oslo remarks
- 'The problems of todya are not primarily
scientific and technological. In science we have

knowledge and in technology the tools, The

problems are basically political, economical and
cultural."

How it is economical is testified by Jan Selego
of World Vision International, Nairobi- "A lot

of youth in the third world countries and even
adults are unemployed. We want simple

technologies... development is people, it is not

high technology, it is not modernization, it is

not Westernisation. But it should be culturally

relevant. Take science but reject westernization
- is the Key. Further wisdom comes from
Indonesia.

A speaker at the hearing of the World
Commission on Environment and Development
of Jakarta told the Commission- "We in Asia,

want to have an equilibrium between the

spiritual and material life. I noticed that you
have tried to seperate religion from the

technolotgical side of life. Is that not exactly
the mistake in the West in devloping technology,
without ethics, without religion? If that is the

case, and we have a chance to develop a
new dierction, should we not advise the group
on technolgoy to pursue a different kind of

technology which has as its base not only
the rationality, but also the spiritual aspect".

More evidence of this holistic apporach of

combining deliberate choice and preference
with scientific discovery and technological
innovations is coming from scientists

themselves. Nigel Calder reflects this trend

when he says: "Many of our current problems
arise less from a lack of creativity and
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invenitiveness than from an excess of new
found technological powers to which our

societies have not properly adjusted. There

is a lack of wisdom, certainly to temper the

use of those powers.... Wisdom tries to

reconcile powerful knowledge with a sensitivity

to the. complex systems of the environment

and human society, and with a deep

understanding human needs, hopes and fears."

The life and soul of Sanatana Dharma is

such wisdom that has repeatedly underlined

the oneness of all creation and evolved a

comprehensive code of thinking and living in

which knowledge, environment and human

society merge into a grand scheme valid as

the consitution for the global society of

tomorrow.

It has been quite a long journey for man.

With mind as his instrument he has evolved

the arts, the sciences and the religions.

When religion turned narrow and blind, he

sought to question it with the implements of

science; false religions fell, as they narually

had to.

Today man is at the other end of the swing
and is totally under the hypnotic power and
dictates of a science that has lost it primary
sence of service to man. And now we shall

use religion to question the evils of science

and restore the balance. Otherwise we may
all end as a heap of ash, burnt by our own
knowledge, not tempered with wisdom and

humility. In this global task of laying the path
for a golden tomorrow, every individual has
a responsibility and a role.

More so for one born is this land of Ganga
and Vivekananda. To put is rather briefly,

simple living and service to others should be
the beacon lights to give meaning and direction

to every Indian's life. In making the society
better, we shall attain our individual salvation.

And in doing so, while we have the benefits

of today's scientific insights, we will be doing
no more than following our ancients who had

mastered the art of living and dying. In seeking
to connect ourselves to our evergreen past,

in restoring our relationship to the basic tenets

of Sanatana Dharma which are scientific in

their concept, imagery and application, we shall*

have the privilege of demonstrating to the

confused and doubting world that one cna
be intensely religious and yet be totally

scientific, that one can be eternal and flowing
at the sametime, that one can be rooted in

tradition and yet be modern!

Ours has been a rare heritage that has

weathered many a storm and today it shines

forth in renewed resplendence reflecting the.

very latest practical insights that science has

to offer. At its fountain shall we drink for

nourishing ourselves in our onward march
towards a tomorrow of a peaceful universal

family.

We shall capture and live the spirit of our

hoary Vedic forefathers and pray: I

May the Earth that bears people !

speaking varied languages
'

With various religious rites aQCording
to the places of abode,

Enrich me with wealth in a thousand

streams

Like a milch-cow that never fails.

Peace of the sky, peace of the mid-region,

peace of earth, peace of waters, peace
of plants,

Peace of trees, peace of all Gods,

peace of Brahman, peace of the Universe,

peace of peace.

May that peace be mine!'

'AVINAYA MAPANAYA VISHNO!'



Avatar Meher Baba

Srt M.B.G. Sastri

As on today, the entire world is caught

up with feelings of hatred, jealosy, envy,

imbalance, greediness to the extent of

exploiting the other man, to satisfy his own
needs. Avatar Meher Baba points out that the

root cause of all the troubles of men today

is man's utmost selfishness, and this

selfishness in man is causing unhappiness to

the neighbour. The solution therefore is to

change totally the present attitude of man; from

selfishness to selflessness.

In the past the people of the times suffered

because of a few evil persons, who were

mighty and who subjugated everybody else.

In those times, destroying those persons who

were the source of evil, brought about peace

and happiness among the community. But

today, the situation is different and no individual

or individuals can be singled out as the sources

of evil. Everyone is selfish and causing

unhappiness to the neighbour. So, the Avatar's

main function today is to free the man from

the Universal suffering and this can be

achieved by only push he is imparting in this

advent, but also the posterity with his Divinely

classical Books - '

1 . GOD SPEAKS which explains in a scientific

way the theme and purpose of creation,

understandable even to an average person

and which bears the stamp of the authority

of the Creator Himself.

2. DISCOURSES These discourses cover a

wide variety of topics, explaining every

aspect in a lucid and logical manner. These

discourses are the upahishads of this

century, and are invaluable to posterity.

There are several significant messages given

by Avatar Meher Baba on different occasions,

and one such message, called 'The Universal

Message" is reproduced below, a reading of

which will give the reader some idea of his

Avataric Mission in this Advent

UNIVERSAL MESSAGE

I have come not to teach but to awaken.

Understand therefore that I lay down no

precepts.

Throughout eternity I have laid down

principles and precepts, but mankind has

ignored them. Man's inability to live God's

words makes the Avatar's teachings a mockery.

Instead of practising the compassion he taught,

man has waged crusades in his name. Instead

of living the humility, purity and truth of his

words, man has given way to hatred, greed

and violence.

Because man has been deaf to the principles

and precepts laid down by God in the past,

in this present Avataric Form, I observe Silence.

You have asked for and been given enough

words -
it is now time to live them. To get

nearer and nearer to God you have to get

further and further away from "I", "My", "Me"

and "Mine". You have not to renounce anything

but your own self. It is as simple as that, though

found to be almost impossible. It is possible

for you to renounce your limited self by my
Grace. I have come to release that Grace.

I repeat, I lay down no precepts. When I

re |ease the tide of Truth which I have come

to give, men's daily lives will be the living

precept. The words I had not spoken will come

to life in them.
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